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HAND MADE BARRELS

The British schooner Irene Myrtle,
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln which was overdue at Bangor after
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula a voyage from Weymouth, N. S. has
tion and very reasonable.
been anchored for several days at
•••

••• fied. The master of the vessel re
(Walter G. Hatch in the Belfast
•••
Nothoroughly occupied
man •••
ported in a message that the vessel Journal)
— was ever yet very miserable.—
•••
7.30 O’clock
•— Landor.
—• was forced into Stonington after en
I was greatly interested in the arti
•—
••• countering a succession of northeast
cles on "Lime Cask Days” by E. H.
Tickets—Orchestra 35c; Children
gales with heavy seas since leaving Philbrick of Rockland written for the
20c (balcony only)
General prosperity will finally rise Weymouth. The schooner is laden Rockland Courier-Gazette and re
43-55
from the ranks.—Los Angeles Times. with lumber.
printed in The Journal. I well re
member those days and It brought
to my mind the whole barrel industrv
in which I was engaged tne greater
part of my life.
My twin brother and I learned the
cooper’s trade from our father at a
very early age. At the age of 12 we
could make barrels and worked with
our father from then on much of the
time when we weren't going to school.
Our business was making mackerel
barrels for Eben Newell of City Point,
who did a large business in ship
ping staves and barrels in the '70s.
Later we formed a partnership under
the firm name Hatch Bros., and con
tinued the business more than 40
years.
We manufactured large
quantities of fish barrels 4>f different
kinds, including mackerel, herring,
alewives and shadroe. We also had
contracts for pork and syrup barrels.
The pork barrels were made from
clear white ash stock and full hooped
with heavy ash hoops.
The work on these barrels for many
years was all done by hand and some
work it was too. Mr. Philbrick said
he is one of them who can split and
shave hoops, make heads by hand,
etc. So are we among the number
left.
The days of mackerel barrels are
gone as very few are used for that
purpose now. Mackerel are brought
in fresh and sold at much better
prices than when salted. Pork bar
rels are now made by machinery
which has done away with hand
made work.
When the fertilizer business was
flourishing here and at Searsport we
had large contracts for barrels for
several years, giving employment to
from six to ten men a greater part
of the year. Nearly all of our stock
used in our business was bought from
mills in this vicinity, and hoops and
poles bought of farmers living in sur
rounding towns. So it all meant cash
for many people.
Circumstances
have changed all this, probably for
all time, as different containers are
used these days.
Deliveries will be made at the above price during the month of April or until further

Price Reduction
■■■

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE A FURTHER REDUCTION

IN THE PRICE OF AMERICAN ANTHRACITE COAL OF ONE
DOLLAR A TON TO THE LOWEST PRICE IN MANY YEARS.

EGG COAL
$12.50
STOVE

NUT

Don't miss the big opening today
of G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm
Block. Dainty food favors for every
body. Demonstrations, etc—adv.

At this time permit us to call your atten tion to our Service Department which is
prepared to Clean Out Your Stove Pipes, Chimney Flues, Stoves and Furnaces.
The most modern method is used which insures a Good Clean Job, Without Any
Dust or Dirt in Your Kitchen or Cellar.

Your Patronage is Invited and We Promise to Supply the Best Coal Obtainable
and Guarantee Satisfactory Service

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Telephone 487

MERIT BADGE CLUB

A NATURE TALK

Volume 87.................. Number 43

GOT LOTS OF POINTS

‘‘TIGHTEN ITS BELT"

Troops Working For Public Exhibi
Supplements Miss Teresa Arau Told Ro- tion April 18.—Other Scout Matters Moran Tells Fellow Demo- Garden Club Hears Instruc-

Belfast Mfm
E. H. Philbrick’s Interest
ing Article On Subject
Stonington, the consignees were noti

notice. Our Terms Are Strictly Cash with the order or Payable At the House
On Delivery. This price is based on the Finest Coal Obtainable, cleaned in our
own yard and delivered promptly in the most careful and satisfactory manner.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine

tarians Of Trees and Gar Due to stormy weather not many
were present at the Merit Badge Club
dens
In keeping with the feeling of
spring in the air yesterday's speaker
at the Rotary Club, Miss Teresa
Arau of Camden, told of growing
things and of the achievements of
the Camden. Garden Club in making
that a town of well kept homes.
Miss Arau brought to her talk the
enthusiasm of the true nature lover
and somehow inspired her hearers
with a desire to go home and dig in
the dirt, building a garden or improv
ing the lawn. She has been presi
dent of the Camden group for 11
years.
Much of Camden’s famed beauty
‘s due to its magnificent elms and
the Garden Club has vigorously
fought in their behalf. A few years
ago insect pests stripped many trees
of all their foliage and since that
time through cooperation of town
officials the trees have been sprayed
annually. This battle was with the
dreaded inch worm. The elm tfefc
beetle was conquered and the dan
gerous saw fly, the latter through
cooperation between the Garden Club
and the school children, the kiddies
gathering the cocoons which are
found on the surface of the ground
in spring. At the present time
brown tail moths threaten Camden,
where the vigorous measures taken
in this city, have not been applied.
The prizes for better lawns and
home appearance, made through the
generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Bok, have
resulted in a great improvement in
appearances all over town. The im
pulse to improve one’s lawn is con
tagious and affects those who do not
enter the contests. The famous
flower baskets on the street light
poles have brought Camden much
pleasant notoriety. The late Edward
W. Bok saw such baskets in England
and at his suggestion the Garden
Club made the Camden installation,
the first in this country.
Miss Arau had some kind things to
say about the energetic Rockland
Garden Club and complimented its
work, especially the improved appear
ance of the city dump. She urged
cooperation with the club especially
in its efforts to prevent the mutila
tion of shade trees for commercial
purposes.
J. A. Jameson and E. L. Brown

Wednesday night at the home of
Scoutmaster Walter Kimball. The
club voted to change its meeting
night to Thursday because some hon
orary members cannot be present
Wednesdays.
Scoutmasters report troops working
for the public exhibition at the High
School April 18.
Executive A. Kenneth McCartney,
Honorary Secretary Harold Whitehill.
and Vice President Robert Allen were
absent so the initiation was post
poned. Scoutmaster Francis Mer
chant of South Thomaston was voted
on for honorary membership.
After the business meeting a de
lightful lunch was served. The next
meeting will be held at the home of
President Linwood Aylward, April 21.

HIRING MAINE LABOR
Com’r. Brals Asks Applicants For
Road Work To Register at His
Office
Skilled and semi-skilled road con
struction workers residents of Maine
were asked by Charles O. Beals, State
Commissioner of Labor, to register
in his office so he can help them
locate jobs.
A clause in road construction con
tracts compels contractors to hire
only Maine labor when possible.
Beals said if steam and gasoIITie
shovel and roller operators and their
helpers, and other skilled or Semi■ skilled road workers other than com
mon laborers registered, he may be
able to help them find work because
of his close contact with the State
| Highway Department and knowledge
of when road contracts are awarded.
A ROCKPORT CANDIDATE

Arthur K Walker of Rockport has
announced that he is a candidate for
the representative nomination on the
Republican ticket in the Legislative
class comprising Rockport, Warren
Union and North Haven. His pri
mary papers are in circulation.

were appointed a committee to rep
resent Rotary in the City Manager
composite committee being sponsored
by the Chamber of Commerce. Plans
were discussed for the annual meet
ing which will be held May 27.

THE LYNN

crats How Government
Can Reduce Expenses

tive Talk By Dr. Watson,
Of Swift & Co.

E. C. Moran, Jr., who is seeking the
A large gathering of Garden Club
Democratic Congressional nomina members from Rockland. Thomaston,
tion in the Second District, was one Camden and Warren were privileged
of the speakers at a rally held by the to hear a most delightful and instruc
Woodrow Wilson Club in Boothbay tive talk on the care and feeding of
Harbor last night.
plants at the special meeting of the
“To my mind.” he said, “the pres Rockland organization at The Thorn
ent administration has utterly failed dike grill Wednesday afternoon. The
speaker was Dr. A. H. Watson of the
to realize, or has been unwilling to Research Department of Swift & Co.,
use, the second method of balancing who despite his youthful appearance,
the budget—namely reduction of ex testified to several years in research
penditures. Every dollar cut off from work with the Universities of New
Hampshire, Indiana and Illinois be
expenditures would mean one dollar fore his connection with Swift & Co.,
less tax. Instead of searching new j and who handled his subject with
avenues for taxing heavily an al confidence and authority, which be
ready overburdened people, our Fed spoke thorough training and wide
eral Government should tighten its experience.
Dr. Watson opened his talk by pay
belt and reduce expenditures, just the ing tribute to the beauties of New
same as individuals have been England, saying that his love for New
obliged to do during this unprece England came to life while he was at
dented period.
Pious statements the University of New Hampshire at
from the White House will not do; Durham. Referring to visits Wed
the people want and need action, not nesday morning to Camden and
Rockport to view work accomplished
words.
"How can we reduce Federal ex under direction of garden clubs, he
pense? First, we must reduce this stressed the development of commun
concentration of power in the Federal ity spirit through such organizations.
The basic part of his talk was illus
Government by eliminating all activ
ities not properly the duty of the Fed trated by lantern slides, many of
eral Government anyway, and there which were gorgeous bits of coloring.
by abolish the great number of boards, Setting forth the food necessities for
plant
life—nitrogen,
phosphorus,
bureaus, and commissions carrying potassium or potash, iron, mag
out these unnecessary tasks. This nesium, manganese and calcium being
will require a complete survey and the most important—he explained
wholesale reorganization of our fed» how each plays its part in foliage,
eral machinery of government. We fruitage, etc., and showed examples
must get back to simplicity. The where plants had been deprived of
test ‘is it necessary?’ must be ap some of these food elements. Par
plied.
ticular mention was made of tulip,
“What we need is not more Federal rose and sweet pea growth, also lawns
government but better local govern and trees, and indoor potted plants.
ment. Instead of rushing to the Fed Preparation of soil, the mixture and
eral government with the idea that amount of plant food, when and how
every time something should be done to apply plant food, were among
the Federal Government should do points covered.
it, let us preserve what little we now
At the close of his talk, an open
retain of local government, and re forum was conducted, during which
cover from the Federal government much valuable information was given
bureaus those functions which never by Dr. Watson in reply to questions.
should have been lodged there in the Everywhere notebooks and pencils
first place. No political appointees were busy, and it was conceded by all
in Washington can govern us as well that a great amount of valuable In
as we can govern ourselves. The far formation had been given out for
ther away from us we move govern practical application.
ment, loss of interest increases pro
The monthly meeting of the Rock
portionately; lack of Interest and lack land Club will take place April 26,
of knowledge in government spells when Edward D. Johnson, landscape
poor government. Eternal vigilance gardener for the Silsby Flower Shop
Is not only the price of liberty; It is will be the speaker.
also the price of good government."

WE WANTERKN0W!

REDUCED PURCHASES

Sale of Electricity For Light and
Old Poems Wanted
Power Fell Off 11.9 Percent Last Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Year
I would like to ask through your

NEW WAITING ROOM
We have leased the store in The
Bicknell, Next South of Gonia’s,
Opposite Town Clock
ROCKLAND, THOMASTON *
CAMDEN BUS LINE
43-46

Production of electricity by the Na
tion's power and light industry ln the
week ended April 2 was 1,480.208.000
kilowatt hours, a reduction of 11.9
percent compared with the corre
sponding week of last year.
Seasonal factors accounted partly
for the loss compared with the pre
ceding week, but utility men said the
decline from 1931 figures has been
due mainly to reduced purchases of
electricity by industrial companies.
The Atlantic seaboard district re
ported a decrease of 6.6 percent as
compared with the 1931 figures.

FRED FERNALD
PAPER HANGING
CEILING WORK
Outside
PAINTING
Inside
WALL PAPER, 7c up

paper if anyone can tell me where I
can find a copy of the poem. “The
Lil’ Black Sheep." also one con
taining the line, "The Cherry Trees
in Flourish?” and greatly oblige.
L.W.S.

The Easy Housekeeping Shop—
G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm Block,
opens today. Free favors—dainty
foods—interesting demonstrations.—
adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a Iom
The Secretary of War has recom of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

CRIEHAVEN GETS IT

Call me before doing that job
Prices Reasonable
Tel. 575 before 7 A. M.
and after 5.30 P. M.
41-43

mended to Congress the construction
WHEN 1 AWAKE
of a breakwater 300 feet long at Criehaven at a cast of $40,000. The And so. when evening shadows creep.
And
night
softly o’er the lea.
recommendation provides local In You touch myfalls
eyelids and I sleep.
terests shall supply the necessary
And sleeping, dream of Heaven and
thee;
rights of way for the construction of
And when some summer morn shall
the shore end of the breakwater.
break
That finds me chilled by death’s cold

dew.
Remember the Rexall one cent
need but kiss me. I shall wake:
sale, April 14, 15, 16. at Sheldon's You
And waking be ln Heaven with you.
Drug Store, Rockland.
43-44
- Lady Uelgall.

DON’T MISS THIS
Mt

Rexall

Demonstrations by Experts
Dainty Foods Prepared
Favors For All
This Gala Opening Demonstration Will Be

SATURDAY—TODAY
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

Our recent showing of the new Lynn Range and
the DeLuxe Range Burner created such pronounced
public interest that we have taken the former CutlerCook store

346 Main Street

Thursday- Friday- Saturday
April 14-15-16
SHELDON’S Drug Store
Rockland, Me.

IXTRA WEAR
WHERE THE WEAR COME!

4

Where We Will Display the

EASY HOUSEKEEPING SHOP
CHISHOLM BLOCK

492 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

SHOE
REPAIRING
Men’s Half Soles

Furnace Burners
For all Domestic and Industrial Purposes

43-44

Take Advantage of these new
Low Prices

Lynn Range
DeLuxe Lynn Burner

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

Sale

♦
EXTRA WEAR

$1.00

Men’s Rubber Heels

.40

Ladies’ Half Soles

.85

Ladies’ Rubber Heels

.40

Ladies’ Leather Lifts,

.30

WHERE THl WEAR COMII

A. C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Rockland Shoe Repair
491 Main St.
D. H. FULLER, Prop.

Mail Orders Solicited
E. G. WILLIAMSON, Mgr.
43-45
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MET GROUP OF MEN

“MOST FOOLISH AND UNTRUE”

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me.. April 9, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
April 7, 1932. there was printed a total of
6162 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Lester T. Randolph Presents
Plan Used By Many Bap
tist Churches

Are the Distorted Stories Told About Central Maine,
President Wyman Tells Stockholders

Lester T. Randolph of New Jersey,
recording secretary at the New York
office of the National Council of
Northern Baptist Men, met a group
of men of the First Baptist Church,
in the church parlors Thursday eve
ning. in an informal conference. The
group had first canvassed the avail
able man power of the church, the
men engaged in different activities
in connection with the church, those
not now so engaged, the number of
men in Rockland not connected with
any church, etc., so that the men
present might understand the re
sources of the church in men. what
was being done and the opportunities
for doing more work for the advance
ment of Christ's kingdom in church
activities and in the community.
Mr. Randolph presented the plan
that has been put into operation in
many of the Baptist churches and
proved its wisdom and efficiency by
the results obtained, the seven "tasks"
suggested, each with a task leader
and group of men under him, having
been found to cover all the church
activities, which may be briefly desig
nated as Bible study, missions,, Chris
tian use of possessions, recruiting
men for Christ, enlisting the mem
bership, fellowship, and work for boys
and youth. The pastor and a. general leader of men's work, with the
task leaders, comprise an administrative council.
Frank H. Ingraham presided and
Osmond A. Palmer, Joseph W Robinson and A. E. Brunberg were appointed a committee to consider the
proposed plan, and report at a later
meeting the advisability of adopting
the same, in whole or in part
Mrs. Randolph accompanied Mr.
Randolph and thev were guests at
Hotel Rockland, while in the city.
Thev have a daughter who entered
Bates College last fall, and she and
her parents are much pleased with
what thev have seen of Maine, despite the fact that Mr. and Mrs. Randolph found road conditions none too
good.

Declaring that certain interests side the State when it Is not needed
which appear to derive pleasure from here. Circumstances have decided
adversely criticising the Central otherwise.
"Relieving the superintendents and
Maine Power Company, have seized
upon the economy program of the the department heads of the Com
Fifty years ago this spring a Gercompany and exploited it as an indi pany of the burdens thrown on them
cation of weakness, Walter S. Wyman, by these big construction projects has
man doctor discovered the germ that
pse.-ident of the Central Maine resulted in their being able to do our
causes tuberculosis, and the fourth
Power Company, in a letter to stock routine work with less people, and so j
annual campaign against this disease
we have felt it good business to cut ■
holders refutes these attacks.
is now being waged by the authorities
"For 15 years." says President Wy down the regular operating force of
man, "I have been writing these the Company. In many places we
of this State.
The intensive pro
letters and during that time have have been able to ’stagger' the em- |
gram stressing the importance of the
often congratulated the stockholders ployment of the individuals so that J
early diagnosis for tuberculosis is
on the various phases of the Com instead of letting people go, we have 1
pany's activities. Today it seems given a part of a week's work to a
bringing the fact home to the public,
FROM
that there is more reason than ever larger number of persons.
that every case of tuberculosis in ex
"All these curtailments have been
before for you to feel pleased with
istence today came from some other
your investment and with the way seized upon by persons who are inter
ihe Company and its employes are ested for one reason or another in
case of the same disease. Dr. Clar
meeting the present serious business criticising your Company. The most I
ence F. Kendall, acting director of
depression. That this, depression is foolish and untrue stories have been
the State Bureau of Health, has pre
Washington, D. C.—Again the low serious and is country wide and world circulated. These stories have grown
ly onion stands alone among its wide is not open to argumen: and have been distorted as they were
pared for the Maine Public Health
neighbors.
Neither is the fact that it has lasted handed from one to another.
Association, a statement in which he
"There probably never was a time
With food prices dropping on all much longer than anyone expected
endorses the effort put forth to check
sides during the past two years, die it would. Following so closely as it when the securities of the Central I
the disease, and advocates the annual
humble onion, apart from its 42 did the boom times of 1928 and 1929, Maine Power Co. stood in so strong
physical examination, and the use
neighbors, not only declined to have it has been a tremendous surprise to a position as they do now. compared
its prices lowered but managed a a great many people that hard times with the vast majority of securities '
of the tuberculin test. He says:
4.1
per cent increase. This fact was would come again and that it would In the hands of the public today, j
"Why do so many die of tuberculosis?
revealed in the eighth annual re- once more become necessary to prac Your preferred stock dividend is be- ,
the most rigid economy in all ing amply earned with a very consid- !
In spite of the fact that our mortality
port on the cost of living in the tice
kinds, of business as well as in the crable margin. Your Company is not'
rate from tuberculosis has decreased
United States just issued by tne affairs of individuals.
heavily in debt. It could stand a lot
National
Industrial
Conference
75% during the last 30 years, we have
"Some of those who always appear more grief before your preferred
Board.
too many deaths from this disease.”
to take great pleasure in criticising stock dividend would be even threat
Forty-three items of food are in- the Central Maine Power Co. and its ened. Your management and em
ciuded in the index of the board, doings have seized upon the fact that ployes have given proof of their dis
Rockland is discussing the installa
with tbe exception of onions, sub we, as well as the rest of the world, position and their ability to cut down
tion of a city manager form of muni
stential reductions in food costs have been practicing economies, as costs of operation when it is neces
cipal government and information is
wefe shown for each item, the re- an indication of weakness. They sary. Your Company is operating in
to be sought. The committee can get
ductions ranging from 3.3 per cent I have intimated that something must the best part of America. It is op
an earfull by devoting a day to Ban
in the average price of tea to 52.6 be wrong with the affairs of the Com erating in a part of the country
gor interviews.—Bangor Commercial.
per cent in the average prices of po pany. This is far from being the where earthquakes, floods and the
The introduction of the city mana
case; rather, I think it is an indica other terrible things that are con
tatoes and navy beans.
ger system in Bangor is said not to
The decline for the entire list dur tion of loyalty and capability on the stantly happening elsewhere do not
part of the men and women connect occur to an extent to menace life and
have been particularly auspicious, but
ing the two years was 275 per cent ed with the Company, that they have property. It is operating in a section
and
there
were
17
items
that
showed
Bangor always did have ideas of its
been so willing to cooperate in cut where the stable and sober minded
a decline greater than that for all ting down operating expenses.
people have demonstrated their
own, and it is not surprising to learn
» • ♦ •
foods, the board states,
ability over and over again to pull up
that the newcomer immediately be
Living costs of wage-earners
"For the last 10 years Central their belts and meet hard conditions
came a “bone of contention." Rock
showed a reduction of 17 per cent Maine Power Co. has been carrying when they come. Maine is within 500
land may or may not adopt the plan,
POLITICAL POT BOILS during the last two years, according on a large and steadily increasing de miles of a third of the population of
to computations as of December velopment and construction program, the United States. The Atlantic
but it is a healthy sign that it is to
1931, whilfe the purchasing power of necessitated by the demands of new Ocean brings the merchandise of the
__ ___
be given careful and non-partisan Gov. Murray Attacks Roose the
dollar—which varies inversely business in its territory and by the world to Its doors. How long the de
consideration.
velt Campaign Methods—- with the cost of living—comuuted on constantly increased use of electricity pression will continue, no one knows.
the basis of 100 cents for the 1923 by everyone. This construction cul You will, however, find the people
Partridge Not In Contest dollar, was 120.3 cents at the end of minated in the .building of the Wy of New England making progress
It was scarcely expected that Con
last year, as compared with 161.3 man dam at Bingham, one of the even under its bitter burden. When
Donald B. Partridge, last Con cents in July 1914.
largest developments of its kind in it ends, you will find them going for
gressman Donald B. Partridge would
gressman to represent the Second
the country. During the time that ward steadily.
enter the lists against Congressman District as it is now composed will
* * « «
this dam was in the building and
The selection of Senator Barkley the transmission lines leading from
Beedy in whose district Oxford Coun not oppose Congressman Beedy in
"During the last few months there
ty now finds itself, but it is a pity the First District, to which Oxford of Kentucky as keynoter at the it to the Company's principal mar have been many stories going around
that this brainy young Oxford bear County is now attached. Inter- Democratic National Convention is kets were being erected, we employed about what is going to happen to the
viewed in Washington Thursday, he already meeting with some scattered a large force of extia workmen and holding companies in Chicago and
should be obliged to content himself saidI qriticism here. The choice was en- engineers. We would like to have New York and quite a few of our
with a single term in the National
"For months I have been receiv- gineered by the Roosevelt forces,
kept them all busy permanently. stockholders have become disturbed
It js ported out that Kentucky is Obviously, however, when this con by these stories and reports. Now
House of Representatives. He has a ing requests and offers of support
scene of tire mine troubles that. struction work stopped, they had to I do not know what is going to hap
large and loyal following, and we from all sections of the new First
Congressional District urging me to over severai months, have attracted b? laid off. At one time the New pen to these companies. It is not our
cannot help feeling that Partridge, be a candidate for Representative to natiOn-wide attention. Outsiders of England Public Service Company's business to know. I want to impress
with youth in his favor, is again go Congress upon the Republican ticket vari0US SOrts who have attempted to engineering organization, which does upon you, however, that whatever
the engineering work for the Central may happen to them will have no
ing to figure prominently in the in the coming primary election," pnter tbe regiOn to study the situa- Maine Power Co., was employing effect whatever on the business or
pages of Maine’s political history. said Mr. Partridge. "I deeply ap- tion of the mine workers have been over 100 engineers. At the present earnings of the Central Maine Power
preciate the confidence expressed in run out 0( the state. Senator BarkCo. We do not owe the holding com
His one-term record in Congress thus me and the support which has been jey so jar as the average Washing- time less than ten are necessary.
"As the people of Maine have de panies any money and they do not
far is altogether in his favor.
tendered, and, in fairness to these tonian knows, has said nothing,
cided that there shall be no change owe us any money. Our business is
loyal friends and in order that there * It
burl the £}-,mocratSr it is in the export, law. it is evident that operated by people located in Maine
may
be
no
misunderstanding,
I
feel
gai(
j
have
as
their
keynote
conno more power can be developed than and regulated by the laws of the
Radio fans will become more opti
thc time has now arrived when 1 vention speaker a man who has
mistic in regard to television now should make my position absolute- condoned with silence the labor situ- Is necessary for the use of the people State of Maine. It is as sound as the
of this State. As the depression has business and people of this State. It
that Marconi is turning his inventive ly clear.
ation. long standing and denouncad, cut down that increase of use it is has earned and paid dividends to its
"This country is passing through a^ (be Kentucky mines,
genius toward it. When the Italian
preferred stockholders for more than
necessary for us to stop building.
....
"Wc had hoped that this great 25 years, and the statement and
wizard tells the world that he expects one of the most troublesome times
in history. The voters of the pres
Three more requests for wheat business of developing rivers and check which you are receiving with
soon to be able to see his family in ent Second District have honored me
from Maine chapters of the Red building power stations and trans this letter, are the strongest kind of
New York while he speaks to them by in selecting me to represent them Cross were appioved by headquarters mission lines, which employed so nroof that it is still doing so and is
wireless telephone, it cannot be re in this 72nd Congress. The task de here last week. Orders have been many people of the State, might go. likely to do so in the future. Its
on for many years as a continuous i great tower of strength is in its
garded as an idle boast. It is, of mands all of my energy and thought, forwarded to Chicago to be filled. business.
The building of these prop- ! friends. Many years ago I read the
I cannot at this time efficiently rep The requests approved last week in
course, discouraging that scientists resent my district, do my duty to
ertics gave the cities and towns of following which has served as an include
the
Eastern
Piscataquis, Maine additional taxable property spiration for the kind of a business
liave not been able to advance more my country and at the same time Penobscot and Portland Red Cross,
rapidly in their television research, carry on a political campaign. I making the total such requests ap and could have been carried on to a olatform that we have tried to build
very large extent had we been able up in Central Maine Power Company:
but Orville Wright's first airplane propose to remain on my present job proved 16 with orders sent for 6,077 to dispose cf the surplus power out“ ‘There is an honor in business
and complete it to the best of my barrels of flour.
flight was not the result of one day’s ability, regardless of any political
experiments.
future and therefore I decline to be
ON MY SET”
a candidate.”
Congressman Partridge's decision
The Maine Publicity Bureau is re
r.ot to run finds two Republican can
ceiving letters at the rate of 500 a day didates seeking the nomination in
—letters containing inquiries regard- the enlarged First District, Repreing the Pine Tree State’s recreational sentative Carroll L. Beedy of Portland, seeking re-election, and Ed
advantages. Enclosed coupons indi ward E. Chase of Cape Elizabeth who
cated that the questioners have been Monday announced his candidacy on
reading the national advertising in ' a wet platform.
magazines and newspapers, which' „ . „ „*,*.*,*
, ,
,
,
.,
Fred H. Gabbi has resigned as
leads up to that age-old, and easily ,
of the Lineoln chlb Maine
answered question: Does advertising ! Republicans’ organization. Gabbi,
pay?
I who was elected to the office after
Rochester, N. Y., newspapers
____________
the sudden death of Col. Frank B.
gave some very fine notices of a
_
,
...
,
. i W. Welch last February, said he had
concert recently broadcast by
The number of business failures in | accepted the honor only to carry the
Station WHAM. Paul White,
this country last year was 28,285, organization through the emergency
conductor of the Rochester Civic
which sounds rather appalling, but j created by the former president's
Orchestra on that occasion, is
ripflfh
from Eangor, and one of the
according to Dun's Survey there were , ucaL“. , , ,
soloists, Rufus Arey, is a native
22,909 in 1929, which was a boom 1 Governor William H. (Alfalfa Bill)
of Vinalhaven. Concerning the
year, and the average for seven years Murray of Oklahomo in a campaign
lattef two of the newspapers
was more than 20.000. Changing address Thursday charged $50,000 has
said:
“Rufus Arey, clarinet soloist,
economic conditions are taking their 1 been brought into Nebraska to
buy
convention
delegates
for
contributed a delightful number
toll.
Roosevelt. "You Nebraska Qemoin the first movement of the
crats," the Oklahoman shouled, "have
Mozart Concerto for Clarinet in
A. a composition of quaint charm
John McGraw, the veteran mana a national committeeman named Ar
and precision whose phrases were
ger of the New York Giants says thur Mullen who brought $50,000 here
from the East to buy convention dele
gracefully turned by the soloist.
that baseball has lost much of its gates for Governor Franklin D.
Mr. Arey's tone is pure and true
punch and aggressiveness during his Roosevelt of New York. Well, you
ar.d his execution such that one
forgets that such a thing as tech
42 years' experience with the national can sell out to Roosevelt if you want
nical difficulty exists in the
elect him.”
game. But it might well be added to, but you’ll never
• * • «
music.”
that John McGraw has not.
“Mr. Arev’s playing of the Mo
Reversing its 1928 stand, Wisconsin
zart concerto movement was ad
apparently will send a conservative
Ws are pleased to offer a new and entirely
mirable. He made the hearer
With the advent of the passenger ! controlled delegation to the Republiaware not only of the gracious
boats on the Boston and Bangor divi^tUrnS
pleasing low price on Four Poster Beds—the
melody, but of the graceful ex
today from Tuesday s delegate pritensions with which it is em
sion next week, there will be new mary indicate that 15 conservatives
wanted style for 1932
broidered in the Mozartian man
and welcome signs of activity along i and 12 progressives will represent the
ner; in phrase and power and
our somewhat lonesome waterfront. | State in the Chicago convention. In
nnanre the tone wa> most taste
the Democratic primary, 25 of the 26
fully managed. Mr. Arey was
leading delegates are pledged to sup
IIAY BY PARCEL POST
very cordially applauded.”
port Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt of New
York. The other successful candidate
Cost Uncle Sam More Than He Re ran as an independent for district
Eddie Griffin, a former Rock
ceived, But He Felt Well Repaid
land boy, sang over WHDH at 11
delegate on a "Smith and prosperity"
o'clock this forenoon, and his
platform.
A ton of hay has been mailed by
appreciative audience included
parcel post to feed dairy cattle in the
Rockland friends.
Nineteen Connecticut delegates un
snowbound town of Silverton, Colo, fettered by pledges will vote for the
which has been isolated since Feb. 9. ,
n ...
Sec the new and super comfortable spring
Tune in on WAAB at 8.30 to
A Durango firm was unable to ship ™ r *1 £ <,fPresident Hoover at
night and listen to the roar of
huv
hccoose
the
railroad
is
^e
Republican
National
Convention.
the hay because the railroad is The group is expected to favor
filled mattress—also at a new and surprising
an anbunting
soap bubbles,
the
blocked by snowslidcs. So it was
“phoophing” of a glass of beer
placed in bundles to conform with ti-prohibition plank in the Republi
Low Price
ai’d the music from a bath towel.
the maximum size and weight speci can platform. • • » »
This program, which has as its
fied for parcel post, and mailed. It
Alfred E. Smith stated vigorously
object a scientific demonstration
CASH OR EASY TERMS
reouired $14 worth of stamps.
of capillary force, will reach its
The hay was transported by pack yesterday he will accept the Demo
climax
when
a
New
York
Uni

cratic
Presidential
nomination
if
it
is
mule at a cost to the Postoffice Deversity professor will demonstrate
partment of five cents a pound, said , tendered to him. In equally emphatic
the blasting of dirt from his
a report to the State Utilities Com- : t.c™s
denied what he called a
hands.
mission. The Postoffice Department whispering campaign that he is be••• ••• •••
thus lost $86 on the transaction but inS used as a "stalking horse to help
Tel. 980
313-319 Main Street
Rockland
Tune in on Class 13 WCSH at
the Silverton cows were munching or llinder some other candidate. "That
9 a. m. Sunday. Rockland will
hay and the children of the isolated i is a role I never played and never
be there.
town had their fresh milk again.
j WU1," he said.
The Lord upholdeth all that fall,
and raiseth up all those that be
bowed down.—Psalm 145:14.
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LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

A New Low Price
on Four Posters!

WALNUT
MAPLE
MAHOGANY

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

What shall I
do with these?”
Housekeeping time always finds a few
odds and ends “left over.” WHAT
SHALL YOU DO WITH THEM?....
SELL THEM OF COURSE. Sell them
for ready cash instead of lugging them
back up to the attic. An inexpensive
Want-Ad will turn the trick, just

Phone 770

COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS
that is the fine gold of it; that reck
ons with every man justly; that loves
light; that regards kindness and
fairness more highly than goods or
prices or profits. It becomes a man
more than his furnishings or his
hcuse. It speaks for him in the heart
of everyone. His friendships are
serene and secure. His strength is
like a young tree by a river.’
"Central Maine Power Co. has been
built upon the rock of honest dealing
and fair treatment of ail those with
whom it dealt. It has been and is an
earnest, cooperative effort on the
part of the people of Maine to build
up a modern, well developed, efficient
light and power system in this State
and to build that system on a basis
where it affords a safe and profitable
investment for the public."

STRAND THEATRE
In “Cne Hour With You,” which
comes for Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, M. Chevalier has some
beatific smiles, and a lot of worry.
Both the ecstasy and the agony are
caused—wouldn't you know it?—by
two women, his wife Colette (Jean
ette MacDonald i and her friend Mitzi
(Genevieve Tcbini who just won’t let
Dr. Andre Bertier (M. Chevalier)
alone.
Contrary to the usual plot
structure of operetta and farce, Andre
really loves his wife. The big love
scenes in "One Hour With You" are
played between the legally wedded
Bertlcrs, singing "What a Little
Thing Like a Wedding Ring Can Do”
and “We Will Always Be Sweet
hearts."
However, Andre spends a fatal hour
with Mitzi. his wife’s best friend and
seductive rival; and though Miss
Tobin makes Mitzi so alluring that
Chevalier's songs "Oh, that Mitzi"
and "What Would You Do?” strike
a sympathetic chord, that one hour
has to be paid for. You’re certain to
enjoy watching Andre's struggles
while he pays.
If you like Maurice Chevalier, if
you've a taste for suave, sophisticated
comedy with love and stolen kisses
and Straus music—but why go on?
Of course you'll like "One Hour With
You.”—adv.

PARK THEATRE
Offering a fine idea of the modernday West as compared with the guntoting, rip-roaring Western pictures
we used to know, "The Gay Cabal
lero" comes for Monday and Tues
day. In an intriguing romance that
is as full of split-second action as
any film seen in a long time, this
picture reveals a West that is still
wild, even though it is dressed with
a cosmopolitanism. high-powered mo
tor-cars' and a social circle.
"The Gay Caballero” has a cast
that will delight the heart of any fan.'
George O'Brien, Victor McLaglen,
Conchita Montenegro, Linda Watkins
and C. Henry Gordon are the prin
cipal players, each of them in a pow
erful role. Among the supporting
players, Weldon Heyburn, a newcom
er to the screen, is particularly
noticeable for the capable way in
which he handles his difficult assign, ment as the unsympathetic Mexican
, vaauero.
There will be a special children’s
I matinee Tuesday at 4 o’clock; admLssion 10 cents.—adv.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Charles Burns and Mrs. Lew
Conary entertained at luncheon and
bridge Tuesday evening with three
I tables. Honors went to Mrs. Charles
' Joyce. Miss Phoebe Kent and Mrs.
Forrest Stanley,

"TIMES OUT OF JOINT” ing lack of good judgment in re

pulsing nationalism in India by
putting Indians in jail. He said

Colby Professor Has Found Gandhi’s prestige had been on the
wane until England locked him up.
Out What All the Troubles at
which time he immediately be

Are About
Step by step, Prof. William J.
Wilkinson of Colby College recently
outlined to a large audience of
Augusta teachers the situations In
the major world powers.
Beginning with the United States,
he laid the cause of the long, Intense
depression to over-production and
under - consumption. In political
ranks he stated, chaos reigns. He
rated Senator Borah as a Republi
can and said that the Maine sena
tors were not true Republicans.
Party chaos exists in England also,
he stated. The only liberals arc
Ramsay MacDonald, his son, his
daughter, and his son-in-law. Eco
nomic disaster in England has been
caused chiefly by the United States
and Germany producing goods that
have closed English markets. Prof.
Wilkinson said that France had done
more to impair progress since the
World War than any other nation.
It is Wilkinson's belief that Mac
Donald warned the French Premier
of the necessity for French coopera
tion, and that the Premier went
home sad, fully intending to inject
a note of cooperation in his follow-up
address.
The professor stated that Von
Hindenburg would be the next presi
dent of Germany, but there was
cause for apprehension in the vast
increase in the ranks of Communists
and Fascists since 1930. He pointed
out that German Communist lead
ers are within- four hours air com
munication
with Moscow.
Von
Hindenburg, with the able chancel
lor, will rule Germany well, how
ever, he believes.
He stated that 'England is show

Our

gan to regain influence.
Prof. Wilkinson condemned Japan
as holding a black page in our his
tory. The Oriental aggressor has, he
stated, lowered her prestige and
dishonored her name among the na
tions of the world.

MICK1E SAYS—
OUR aaabitiom is to primt
AS A4ALN WAMES AS POSSIBLE
IM EVERY ISSUE, AMP OUR.
Slog-au IS,"EVERV REAPER. A
REPORTER.” WE V/AUr TO
PRIMT THE MEWS ABOUT VOU
AMP NOURS WILL VOU HELP
US, 8M PASSIkiq- IT 014
TO US*

) >

Price for

Cleaning and Pressing
Men’s Suits and Topcoats

Is Still

LAMB’S

Dyeing

Cleansing

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
PROPERTY IS CHEAPER. I have all kinds of City Property,
Farms and Cottages. We desire to list any property you may have
for sale.

V. F. STUDLEY
69 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 10811

37Stf
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Supper will be served at Legion
Joseph Dondis has filed his nomihall tonight from 5 to 7 under the nation papers for representative to
auspices of the American Legion Legislature.
Auxiliary, with Mrs. Clara Kelsey
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook
April 9—Limerock Valley Pomona and Mrs. Sarah Griffin in charge.
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange,
Pest, meets Monday evening at 7.30,
Rockland.
Louise F. Langer, who recently won with Mrs. Blanche Morton as hostess,
April 10 — Thomaston — Knox County
Men's Chorus concert at Baptist Church. high honors as a Girl Scout in Bel
April 11—Meeting cf Parent-Teacher fast, has just added to her triumphs
There will be a special children’s
Association.
matinee Tuesday at 4 o’clock at Park
April 11—Annual meeting of Shake by being awarded the valedictory in
speare Society with Miss Caroline Little Belfast High School. She is a niece Theatre showing “Gay Caballero.’’
field.
April 14—Warren—W. H. S. senior of Charles M. Harrington of Summer
Special services will be held at the
street.
play, “Fingerprints.”
First Baptist Church Sunday. April
April 14—Cantata, “Spirit of#'76," by
24, the anniversary of Odd Fellow
pupils of Junior High School.
A cruiser said to be capable of 40 ship.
April 15 — Thomaston — “Digging Up
the Dirt,’’ by T. H. S. seniors.
knot speed and fitted in accordance
April 15 (3 to 9.30)-—Woman's Educa with the times, attracted a whole lot
Verna, 8-months-old daughter of
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
of attention at Tillson wharf yes Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron, is re
Porch.
April IS—Boy Scout Rally at R. H. S. terday. The cod and haddock will covering from a severe attack of
auditorium.
have to take up when this bird is in bronchlal pneun,onia.
April 12—Camden—Com. Donald B.
commission.
MacMillan lectures at the opera house.
April 14-16—Camden—Community Car
Maine baseball fans are very sorry
nival at the opera house.
At the Baptist Women’s Mission- to see Del Bissonette out of the game
April 19—Warren—Guest night of
ary meeting Wednesday, Mrs. Prohock . for the season. Brooklyn has sumWoman’s Club.
April 19—Patriot’s Day.
led. She based her talk on Luke *
1 moned George Kelley, formerly of
April 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist 12:6 and told the stody of “The Fifth the Giants, to fill the vacancy.
Men's League.
-------April 21-22—O.Ucial trials of S. S. Sparrow.” Mrs. Reach gave an in- ’
Monterey on Rockland course.
teresting talk on the different MisPlans for the 66th annual comApril 24—Anniversary observance of
Knox Lodge I. O. O F. at First Baptist sion fields among the American In- j mcncetnent of Bates College have
dians.
j been completed. The dates are June
Church.
April 25—Annual meeting of Scribblers’
_____
\ 10-13. The commencement exercises
Club at home of Mrs. Mildred Putnam
Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn, formerly of will be held at 10 a. m. the 13th.
in Camden.
April 29—Camden—C. H. S. senior this city, was leader at the meeting
Rockland fans are waiting to see
play. “Meet Aunt Sally.”
of the Belfast Play Readers Club
April 30-May 7—National Boys’ Week.
' May 2—Monthly meeting of the City EXy-Phe”ni was "read “
-prightliest love-comedy, “One Hour
Government.
May C (3 to 9 30)—Annual meeting of Hartshorn reading the descriptive i With, You; wh'ch wifi be seen at
Woman’s Educational Club.
Strand Theatre tho first three days ol
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary parts as well as the roles of the nurse
Clubs at. The Thorndike.
and slavery. This club has a mem- | next week.
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
May 13—Rockport—R. H. S. minstrels bership of 20 and reports o thoroughly
The new Matson line steamship
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary delightful season.
Monterey, built at the Fore River
Club.
yard in Quincy, Mass., is scheduled
May 27—Annual meeting of Rotary
“I enjoy my Courier-Gazette sa to have trials on the Rockland course
Club.
Mp.y 30 -Memorial Day.
much I almost eat it when it comes,”
June 10-13—Bates College commence writes Mrs. Ella (Orff) Johnston from April 21 and 22. She is a sister ship
of the Mariposa which was tried here
ment.
Quincy, Mass. “I read evey item in last year.
it
and
even
the
advertisements.
I
WEATHER
The Baraca Class of Pratt Me
Yesterday was another fine day Just couldn’t keep house without it;
though an east wind came in from it seems just like being in good, old morial M. E. Church Is sponsoring an
over the bay, and those April showers Rockland." Loyal friends like this organ concert by Charles Leech Guwhich the weather man seems to take make happy the lives of those serv lick of New York next Tuesday even
ocliglit in prognosticating, waited ing on the newspaper staff.
ing. Mr. Gulick will be assisted by
until this morning to make their ap
Gilbert LeRoy baritone. Details of
“Swedq" Mulvaney, well remem program will be published in Tues
pearance. Wind is southwest and
mercury was 40 at 7 o'clock; yester bered in Rockland because he was day's Courier-Gazette.
day noon was 49. Tomorrow will stationed at the Naval Reserve head
prcbably be fair. It will begin the quarters here is about to lose his
Fred (Jeff) Mealy of Rockland, one
fourth week of spring by the calen position as coach in Bangor High of Maine's fastest roller skaters has
School
because
of
a
new
teacher

dar, and indeed that welcome season
accepted the challenge of Young
is now making its presence felt. A poaching rule. The school board, at Kavanaugh who is considered the
tingeof green can be seen on sheltered a special meeting voted to do away fastest amateur roller skater in Rock
lawns and songbirds have come north with the position of a full-tune land, for a race of two miles at the
coach and adopted the teacher- Water street rink Saturday, April 16.
in good numbers.
coach plan.
A very interesting race is promised.
Burr Atwood is employed at the
—
Western Union as messenger boy.
Eddie Emmons, Bath truant officer
Members of the Brotherhood Bible
and drum major, whose great bid to class of the First Baptist Church and
Daylight saving in New England athletic fame was a non-stop walk all others from Rockland and Glengoes into effect April 24.
from Bath to Boston 40 years ago, cove, who are to go with them, to
will be 71 June 8. And according to Portland, to attend the service of
The Sunshine Society will meet the Bath Times Eddie is seriously Class Thirteen, at the Strand Thratr"
Monday afternoon at the Central entertaining the notion of duplicat are requested to be at the church at
Maine Club room. 447 Main street.
ing the stunt that he accomplished 5 o'clock tomorrow (Sunday) morn
when he was 30 years of age. Mr. ing, so they may go together.
Elmer C. Davis, treasurer of the Emmons has several times appeared
Security Trust Company has been jn Rockland as drum major, and his
The Knox County Men's Chorus,
appointed notary public.
gaudy uniforms created a sensation. S. T. Constantine conductor, gives a
•
_ __
concert tomorrow afternoon at 4
Harry G. Hersey who died Wednes
Frank Porter of Chicago was d'clock at the Thomaston Baptist I
day in Portland at the age of 43, was arraigned in Municipal Court this Church, with Miss Bertha I. Luce,
a former resident of Rcckiand.
morning charged with the larceny of violinist, as assi.fiing artist. Fol
a fur ccat from the Fuller-Cobb-Da- lowing the concert the chorus is to
Ernest Simmons is to attend the vis store. The firm was notified that be the guest of Miss Mary Jane
Class 13 meeting in Portland tomor a man was endeavoring to sell a coat Watts, Knox street, and will present:
row.
that bore one of its tags. Lucien K. a brief program for her.
Greene, head of the fur department
Ralph Fowler, home from Colby for located Porter in a Northend pool
Bath Times: Most readers have
the weekend, says that the roads are rcom and the man was placed under passed ever the so called “dyke" at
very rough in many places.
arrest bv Patrolman Ingraham and Woolwich and no doubt have sup
posed that it was originally con
Twentv-two members of the Bates Special Officer Hatch. Porter was structed as a part of the highway but
College Glee Club formed a jolly sup sentenced to three months in jail.
as a matter cf fact that is not so.
per party at Trainer's restaurant last
Roll call was observed at the It, was built originally to keep the
night.,
meeting of Miriam Rebekah Lodge tides from flooding the marshes
District Deputy A C. Jones wilt Tuesday evening, a goodly number north of the structure which later
install the officers of Rockland Lodge, of members responding. After the have become hay and potato fields.
B.P.6.E.. Monday night with PE R. business session, Miss Doris Hyler
Supporters of Lewis O. Barrows in
Almon P. Richardson as grand es conducted an interesting question the race for the Republican guberna- •
naire
on
the
general
affairs
of
the
quire.
lodge. A rehearsal of the degree torial nomination, have formed a j
•Barrows for Governor Club" in
Miss Rebecca M. Douglas. R. N. at staff is called for Tuesday evening Bangor, with Raymond Fellows, key- '
tached to the Seacoast Mission boat at 7 o'clcck, to prepare for the meet note speaker at the recent State con- i
Sunbeam left today for Washington, ing of April 19. when Mrs. Charlotte vention, as president. Oliver L. Hall,
D. C„ whither she had been called to S.vphers of Cornish, president of the formerly of Rockland is secretary,
attend a convention of the American Rebekahs of Maine, will be present, and among the charter members are
and when work will be exemplified
Re 1 Cross.
Carus T. Spear and Phil Jones, for
by Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
merly of this city.
They don't have showers down in
The Church School of Missions of
Miami, according to the vt'acious
The entertainment to be given by
Florida newspapers, but one came the Littlefield Memorial Church met the Junior High School under the di
this morning—a postcard shower Wednesday with 35 present. The rection of Miss Elizabeth Hagar
from Editor Fuller, whose loyal sub Woman’s Missionary Society rolled Thursday evening promises to be one
jects on The Courier-Gazette force bandages. A letter from Miss Martha of the most delightful in school ac
Howell of Rio Piedras, P. R., thanking
were duly grateful.
the society for the box of White Cross tivities. Planned as an observance of
the George Washington bi-centennial
The new waiting room leased by work sent from here was read. The it will feature Ira B. Wilson's tune
Teen
Age
and
Junior
Guilds
did
Proprietor Tolnian of the Rockland,
ful cantata "The Spirit of ’76" sune
Thomaston and Camden bus line is sewing for the Children's Home at by the Girls’ Glee Club and the Boys’
Augusta.
Daisy
Gray
told
the
story
the store in The Bicknell formerly
Glee Clubs. “Washington’s Album"
occupied by the G. A. Lawrence Co., from the Teen Age Guild study book will also be presented, among its fea
The
finishing
chapters
of
the
Junior
next south of Gonia's and opposite
tures to be tableaus, the Virginia Reel
the town clock. The waiting room is =tudv book were told by Dorothy and the Minuet. The Junior High
being taken for the first month ex Flanders. Blanche Gray and Alice Orchestra will furnish several selec
perimentally. If the patrons use it White. Feme Britto told the story tions. All the young neople will be in
from the Crusaders' study book. The
Colonial costume, so that
the lease will be continued.
April meeting closed the work of the authentic
affair will be colorful and pleas
missionary societies until fall. There the
Mrs. Haven Sawyer nf Fanrot. has been an average attendance of 35. ing to the eye as well as to the ear.
The admission fee is modest, and no
State president of the Parent-Teach
one who takes a keen interest in
er Association, is to be present at
Rockland and Rockport baseball school activities can afford to miss
the meeting of the local organiza "ans who follow the Boston Red
tion Monday evening and will give a Sox, are being given some first hand this treat.
.talk on the work and aims. It will tips bv Register of Probate Charles
Harold “Dido" Cutting of Bath is
be Mrs. Sawyer’s fiist visit to Rock L. Veazie who spent four days at
land since becoming State president, the Boston team's training camp in about to enter upon his 30th season
and it is hoped there will be a large Savannah, Ga. Armed with a letter as a baseball nlaver. One of the
attendance of membeis to greet of introduction to M. E. Webb, Jr., greatest plays he ever turned in was
vher. The Boys' Glee Club of Junior the Boston Globe's staff correspond at Oakland Park some years ago
High School will sing several selec ent, Mr. Veazie, and his traveling when playing left field for Bath.
tions. and it is expected that Some companion, R. I. Thompson, were With two down and the bases choked
of the speakers in the recent shown many courtesies at the ball a Rockland slugger sent a screaming
W.CT.U. contest will appear. A Park, and Mr. Veazie saw the Red drive into left field. The ball head
question box. a brand new feature, Sox battle with Newark and Cincin ed for a banking and it was evident
will also be given consideration. nati. Mr. Veazie made a 60-mile side “Dido" cculd rot quite make it. Just
Reservations for the supper for trio to call upon a short wave fan as the horsehide was to bite its way
members of the executive board, with whom he had talked by wireless. into the dust, the Bath flash dove
officers and chairmen of committees, The operator was not at home, but headlong, picked the ball off the
to be given at the Copper Kettle at Mr. Veazie waS given an excellent tip of the grass and after a counle
6.30, with Mrs. Sawyer as honor guest, opportunity to inspect the turpentine somersaults came up with it. Desp’te
a broken collar bone he tossed the
must be arranged with Mrs. John industry.
ball into the Infield. The Bath Times,
Flanagan not later than 11 a. m.
including this incident in its very
Monday.
Mrs. Thurlow's strawberry ices, interesting sketh of Cutting fails to
fresh fruit, for Sunday. Phone 40.— mention that the hat was passed
Remember the Rexall one cent adv.
after the accident, and generous Knox
—
sale, April 14, 15, 16, at Sheldon's
County fans presented the Bath star
Yielding
to
a
pronounced
public
Drug Store, Rockland.
43-44
with nearly $80.
request that the new Lynn range and
the deluxe Lynn range burner be
Don't miss the big opening today
Mrs. Grorge L. St. Clair, as chair displayed under fire at some central
man of Grout) 8 of the Universalist point. A. C. MeLoon & Co., dis of G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm
Block. Dainty food favors for every
Church, announces a rummage sale
tributors, have taken the former body. Demonstrations, etc.—adv.
at the vestry April 16.—adv.
’
Cutler-Cook Co. store at 346 Main
street, corner of Elm, and will dem
All sorts of electrical household onstrate there the Lynn, also
aids, refrigerators, range burners the best in furnace burners for home
and furnace burners offered at the and industrial use. Range burner
Easy Housekeeping Shop. G. A. Law parts may be secured at 346 Main
rence Co., which opens today in street also orders taken for range
Chisholm Block, 492 Main street. and furnace oil.—adv.
Dainty food favors for all.—adv.
34tf
LYNN RANGE BURNERS
BOATS
Bear the name Lynn Products Co, No
other burner Is manufactured by this
BUILT TO ORDER
1855
1932
* Skiffs, Dinghies and Square Sterncd Company as claimed by the repre
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
sentative of some firms. If in doubt
Row Boats on hand
Waldoboro and Rockland
call or write
Highlands
A. C. McLOON & CO.
Arthur B. Packard
Rockland
Te^. 51
Artistic ■ Memorials In Slone
GLENCOVE, ME.
FIIONE 6I6-J MeLoon Wharf
30-tf
42-44
________________________
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f TALK OF THE TOWN

B.C.W.cicars

Triumphant Aqain!

SERMONETTE

At Sea
Thirty-eight years ago on the
25th of March the schooner John
I. Snow took on a pilot off the
mouth of the Cape Fear River.
At Southport the tug Blanche
took us in tow for Wilmington.
The year before the captain of
the Snow brought North a little
colored boy from Grenada. The
captain’s family had made much
of him. He was a lovable little chap
and was still on board. It was
Easter Sunday. As the breakfast
bell rang, the captain was just
finishing shaving. He asked the
pilot to go right in to breakfast and
he would join him. The tall,
handsome Southerner caught sight
of the boy and rushed out
through the after cabin. “1 do
not like the way you serve break
fast, captain. I never eat with
Niggers.
I was brought up
white.” In vain the captain told
him it was entirely thoughtless
and’ quite unintentional; that he
would have the boy served later.
The pilot only replied “I was
brought up white.” Then the
captain told him in straight New
England fashion he was not any
whiter than he was; that his
mother and sisters had eaten
with him and the boy had usually
eaten at the officers’ mess. The
pilot would not and did not eat
for that long sail. With broad
understanding for the Southern
ers' views, all felt sorry, but the
memory of the scene has re
mained all these years. The
Risen Christ that Easter morn
ing was the Redeemer of all man
kind without regard to color,
race or nation. Now nearly four
decades later a great religious
leader has taken precisely that
pilot's stand at Rochester.
W. A. H.

vM DRASTICALLY LOWER PRICES
Just as Majestic, in 1928, astounded the radio
world with the first moderately priced, all-electric

radio with dynamic speaker, so now Majestic values
are sweeping to new leadership with a refrig

erator of such outstanding beauty, such unparal

F.O.B. Factory

leled performance, at such drastically lower prices,

Deluxe Mode!

that it is setting the pace for an entire industryl

Once More Me LeadAH Competition
thistime with

REFRIGERATOR

At the Congregational Church to- !
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject “The Heart
Of God." The Sunday School will
convene at the noon hour. The I
Comrades Of the Way will meet- in
the vestry at 6 o'elock.
♦ ♦ ♦ »
Sunday at the Salvation Army will
be observed as “Founders’ Day,” the
103rd anniversary: Sunday School
and Bible Class, 10 a. m.; holiness
meeting 11; Young People's Legion,
6.15; salvation meeting 8 p. m.includ
ing relation of incidents from the
founder’s life, singing of the Found- I
er's song and other interesting items.
All meetings are public.

Just imagine—a refrigerator of the luxury type you've

always wanted, at a price drastically lower than
others ask for refrigerators lacking these modern
refinements! De luxe Majesties are made in a range

of sizes to fill every requirement.

Already tens of thousands of satisfied owners are
attesting the perfection of the Majestic Refrigerator

♦ ♦ • •

—Mighty Monarch of the Arctic. You’ll be delighted

At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 I
and the subject of the lesson sermon 1
tomorrow will be "Are Sin, Disease, j
and Death Real?” Sunday School is
at 1145. Wednesday evening testi
mony meeting is at 7.30. The read
ing room is located at 400 Main
street, and is open week days from
2 until 5 p. m.
♦ • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal),
Rtv. E O. Kenyon, rector, the services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the second Sunday after Easter: Holy
Communion at 7.30; Choral Eucharist
at 9 o’clock. The members of the
parish school are expected to be pres
ent at this service. The rector and
parishioners will attend the ordina
tion of Llewellyn Diplock to the Diaeonate at St. Thomas Church, Cam
den at 10.30. (The bus leaves at 20
minutes of 10.)

with its classic beauty, its unfailing performance-

just as more than three million families have thrilled
and continue, to thrill at Majestic Radio—the Mighty
Monarch of the Air.

Come in and inspect the Majestic Refrigerator. See its
outstanding beauty — its factory-sealed, trouble-free

unit — its satin-white Pyroxylin exterior finish — seam
less porcelain interior—precision temperature control

LOW FIRST PAYMENT
SPECIAL EASY TERMS

* * » *

Rev.George H. Welch, pastor of the
Universalist Church, will have as the
topic of his sermon at the 10.45 serv
ice, “The Broken Tie.” Immanuel
Choir will sing "The Heavens Are
Declaring,” Beethoven-Buck, and
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, contralto, will
sing as a solo "All In the April
Evening," Michael Diack. Church
school, Knickerbocker Class and
adult woman’s class will meet at
noon; junior Y P.C.U. at 5 p. nt.
will have Jans Welch and Charles
Toner as leaders; senior Y.P.C.U. at
6.30. The weeks' activities include
Chapin Class supper Tuesday, and
the Mission Circle Wednesday at the
home of Mrg. David Talbot.
* * * •
Evangelist Bubar will preach two
stirring evangelistic sermons at the
Littlefield Memorial Church, one at
10 30 a. m. the other at 7.15 p. m. to
morrow. These will be his last ser
mons here. Frank Gregory and Nor
man Crockett will sing a duet at the
morning service. Junior Church will
meet in the vestry at 10.30 under the
firection of Miss Olive Bragg; Sun
day School at the close of the mornn: service; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 continung the study of Matthew. The or
chestra, the young people's choir, and
i duet by Dwight Mosher and Mrs.
Evelyn Hart will furnish the special
misic in the evening. Prayer meet
ing on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• • * •

— and its many other great features — all tested and
approved by Good Housekeeping Institute.

buy until you see Majestic.

Don't

Then match if, point for

point and dollar for dollar—if you

canl

HERE SOON—New “STANDARD” Line of

Majestic Electric Refrigerators
Starting at

and up f. o. b. Factory

HOUSE’SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR MAJESTIC PRODUCTS

442 Main St.

and special readings as well as a can
dlelight service by members of the
League cabinet. Everyone is corciially invited to worship with the
, young people at this service. Evening
j service is at 7.15. subject, “Aaron and
Hur." The midweek prayer and Bi
ble study service will be held next
{ week on Wednesday evening, leader
j Leroy Chatto. Rev. and Mrs. Marr
plan to go to Waterville Tuesday to
attend the annual Methodist Confer! ence, and because of the absence of
the pastor there will be no preaching
: services April 17. Sunday School and
' Epworth League will meet as usual.

The second sermon in a series on
“A Scrap of Paper," will be given at
the First Baptist Church on Sunday
morning. The choir will sing “I'm I
a Pilgrim,” Marston and "Jesus
Saviour Pilot Me,” Schnecker. A
giowing church school will meet at
the noon hour, with classes for all
ages. The Christian Endeavorers
will meet at 6 o'clock. The people's
evening service will be held at 7.15
with the "big sing" directed bj' Carl
Fredrickson. The choir will sing, "Oh.
It Is Wonderful," Tullar. Mr. Fred
rickson will sing, “The Ninety and
Nine,” Sankey. Mr. MacDonald's ser
mon will be, "The Conquest of Fear."
The happy prayer and praise meeting
on Tuesday evening at 7.15 will be
held in the auditorium. The Rainbow
Hour broadcast from this church
over WLBZ. Bangor, on Wednesday
evening from 6 to 6.30.

BORN

Rockland

With Mrs. Winnie Leighton as
chairman, this group of women met
at the Bo'.c Home for Nurses yester
day afternoon and sewed for Knox
Hospital: Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs.
Georgie Glover, Mrs. Alfreda Smith,
Mrs. Lou Emery, Mrs. Helen Lamb,
Mrs. Grace Fuller, Mrs. Monlra Pills
bury, Mrs. Louise Duff, Mrs.' Athlecn McRae, Mrs. Madeline Rhodes,
Mrs Beulah Tirrell, Mrs. Martha
Wood, Mrs. Marion Munsey, Mrs.
Grac? Lawrence. Mrs. Louise Kallocn.
Mrs. Alice Knight, Mrs. Louise Mes
ser. Much work was accomplished on
tiospita! supplies for which Miss
Daly wishes to express her appre
ciation.

I’EABODY—At Appleton. April 7, to Mr
and Mrs. Quincy Peabody, a son.
LAW UNION A: ROCK INSURANCE
GltlSPI—At Knox Hospital. Rockland
March 25. to Mr. and Mrs. Mario
COMPANY, LTD.
Grlf.pl (Phyllis Pellicane). a daughter.
of London, England
Jacqueline Marie
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
GRIGOR - At Rockland. March 12. to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Grlgor. a ciaug- Stocks and Bonds ................ 2,237.900 00
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 185,103 43
ter. Katherine Alga.
Agents’ Balances ...................... 272.059 90
DIED
Interest and Rents
..........
25,188 38
DINNER—At Nobleboro, May 7 Mary E All other Assets ....................... 9.795 59
Benner. Funeral services at North
Nobleboro Church Sunday at 1 o'clock.
Gross Assets ....................... $2,730,047 30
Interment at Jefferson in Hall ceme
tery.
Deduct items not admitted
91,066 13
TEMPLE—At Rockland. April 8. Mrs.
Admitted
...........................
$2,638,981
17
Frank Temple, aged 87 years. 1 month,
2 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
from residence. 30 Oak street.
Unpaid Losses ................ $89,795 00
HILLS—At Boothbay Harbor. April 7. i Net
Unearned Premiums ............... 1.192,153 38
Henry Hills. Interment in Union.
All other Liabilities ............ 541.039 85
CROUSE—At Thomaston. April 7. Mark . Surplus over all Liabilities... 815,992 94
Bradford Crouse, aged 71 years. 2
months. 10 days. Funeral Sunday at ] Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,638,981 17
2 o’clock at the Baptist Church.
« • « •
STROUT—At Rockland. April 7. Minnie
Laura, wife of Elmer E. Strout. aged 1
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church. GO
years. 4 months. 23 days Funeral
Rev. H. H. Marr, morning worship Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
45
Crescent street.
tomorrow is dt 10.30, subject, "On the

Tel. 721

At the meeting of the Speech Read
ers Club Wednesday afternoon plans
were made for a scries cf benefit
bridges, the first of which will take
; place next Friday afternoon, at the
home of Mrs. N. I,. Wltham, with Mrs.
J. C. Hill as chairman. Playing will
begin at 2 30. Greetings from Miss
Elizabeth Porter of Camden who has
been wintering in Florida, were re
ceived, in the form cf a booklet cf the
"Flowers ot Florida." Plans were also
discussed for the State conference
which takes olace in Portland Mav 4
and 5, featuring the interstate lipreading contest. A social hour was
enjoyed after all business was dis
posed of.

i

AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE CO.
of New York
he securities in this statement have
been extended at values approved by
the National Convention of Insurance
Commissioners.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................$8,834,745 87
Cash In Office and Bank .
46,952 G4
Agents' Balances .................. 232 190 31
Interest and Rents ..............
64 078 00

MISS CATHERINE BREADON
The community was saddened at
th? pa' Ing of Miss Catherine
Breadon. She was born in St. John,
N. B., daughter of the late George
i and Bessie Breadon. At the age of
18 she came to Rockland, where she
had mad? her home ever since. She
is survived by one brother, James R.;
two sisters. Elizabeth and Mrs. Mal
colm Morris, and a niece, Mrs. Alfred
Church. Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. E. O. Ken
yon officiating. Burial in Achorn
cemetery. The bearers were George
Brewster, Harry French, W. A.
Kennedy and Howard Dunbar.
FIRST AMERICAN FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
80 Maiden lane, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Real Estate
...................... . $25 390 67
Storks and Bonds
3 303 092 00
Cash in Olfice and Bank
318,906 96
Agents' Balances ................. 370 379 62
Bills Receivable
67.878 26
Interest and Rents ...........
14.931 68

Gross Assets
$4 094.951 02
Gross Assets ........................ $9,177,966 82 Deduct items not admitted
78.303 93
Deduct Items not admitted
53,464 37
Admitted ............................$4,016,647 09
Admitted ........................ $9 124.501 95
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Usses
$100,508 37
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $165,153 00 Unearned Premiums .......... 1,037.492 57
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.599.479 24 All other Liabilities
656.177 00
All other Liabilities
.. 1 241 943 81 Cash Capital
1.000.000 00
Cash Capital
3 000 000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities... 1.202.469 15
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 3.113.920 90
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,016,647 09
Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,124,501 95
43-8-49

JOHN A. BLACK CO., INC.

Road to Emmaus.” Sundav school is
IN MEMORIAM
at noon. At 6 the Epworth League
In memory of Alice A. Barter, who
will hold a vesper service in the ves died April 9. 1931.
Your memory lives within our hearts
try with special music including a and
none may take your place.
quartet, orchestra and group singing,
Husband and Daughter.

9 Limerock Street, Rockland

GENERAL INSURANCE

Every-Other-Day
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1IOME ECONOMICS

ROCKPORT

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

CASTINE

r-

Principal W. D. Hall, Miss Gertrude
Miss Kean’s Report As To Orcutt
of Sedgwick and Miss Eleanor
Accomplishment In Rock- Gross of Brewer attended the East.
. _ .
,
era State Normal School alumni
land bchools
meeting held at Hotel Vendome in
-----Boston during tho Easter vacation.
From the report of Ethel M. Kean.
M,s? Sarah Pumphrey entertained
teacher of home economics in the Friday evening last week in honor of
Rockland schools, the following is her 13th birthday anniversary. Her
quoted:
1 Suests were Margaret Hackett, Lois
• • • •
! Robin^m, Marguerite Faye, Lucille
"Too frequently in the past a 11m- ^aye Maxine Knights and Therma
ited interpretation has been placed Lowden.
upon home economics. It has been
Miss Lois Robinson entertained the
thought of as only cooking aud sew- Friendship Club at her home last
ing.
i week.
“Home economics includes a study ] Ermo Scott and Miss Gladys Milof foods in relation to health, their , liken of the faculty of the Castine
composition, their use in the body,' Normal School and Miss Eleanor
selection and buying, preservation Morse, a student from New Bedford,
and storage, and the planning and have been in New York to attend the
serving of meals; a study of clothing sessions of the seventh annual spring
problems, as the selection and pur- conference of Professional Schools
chase, care of clothing, textile pro- ' for teachers held at the Hole. Penn' auctions, design and line for indl- | sylvania.
viduais; a study of problems that | Mrs. Edna Harquail, Mr. and Mrs.
relate directly to the home and Qrett Robinson and daughter Lois
family, as the care and manage- w„rc dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ment of the home, selection and fur- Everett Nason Sunday night.
3£hX SS £.?£» W.~! PWIIP Babcock
Tr.

Charles L. Veazie returned Wed- ]
nerday from a trip to Savannah, Ga
Frank McDonnell is having a va
cation from his duties with the N. E
IO II
12 13
5
2
8
7
9
1
Tel. and Tel Co. and this week is at- 1
tending the motor boat show in Bos
ib
i5
14
ton.
rj-gmgjgrgjatHiztgjzfaraj&raHRfin
Ralph Blakeley and his brother-inlo
16
19
17
I
x ,
.
,
law E’.mo Crozier of Rockland moThose who like poetry for the sheer torpd t0 pcl-tiand Tuesday and at23
I 22
b:auty of words and combination Undcd th£ wrestling match there that
21
j of words should read Elizabeth Hoi- eveniKj
15
2b
lister Frost's “The Lost Lyrist.
Mrs Ra,. j;o;oUPn returned Wed24
There is an unusual and arresting ncs£lay (rom L?w.s:or. where she had
36
I quality about these poems for they b(?cn spen(tlng a fcw days and is now29
17 2&
have substance as well as beauty. at the j,0„,e 0? her father H. Heistad.
BY
W
They remind one of the poeiry of Al„c,b.jrv j-i;i for an indefinite stay.
i4 35
33
32
WILLIAM
3'
Finn St. Vincent Millay and Eleanor
dafe Qf lpfl RHg Minstrels
sssv
BYRON
Wylie. Throughout they are signifl- has heen changed froni May 2 to May
3b
W 3b
37
cant for their living beauty and their 13. R. hcarsa s are progressing in a
W.NI.U
MOWERY
w
W
• nvic
! genuine lyric
....-v quality
......
very satisfactory
C3tislactory manner aiw
and as
an
43
MO
i
Ml
Ml
The story of the making of "The
' j > entertainment of real merit
| Lost
-ost Lyrist" is perhaps best expressed
r-Omi«.-d
wheTniing evnTence <5T giiTff, bad by
iv Mrs.
ltfrs Frost herself
hersplf in the lines:
. .. public
_ vii- iknow
—..— the
MM
THE STORY
M5
w Mb
That ?the general
upset him.
Sw
"Agony Is something
h:gh quality ol the suppers given by
“
Whnt
tbe
devil.
Alan?
—
cIvIL
47 Mb
It takes some time to make—"
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits corns
50
49
tbe
Trytohelp
Club
was
evidenced
lan
clothes
!
”
aboard the steamer. Midnight Sun.
l for back of the sorrow out of which
Sw5
w
while ehe ie tied to the bank of the
Alan wns weary of people's as i these songs were mad: lie ten radiant by the number present at the Bap
$1
Mackenzie Father Claverly and the
5M 55
52
53
tonishment. He wasted no time ! years of happiness. Tlie poems were tist vestry Wednesday evening when
other passengers on the boat are
this organization served- its annual
with explanations.
w
amaied at the eight of banditry ln
this Great Waterways country, a
5b
56
“Drummond, where’s old Dad written "in the first hush of anguish" Easter banquet. The menu included
57
thousand miles north of Edmoinun.
Pence? I saw him here when we which followed her husband's death. boiled ham, stuffed eggs, salads, cakes,
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
got back this evening.”
lemon and custard pies. A good sum
and tbe relation ot tbe Home to tbe
5^
bi
years with the Canadian Mounted,
bi
b°
I week in the Castine Community Hos- .
Two poetry magazines come to our was netted.
draws hls gun In ths face of the
Drummond pointed behind the
community.
covering rifles and tires upon the
attention,
of
more
than
passing
in

The
aim
of
home
economics
is
i
Pitalcounter.
Alan
walked
around,
up
Rev.
George
F.
Currier
was
the
bi>
b5
ruffians. He Is shot through the
b4
the narrow aisle, and there found terest since two Rockland writers speaker at the regular weekly lunto bring before the student funda- 1 Mrs. A. E. Chittenden of Auburn,
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
old Pence asleep on a pile of wolf j are represented in them—Marguerite checn of the Camden Rotary Club
mental knowledge in the processes president of the State Federation of
peltry.
skins.
....
MacAlman and• -Irene ~
S. *Moran.
lPjS WCPk ancj gaVe a very interesting
and activities connected with the Women's Clubs, was recently an over
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
He had passed his three score
"Expression" (The Garen Maga- |
Qn thc Hfe of the Apostle Paul. :
home, which should be an integral night guest of Miss Anna Witherle.
CHAPTER
II.—Corporal
Bill
1-Smaller
50- A fish
25- Existcd
and ten, old Dad Pence, at pros t zine) published by The Garen Press,
Hardsock brings the news of the
Arthur K. Walker, first selectman
part of the general education of
Roy Bowden is wiring both rents
5-Adjacent
51- Knock
26- A metal
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
pecting, trapping, water dogging, : Ridgewood. N. J., is a quarterly now serving the town for the fourth 1
every girl: To help girls create a owned by Mrs. Carrie Hobbs on Green
27- lnfant
9-Penalties
52- Melody
the Mounted Police post at Fort
whatnot. He had made fortunes I magazine devoted to things worth- year in that capacity, has announced
Endurance. After a brief dispute
more abundant life in their indi street. The lower one is occupied by
14— Small island
53- Feminine name
28- Paradise
and guilelessly had lost them to i while in prose and verse. In the that he will b? a candidate tor nounover plans with his Incompetent
56-Preposition
i29-Occans
vidual homes: to give them a con- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Norton and Mr.
15- Rodent (pl.)
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
men sharper than he. He had i spring issue appear two of Mrs. Mac- nation on the Republican ticket for ( 16-To make amends for 57-Plans
30-Writing implement
sciousness of their responsibility in and Mrs. Allen who arc staying with
starts out after the bandits In the
come
to
the
twilight
of
life
penni

|
Alman's
poems
—
"To
a
Birch
Tree"
59-Cleanse
17-Statements
big police launch with the corporal
|
(Pl-)
family and community life and to Mrs. Boyd Bartlett at present are to
less. homeless, childless. But old I and “Just Queer.” and this tiny one representative for the towns of
and four constables.
61-Town in France
32- Vocal sound
20- Prefix. From
lead them to practice more health- occupy the upper one.
Dad Pence could still handle a rifle of Mrs. Moran's which won a Cin- Rockport, Warren, Union and Wash
(62-A fish
33- Scarce
21- Successive
ful habits of living.
I Announcement has been received
CHAPTER
III.—Reaching the
with the best of the youngsters; j quain and expresses so much in so ington.
63-Breaks suddenly
34-Great lake
22- Stops
Midnight Sun. they stop long
"Home economics m the Rockland | Qf the engagement of Miss Ruth
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
and
a
reputation
for
magic
which
35Ridge
of
rock
under
23-Receptacle for coal 164-Said to a cat
enough for Alan to board her and
; few words:
and their husband: were entertained
public schools is required in (lie
tbe ] Brank to Frank Knelsel.
Miss
consult witnesses of the crime, Alan
he had acquired among the witch
65-A number (pl.)
water
24- Decay
SECURITY
seventh and eighth grades, but i Brank is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
at supper and bridge Wednesday eve
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
killing
Indians,
still
clung
to
him
He
knew
37Gather
25- Hillside (Scot.)
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearin
High
School.
A
time
elective
ning by Mr. and Mrs Guy Annis at
, Of Binful cities;
and put fear into primitive hearts.
Roswell Brank, summer residents of
VERTICAL
38- Part of the mouth
26- Rules
old daughter off at Fort Endurance
And far-flung evil gates.
allotment of 120 minutes weekly is Castire she is a talented pianist
the home of Mrs. Marie Bisbee
Altogether he was the man for
and leave her ln the care of Alan's
41- Short journey
27- A beverage
And
so
he
built
his
wife
a
prim
given
in
the
seventh
grades
and
180
,
and wm ,
tWQ
solQS at the
fiancee. Elisabeth Spaulding. At ths
Practically every member of the
Alan’s purpose, if only Joyce
1- Reclines
42- Lake in northern
29- Observed
White house.
MacMillan trading post on the Big
minutes weekly in the eighth grades.
duation of her claES from Smitu
Rcckoort
branch
of
tlie
Farm
Bureau
would
not
mother
him
too
much
2A
serf
New
York
30Enclosure
Alooska. Joyce MacMillan is alone,
and make his existence thereafter
awaiting the return of Dave, her
3- Suppressed
43- Roman poet
“Fantasy" is also a Poetry Quarter- »as Prc?er‘ at tljer^iV I 31- lncrease
! College in June. Mr. Kneise. is vioHigh School. Two 40-minute periods linist in the famous Kneisel Players
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
too desolate by contrast.
4- Elder
45- Experiments
32- Useless plant
I ly, edited by Stanley Dehler Mayer, at the home of Mrx Annie CollaIs thrilled when the police launch
twice weekly are given in the High who summer in Bluehill.
Slinking
him
wide
enough
awake
5Accessory
covering
46Most
barren
33School
book
Pittsburgh.
Mrs.
MacAlmans
conI
more
11
J
as
an
aU
‘
da
"
session
and
,
ties up there for the night, as she
School. Text books are used in all
to understand what was wanted of ! tribution to this is:
of a seed
j47-Heavenly body (pl.)
36- Exist
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
at noon dI.™eF
b/,
The children of the Unitarian Sun
Secretly she had hoped to marry
the courses.”
6- Bleat
48-Ancient language
him, Alan explained. He was to go
37- A horse color
hostess assisted bv Mrs. Ada Clough.
him: then she was stunned by the
An outline of thc work covered is day School enjoyed their annual
7- Said
- S
^SLIGHT SUBTERFUGE
Mlss Lawrence, home demonstration . 38- Dirt
'49-M istake
back to the Big Alooska with
news of hls engagement to Eliza
Faster supper at the parish house
*>?• anL?J1,: 1
in charge of the meeting
8-Treaty port in
presented in Mrs. Kean's report.
39- Prefix. Again
50-Precious stone
beth. She Is happy now to perceive
Thursday evening of last week. Not
from hls halting talk that the
52- Constellation
N. E. China
40- Penetrates
was
to
keep
in
touch
with
Bill
,
Their
splendor
longer
than
a
fleeting
’
and
"Modern
Kitchens
was
the
fleeting
'
planned marriage Is not definitely
a person would have begrudged the
9- Excites
53- Canvas shelter
42- A title (pl.)
NOT DOWNHEARTED
Hardsock. Under no circumstances
da>"
i subject discussed.
certain.
time spent in cooking or the work
10- Pronoun
54- Astound
43- Fasten
was he to wander off into the bush 1 Oe maybe, two? Oh never shall I weep
Mrs.
W.
E.
Whitney
was
hostess
to
i
For love denied
I'll wear your flowers.
44- Radical (abbr.)
11- Negative
55- Venomous serpent
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Youngs,
The lesson the Birds Teaeh May clone serving the supper could they
and leave Jejce alone.
sir.
the
Baptist
sewing
circle
Wednesday.
one of Alan’s men, discovers in
12- Equip
45- Narrow strip of
have seen the happy, excited faces
(pl.)
Well Be Emulated By Mere Man
Old Pence nodded. “I’ll do It, This very night! They'll wilt within the, There were 18 members present and a
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts
57-Viper
13- Sows
fabric
gathered around the tables. It was'
b’y, list as you say. I'll try not to
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
shall I smile, and crush them in 1 Fery profitable SC-r.on resulted.
18- House pet
46- A meat
58- Portuguese colony
evidence Incriminates Dave so
fergit and wanner off in th’ bush. Then the
“Are we down-hearted? No, No. their supper, not a parish affair when J«
fur
Rev. F. F. Fowle will leave Tuesday , 47-Slide
strongly that Alan Is compelled to
19- Poem
in India *
I
’
ll
look
after
Joyce,
you
don't
No'* so sing the finches, the song the grown-ups could go. but all their
I
my
breast,
that
lesser
loves
may
[
attend
the
annual
conference
of
]
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
49-Mistakes
23-Part
of
the
body
60-A
continent
(abbr.)
worry.”
father. Alan leads his expedition
sparrows, the fox sparrows and thc very own, which made it doubly en
And If. before you’ve proffered one last Methodist ministers which Will be
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
joyable. The kindergarten class, of
Alan thrust a handful of bills
-st
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
kiss.
held this year at Waterville.
Haskell's foolish orders to divide
robins.
which Miss Margaret Hall is teacher
into his pocket, and rose up and , The petals fall, and leave Just rose- , Capt Hus? Richards went to Stonthe party, Alan fails to capture the
I
We may have more cold and snow. sat at low tables in little chairs
bandits. The police expedition re
stepped back around the counter.
VINALHAVEN
Offended,
think
me
callous:
grant
me
ington
Thursday
on
a
business
trip,
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
But nothing daunts the spring, we just fitted to their size, the older
“I want to buy your motor canoe,
this
Rockport friends of Percy Keller
badly wounded.
know."
Drummond. How much?”
children at the regular tables. The
Sllght^subterfuge; since you have never are glad to learn of his appointment
At Union Church Sunday morning
Today the sun is warm, and the decorations were in keeping with
CHAPTER V._Haskell, who Is
“To buy it? You making a trip? We’ll part--ah. yes—but It will seem as 1° the office of town manager at the pastor’s subject will be “Wor
sky is fair to see. Today there is ren- Faster and spring. The first things
Alan's active enemy and is trying to
Go ahead, take it and use it. Alan."
though
Camden. Mr. Keller is a former ship" and for the 7 o'clock meeting
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
son for singing. But the other gay a to catch the eyes of the children as
failure and orders hls demotion to
“But I'm not bringing it back.
Twas I. and only I. who wished It so. i Rockport boy, son of Mr. and Mrs. “The Open Door of Heaven." There j
blizzard was raging. The syringa they came through the door were the
the rank9. He flatly denies that he
I'm
leaving
this
country
in
it.
How
Joseph Keller, and a graduate of will be special music by the choir and
bush, in which a solitary song spar big white bunnies at the center of
ordered Alan to split the police
much?”
Rockport High School. For the past male quartet Mrs. Maurice Calder- |
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
row had taken refuge, shook with the the tables carrying on their backs
charming
trio
she
presented
uui,
o
___
_
,
__
_
second expedition against the ban
wood will be the organist.
I
Drummond was all tangled in "Cieativ’ Mizht” cf the Methebesec
gale. Its leafless branches furnished bouquets of pussy willows. The blue
years beuiah,,-,,has beennorartmmt
connected wi.h
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
uieauve
nigiii
ui
me
iviemtoesec
|
nnri
Alan’s swift words. “That canoe I
poor shelter from driving snow and and white flowered napkins together
! the State Highway Department and
The annual meeting of Union.
after the bandits and clear Joyces
Club
recently:
father from the charge resulting
isn’t worth a lot. . . . You’re leav
piercing wind: Yet the little brown with the blue dishes were decorations «,
his success and popularity in this Church Circle was held Thursday at
from the obviously planted evid
SOLILOQUY ON A SIXTH BIRTHDAY
ing this country. . . . The motor
bird sang softly and happily. He
work were demonstrated in the many thc vestry. The officers for 1932 are:
ence. Alan buys out of the Mounted.
He's growing up;
cost me a hundred but it’s three
knew that the spring would not fail in themselves. At each place was a
Haskell gives Alan his release on
i valuable gifts and honors bestowed ! President, Mrs. Charles Chilles; vice
For
when
I
run
to
meet
transparent bag filled with candy
years old. . ., You’re not bringing
condition that he signs a paper to
him.
upon him by his fellow employers presidents. Mrs. Frank Mullen and
Him at the door
bunnies,
chickens and Easter eggs.
the effect that Haskell d d not give
it back? ... I guess fifty dollars,
And
that
plump
fox
sparrow,
in
the
He doesn’t kiss me
when learning of Lis resignation. It Mrs E. C. Macintosh; secretary. Mrs.
the order to spilt the expedition.
Any more.
Alan. But what in tlie name of
cinnamon coat and the spotted white The menu was especially appropriate
is felt the same success will attwd Mary L. Arey; treasurer, Mrs. Free
sin—?"
vest, what Is he telling us this joyous for the season, the most popular
him on this new undertaking.
man Roberts; financial secretary.
He tosses books
CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
morning? His song is exultant He courses of which were the stuffed
Aside, my half-formed
Alan gave him the fifty and
While the members of the Pine Tree Mrs. Annie Patrick; chairmen ot
one was out of town and the other is glad to be alive today. But mark eggs and jello with whipped cream.
Query goes unheeded,—
strode out the door.
Outboard
Motorboat
Association
were
work
committee.
Mrs.
William
Burns
And occupies himself with
There were 40 youngsters present.
' When she had gone, he buckled
Down the terrace at the steamer
: discussing weighty problems at their and Mrs. Annie Patrick. All mem unable to be present on account of him well! As he sings, he scratches, The committee which made this sup
Small affairs. I am not needed.
and
not
with
one
foot,
for
that
would
his pack and caught up his hat. I landing, Joyce was waiting for him,
illness.
But after supper's done.
meeting Tuesday evening the wives bers of the circle are on the work
hardly supply his wants. Such a per a success consisted of Mrs. John
As he started to snuff the two i as he had asked her. Laying his
The bed-time hour he condescends
' were being entertained by Mrs. committee. Supper followed with a
To spend with me;
lusty fellow must needs scratch Mueller, Mrs. A. D Clement. Mrs.
candles in the alcove, he heard a
pack in Drummond's canoe and un
With gnomes and fairies he unbends. j Blanche McDonnell at her home on large attendance. The housekeepers
TENANT'S HARBOR
with both feet at the same time, George Faye. Miss Margaret Hall and
thumping footstep on tjie threshtying the painter, Alan stood hold
And then
High street. Cards were a feature were Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter, Mrs.
jumping forward and back, forward Mrs. Thomas Gross.
hold and turned to see Bill Harding it, hat in hand, for a few last
When fast asleep he lies.
and
rereshments
served.
Rebecca
Arey,
Mrs.
Benjamin
Patrick
Mrs.
Minnie
Benson
underwent
a
With smile benign.
and back, in a brisk search for weed
sock. In a flash he guessed that
words with Joyce.
* * « «
His
baby-hood
defies
Mrs.
Joseph
Hutchinson.
j
surgical
operation
at
Knox
Hospital
Bill had been waiting outside, not
seeds on the bare ground close to the
’ He said slowly, lengthening these
His new’er sophistries—
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and son | Wednesday, and reports state she is tree trunks.
Church Notes
wanting to come ln while Elizabeth
last moments with her: “Joyce, I’m
And he Is mine.
was there.
His song?
going away. I’m going after those
Baptist Church, Rev. George F. Richard of Rockland are expected to- ] doing favorably well,
41
“AlanI H—l’s blue blazes!" Bill
Dr. Ralph Wiley and son of Ayer, Are we down-hearted? No. No. No.
six men. Bill will tell you some
)
Bernard Shaw’s latest play, “Too ICurricrSunday morning subject, day.
and scratch, howe'er the wind
was all but incoherent as he ad- ' thing about It. I arranged with True To Be Good,” w’hich was recent- ‘The Gift of Peter and John; chilMrs. Guy Peaslee entertained the < Mass., recently spent a few days with We sing
blow.
vanced across the cabin. “Say it j him to visit you whenever he can,
dren's story hour. "The Envious Shoe Ncedlecraft Club Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. William Hastings,
Are we down-hearted? No. No. No."
isn't so! I heard . . . wasn't mean- i and old Dad Fence is going back ly given its world premiere in Eoston, maker;" church school at 12; B.Y.P.U. at her home.
Word has been received here of an
E. B.
ing to listen . . . Joyce told me
to tlie Alooska to be company for will be published by Brentano in the at 6. leader Ferae- Whitney; evening
Wilbur Strong of Thomaston has accident which recently befell Ralph
Rockland. April 1
fall.
The
author
has
consistently
re

part oft and I just heard you tell
you.”
of Springfield, Mass., son
service at 7; subject, “Saul’s Becom been in town the past week.
’Lizabeth. ... He didn’t bust you?
Though she asked no questions fused to allow publication of his plays ing Accustomed to New Light;" boys'
..
.... .....
of Mrs. Emma Torrey. Mr. Smalley
WM.DOBORO
Miss Edith Nickerson who is em- fell downstairs While at his work and
He didn’t dare! And blame you for
about his trip, her dark eyes were until they have been produced in handwork class on Monday; Tryto
ployed at North Haven has been injured one of his shoulders quite
splitting our patrol? You didn't i big with wonder. Alan was tempted both England and America. Produc
help
Club
Monday
evening
at
home
John Dvorak is at home from
buy out—”
spending the past week with her par seriously, which his home town asso
to tell her all. He could depend on tion of the plav in England will not
“That’s what I did. Bill. He i her not to breathe one word of it. take place until it is presented at the of Mrs. Lena Tominski with Mrs. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.
Bowdoin College.
ciates
are
:orry
to
hear.
His
address
busted me, blamed me. What's { A score of times he had confided Malvern Festival in the late sum Louis? Cavanaugh as hostess; World
Miss Oriana Barter is in Loudville
Alvin Beverage of Boston is the is Springfield Hospital, Chestnut
SIMON K. HART
worse, he wouldn't let us make the ! police secrets to her and slie had mer. after which simultaneous Eng Wide Guild Tuesday evening at par guest of Calvin Vinal.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Fred Teele.
MONUMENTS
street,
Springfield.
Mass.
Inconnu trip.
I couldn’t stand [ given him invaliialile information lish and American publication is sonage at which time the play "The
Mrs. A. E. Boggs entertained the 53 Pleasant St Tel. 911-M Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Summers who
At the morning service tomorrow
Country Cousin." will be read; all- have been guests of her sister Mrs.
that. I'm out. Leaving Endurance. , gleaned from Indians and 'breeds. planned.
Auction Club at its last meeting.
31Stf
« • • •
day session of Ladies' Circle Wednes Charles Davis, returned Friday to at the Baptist Church. Rev. F. W.
Right now."
But his plan was a desperate
The Lions Club gave a benefit
Barton will repeat by request the first
day
at
home
of
Mrs.
B.
H.
Paul;
Bill's face turned gray. His Jaw j gamble, and Joyce would surely
Braintree, Mass.
David Loth, former staff writer on
sermon he preached at Tenant's Har bridge party at Stahl's Tavern Mon
dropped, he stood in stupefied I recognize it as such. She might the New York World, and author of Thursday evening, prayer service.
Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Ames are bor. There will be special music. day evening. Forty tickets were sold
shock, with a look of misery on hls
Methodist. Rev. F F. Fowle: Last spending a few weeks in Camden,
lose faith in so dubious a venture. several successful biographies, writes
and six tables were in play. Mrs. W.
blunt, bulldog features.
And he thought: “I’ll be entirely his publishers iBrentano’s) that he Sunday of the conference year. Reg whpre Mr. Ames is employed on the Sunday School immediately follow C. Flint and Mrs. Ida Stahl held the
ing
morning
senice:
Christian
En

“You’re—leaving—us,” he gulped. , out of the country, out of it for
the appearance of liis ular Sunday services will be: Morn Saltonstall yacht which he is to sail deavor at 6. topic "The Right Use of highest scores.
"You’re—pitching away—for good, i weeks and weeks. She mustn't celebrated
Mrs. Earle Spear gave a bridge
latest
book.
Philip II of Spain." by ing service at 10.30; Sunday school this summer.
Sunday;" evening song service, topic,
You always stood up for us men,
know that; she'd feel too terribly purchasing a“newspaper
party Wednesday evening with two
on the island at 11.45; Epworth League at 6;
Mrs. Margaret E. Libby of Lane’s “The Quest, of the Human Heart.”
against Haskell. You and me . . . j alone; she might even come to be
preaching
service
at
7:
Girls'
Sewing
tables. The guests were Mrs. Weqis the guest of her grandson
pretty good partners. . . . Now you
lieve I've deserted her, as I did of Mallorca the day after his book Club Tuesday evening; Al! day session Island
dall Blanchard, Mrs. Madeline Kane, SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
won’t be here any more. Alan. ...”
last winter. But if she thinks I'm was brought out in America. He Ladies' Aid on Wednesday; Thurs Everett Libby.
APPLETON
Miss Gladys Bailey, Miss Elizabeth 683 MAIN STREET
Mrs. Herman Crockett and Mrs.
TEL. 1250
“Bill, shake yourself together
still here on the Waterways, per says: “You will be glad to know that day evening prayer service will be
Weston, Miss Dorothy Donnelly,
ROCKLAND
and listen. I’m going after those
haps working secretly, it'll help I have gone utterly and entirely mad. omitted this week due to thc pastor’s Leon Stone of North Haven were re
A son wac born April 7, to Mr. and Miss Alma Glidden and Miss Mildred
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
I have this day bought a newspaper.
50-tf
bandits. There’s several things I her keep up hope.”
absence.
Mrs. Quincy Peabody.
Newbert.
Brooks. Each guest was presented
you’ve got to do for me. One is, j
“Joyce," he instructed her, “I’d No. I don't mean a copy of a news
Mrs. Rcy Page of Rockland was a with a Japanese favor.
Housekeepers at Lafayette Carver
I want you to cut aside from pa- | like for you, there at the trading paper, but a real live weekly complete
her mother Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Perry, chairman of the
trols whenever you can and visit
post, to question those Indians and with circulation and advertising con shotild be particularly valuable in Corps meeting Tuesday were Muriel 1.tTe,’?t
program committee for the pageant
Joyce and see she’s safe. Another i metis when they bring in peltry. tracts, and an office and everything. “cooking for two" which ofttimes is Lane. Marian Headley and Madeline ’ Adflla Gushee.
I A moose was recently seen near given at the Baptist Church Easter
thing. I’m giving you this cabin ; You might pick up some informa It cost me over a hundred dollars, a problem of greater weight than Smith
too! My sheet—called the Malloica cooking for two times two.
Mis George Newbert entertained the home cf Mr. and Mrs George Sunday, entertained 15 girls who took
For Reliable anti Complete Elec
and what's in it, except for a lit- j tion about those six men.”
Peabody. He took a drink from the part in it at her home Wednesday
the 4-A's Wednesday night.
tie personal stuff that I'll get some j
"I’ll do It, Alan. And if there's Sun, if anybody wants to subsenoe,
trical Service of Any Kind
» * » *
brook,
looked
at
the
interested
spec
time or else send for. Then, there’s
10 pesetas a year plus postage (adv.)
anything else, to help you—”
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained the I tators, then leisurely started off to evening. The time was passed so
First Class Work at Fair Prices
The New York Public Library has
one last thing. Got any free time I
cially and much enjoyed.
“There isn’t except to keep your —is, so far as I know, the only Eng recently acquired the private library Washington Club at her home Sat ward North Anpleton
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
coming in the next couple weeks’”
courage up and be careful of your lish newspaper in Spain. It is a of
urday night.
The following is the cast for the 442 Main St.,
Charles Ward has seen the flock
Grand
Duke
Vladimir
Alexandro

Rockland, Maine
“I don’t know. Yes, must hare
self. Joyce, if you’ll promise to take weekly, and I expect to have a lot
Hgih
School
senior
class
plav
,
"A
Tlie
event
of
the
week
was
the
open

Established 1920
three or four days—way we're i care of yourself there on the Aloos of fun with it." Mr. Loth has been vich, uncle of the late Czar and ing sale of Senter-Crane, Inc., with of wild geese he lcoked for so long Prince To Order ” Mrs. Willings,
April Fool’s Day.
Telephone 721
been hitting the ball all winter."
ka, I’ll go away feeling a mighty living on this Mediterranean Island father of the present pretender to thc store capacity filled. Extra clerks onWell,
spring is here at last. Snow Beatrice Colwell; Granny, Jane Ri
23-tf
"Two days will be enough. I [ lot happier. I’ll be worrying about for over a year now and did most of throne of all the Russias. The col
der;
Norma
Willings,
daughter
of
°d
the regular staff and pone, song birds busy, the old Senelection, consisting of 2,200 volumes,
need a little help on my plan; and j you.”
the actual writing of “Philip II” contains valuable ^nd, in some in fi e young women who came to shop | bcc breaking up. mud holes fast dry- the house, Gloria Matthews; Caro
you, here at Endurance, you can
“I'll get along, Alan," she said there.
removed their coats and went to | (rg up. and the washout by thc bridge line, the colored cook, Dorothy
stances, unique source material on a
♦ » * •
give me a hand. It’s not much, I simply.
Jean Claibourne. Mildred
the Romanov dynasty and the em work, as it was almost impossible to has been filled with loads of gravel, Frenh;
but it’ll mean a lot to me. I’ll tell
As she gave him her hand, wish
give satisfactory service to the largest I and Charles Griffin who has charge Brooks; Bill Willings, the son of the
A. L. Burt Co., publishers, have pire it ruled.
you what I’ve got in mind, so you'll . ing him good fortune on his ven
house, Donald French; Clarita Yar
crowd ever gathered in the building. | of this road, is busy.
ture, Alsn had a vision of the lone just issued “The Mammoth Mystery
understand.”
In addition to the local help Mr. ‘ Dr. Campbell of Warren was in mouth, Norma's chum, Bernice Da
JAMES KENT, D. O.
In a few terse sentences that left 1 ly, fear-torn weeks ahead of Joyce. Book." which contains three com
WES T ROCKPOR i
vis; Abe Silverstein, president of the
Crane came by plane from Rockland , town professionally Thursday,
TEI,. ROCKLAND 1076
He wns all sympathy and tender plete full-length novels by Edgar
Bill gasping and swearing at so
Silversheet
Film
Company.
Maurice
on
the
early
trip
Wednesday
with
six
!
Miss
Wiley
of
Lincolnville
is
with
Mr. and Mrs. U. E. Leach and Har
122Stf
ness for her—so brave a girl, so Wallace, popular writer of mystery
staggering a scheme, Alan sketched
Hilton;
Larry
Upton,
Wilbur
Hil

clerks
from
the
Rockland
store.
Many
;
her
sister
Mrs.
Quincy
Peabody,
loyal to her dad, so spirited and stories. The stories in the “mam old Leach have returned to their
his plan.
ton;
Charlotte
Kane,
Marion
Waltz;
strangers
were
in
town
from
the
surj
There
will
be
a
benefit
supper
and
moth” book are “The Hairy Arm," home here after spending the winter
“And you’ll keep quiet about this,
pretty.
rounding islands. The sale which [ social at Grange hall tonight for the Martia Simmons, a news reporter,
He was shaken with the tempta "Blue Hand” and “The Sinister in Rockland.
Bill? Don't tell Fed, Elizabeth,
continued through the week, passed ; family of George Hart, who lost Geraldine Porter; the Prince, Don DR. PERLEY R. DAMON J
Misses
Dorothy
and
Bernice
Nutt
Man."
Thrills,
mystery
and
suspense
tion
to
tell
Joyce
of
the
secret
and
Drummond, anybody. If it ever
everything in the recent disastrous ald French. The play is to be given
all expectations of the manager.
are
home
from
Oak
Grove
Seminary
powerful
circumstances
which
had
a'e
promised!
gets out, it’d wreck the whole idea,
DENTIST
in the Medomak Athletic HaJl, April
* ♦ » •
At the annual meeting of the Vinal fire.
during the spring recess. Miss Ruth
torn him away from her and made
and I’d probably land in a peni
12.
haven
Fire
Company
Tuesday
night
Tel. 915-M
Rockland
Priest
of
the
same
school
is
also
302
Main
St.
inevitable
his
engagement
to
Eliza

A
new
edition
of
"A
Thousand
tentiary.”
beth. He liad done Joyce a wrong; Ways to Please a Husband," one of home with her parents Mr. and Mrs. these officers were elected: Foreman
“I’ll keep quiet as a dead dog. I
MOUNT
PLEASANT
138*60
of company. J. Homer Gray; assistant
he owed her a confession and an the famous Bcttina Books, is also Fred Priest.
won’t breathe a word. But Alan,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
of
explanation of his motive. But just off Burt's press. More than a
Master Andrew Robinson is ill at foreman, Andy Cassie;
why in h—1, way we’ve bung to
. , - foreman
,
George Tiffany of Camden has
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
there were reasons that kept him mere compilation of cooking recipes, Knox Hospital where he was taken for hn p
gether. why can’t I be In on your
llls'a“‘stant foreman of bought thc farm known as the Sid
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie McLaughlin
STEAMBOAT CO.
silent. He had fought that fight for in this book the story of “Bob" X-ray examination and treatment.
hose, William Chilles; foreman of Butler place, of Bowley and Payson of Boston, Mrs. Alice McLaughlin of
trick?” Eagerly he pleaded. “Let
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
in his own conscience; he had and “Bettina" is told, from the
me go along. Alan.”
The Mission Circle met at the truck, Ernest Clayter; assistant fore of East Union. Mr. Tiffany and Skowhegan and son Earle, and Mrs.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
acted deliberately. To tell Joyce moment they sail into the complexi church last Thursday for a tacking. man of truck, Roy Arey; steward. family expect to move there near the Lillian Hutchins of Jefferson were A. M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
“It’d mean desertion for you.
of it now would avail nothing. He ties of housekeeping at the end of
8 15. due to arrive at Rock
Haskell wonld give yon the limit.
The Tuesday Club met this week secretary and treasurer of company, ' flrst of May.
in town to attend the funeral of Vinalhaven
land about 830
felt that Joyce, however much she the wedding journey. There are reci with Mrs. Bert Andrews. The next
And you've got to watch after
^'t?ye,r' Ul?der ttle lea(lersnip ot [ Earl Hopkins recently met with the Herbert G. Wincherbach.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
had loved him once, had gone back pes for disguising ways of using left meeting will be with Mrs. John G. C. Peaslee, chief of the fire depart- ! ioss of a horse,
Joyce. My work is a one-man job
2 45. North Haven 3 30, 8tonAlvin Wallace and son Lowell were Vinalhaven
tngton at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’a
to a casual friendship with him overs. tasty meats and meat combi Greenrose.
anyway. We'll keep In touch. Bill.
ment. the Vinalhaven Fire Company
l. A. Packard has started his saw Rockland visitors Monday.
Island
about
6 00 P M
now, and a resurrection of their nations, crisp salads and their dress
You write to me. Lord knows hut—
Some of the household goods be has developed into one of the best mm and Chester McIntyre, Charlie
B H STINSON. General Agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collajncre
intimacy would be painful to them ing, delectable cakes and cookies, longing to Percy Keller arrived from volunteer companies in the state. Mr. Whitney and John Stevens are work
what you and I, sometime on
are confined to the house with the
both.
ahead, might get together again.”
WILLIAM E. DORNAN *
fruit and vegetable cocktails, vege Augusta last Saturday and were Peaslee is ably assisted by W. J. Bill ing for him.
prevailing epidemic.
They shook hands.
ings
as
first
assistant
of
the
depart

tables in variety, tempting desserts, stored in the Alward Andrews house.
Rev. George Davis of Aina visited
Maurice
Carroll
recently
bought
TO
BE
CONTINUED
Alan hurried down the slope to
ment. This company is limited to 35 Ford sawing machine of B. A. Pack relatives in town Wednesday.
delicious soups, fish and fowl, popu
& SON, Inc.
the trading store. Factor Drum
You will make a sad mistake not active members and has a full roster j ard.
Miss
Gertrude
Winchenbach
“Saxophone-players are born, not lar mechanical refrigerator foods and
mond had not gone to bed. The
Cemetery Memorials
many other palatable combinations. to visit the G. A. Lawrence Co. open with several on the waiting list. At
Mrs. Rodney McIntyre and a party passed a week at the home of her
news of the patrol, of his old made,” writes a musics., critic. An This new edition is completely re ing today in Chisholm Block. Dainty this meeting there were present 33 ; of friends visited Mrs. Hazel Green- cousin, Mrs. Nellie Boggs at the vil
EAST UNION, MAINE
friend Dave MacMillan being ar- other argument for b rth-control.— vised and brought up to date, and food favors for all.—adv.
members. and of the two absentees i rose of West Rockport Sunday.
lage.
4-tf
.rgsted afld laced witj) sjjsJi oygc Punch.

BOOK CORNER

HEART
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Every-Other-Day

Camden, March 23, Austin J. Rip
ley of Orland and Jennie F. Murch
ESTATE HELEN L. AMES, late of
STATE OF MAINE
| of Vinalhaven.
MANICURIST: Yes, it’s hard to
Rockport, deceased, First and Final Ac
who has been home for
• * * *
To all persons interested in either of count filed for allowance by Katherine „ Ray Ornevnrntinn
the estates hereinafter named:
H. Follett, of Rockland, Exx.
a week s vacation has
nas returned
retumea to
to
Hermione Assembly, Pythian Sis
do housework and keep your hands
At a Probate______
Court _held
at w
Rockland,
_of____
v>re
ESTATE
HELEN L. AMES, late of , Kents
terhood, disbanded at Vinalhaven,
ln and for____
the County
Knox,
on the
A review from the columns
lSth day 'of'March in the year of our Rockport, deceased. Petition to Determine [ TheSea Coast
Missionary boat
and in its place was organized Her
nice. But there’s one way—
of this paper of some of the
Lord one thousand nine hundred and FoneetttaofeRocakiandedEx1’xy Katherlne H ‘ Sunbeam, was in the harbor recently
mione Temple with 55 charter mem
happenings which interested
thirty-two, and by adjournment from
bers and Delilah Cunningham as
ESTATE ALFRED TOLMAN. late of i for a short tlme'
day to day from the 15th day of said
Rockland and vicinity in this
CUSTOMER: Don't give
March the following matters having„ North Haven, deceased. Petition for LImost excellent chief.
Mrs. Fernald who has been With
month, 1907.
been presented forthe actionthereupon! cense to sell certain Real Estate situated u —
lutro william Qtnnlev
Charles A. Morse, a past command
hereinafterIndicated
It ishereby
Or- ln North Haven, and fully described ln her daughter Mrs. william Stanley
me expensive advice
er of F. A. Norwood Post, G.A R. died
said Petition, filed by Frank H. Ingra- for several months is now Visiting
dered
That notice thereof be given to all per ham, of Rockland, Admr.
another daughter, Mrs. Conary of
in
Rockport
aged
64.
Phil Jason, former Rockland ath
sons Interested, by causing a copy of
estate fred L. gray, late of vinal- Mark Island Light Station before
Charles B. Hazeltine, Belfast
this order ta be published three weeks
, nn’s richdeceased. Petition for License to
home at amithenst lete was winning the hearts of New .
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a haven
sell certain Real Estate situated ln j returning to her home at Southeast Haven polo fans by the strong game est citizen, died at the age of 79. The
MANICURIST: This costs less
newspaper published at Rockland ln said Vinalhaven, and fully described ln said Harbor. Mrs. Fernaid made many
widow was formerly Prances Jones of
County that thgy may appear at a Pro Petition, filed by Leslie B. Dyer, of Vinal-, friends while here and all will be he was putting up for that team.
Camden.
bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
F. A. D. Singhi, formerly of Rock
than 1? a day . . . just use Lux for
__
I . d t welcome her this way again.
on thc 19th dav of April A D. 1932. at haven, Admr.
Rev. Irving A. Flint left Warren to
ESTATE TEMPERENCE F CARVER. | 5
_ ,
land was elected a selectman in Bilnine o’clock ln the forenoon and be
become pastor in Portland.
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for
Mrs. Geo. Everett wno visited Mrs. .
■
M
dishes! It gives the hands actual
heard thereon If they see cause
Administration, asking that E. G. Carver. I Charles Dyer of Lighthouse Hill for a I lerlcd’ “ta*®'
David F. Mills was promoted to
EMILY SARGENT LEWIS, late ol of
William
A.
Hill
was
badly
bitten
by
Vinalhaven.
or
some
other
suitable
few
days
,
has
returned
to
Boston.
Haverford, Pennsylvania, deceased. Ex person be appointed Admr., with bond.
beauty care
foreman of the machine room in L.
a dog in Post Office Square.
emplified copy of the will and Probate
The Patchwork Club meeting was j
C. Chase & Co.'s net factory in Vinal
DORA PAYSON STARRETT. late of
thereof, together with a petition for
David N. Mortland was elected haven.
right in the
Probate of Foreign Will asking that the Warren, deceased. Will and Petition for postponed on account pf bad weather.
Probate thereof,
asking that
same
intreoi. asKing
vnai the
me same
... rnopf next time with Mrs 1 president of the Knox Bar Associa
copy of said will may be allowed, filed rrooaie
Cushing
town
meeting:
Selectmen,
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
i
Wl11
meet
next
ume
W1WI
and recorded ln thc Probate Court of
dishpan!
tion, with J. H. Montgomery as vice B. L. Stevens. O. P. Jones and Niven
Knox County and that Letters Testa Letters Testamentary Issue to Mae E. j Helen Stevens.
president and C. M. Walker secretary R. Hyler; assessors, EWrenn Orff,
mentary be Issued to Wilfred Sargent Starrett. of Warren, she being the Execu- ; George Smith who has been visitGeorge in Boothbay Har- and treasurer.
Lewis, Leicester Sargent Lewis and trlx named ln said Will, without bond. |
H V. Robinson and Leslie Hunt;
ESTATB AVERY P. STARRETT. late of “ B
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia,
The First Church of Christ Sci clerk, Clarence J. Freeman; road
Warren, deceased. First and Final Ac-’ Bor Bas returned home,
Pennsylvania.
■
entist was soon to begin holding commissioner, Vinal Wallace; treas
M. LUELLA GILLETTE, late of New count filed for allowance by Mae E. i Maurice Davis who has been
| spending the winter in Boothbay services in the Cedar street church. urer, A. V. Robinson.
ton, Mass., deceased. Exemplified copy of Starrett, of warren, Admx.
the will and Probate thereof together
estate hattie c. emery, late of! Harbor with his parents Mr. and Mrs. I the free use of the building having
Capt. O. P. Shepherd, vice presi
with a petition for Probate of Foreign Rockland. deceased. Resignation of
cpfh parkp,. her-n offered bv David C Smith.
dent and general manager of the S. F.
Will asking that the copy of said will Executor filed for acceptance, by Gilford Leslie Davis, sang at tne betn rarKei | oeen oiitreu oy
v. ouuwx.
i meeting at one of the churches in :
The American Cadet Band was or- & H. L. Shepherd Co. died in Rockmay be allowed, filed and recorded ln b. Butler of South Thomaston, Exr.
the Probate Court of Knox County and
ganized with Roscoe G. Ingraham as port, aged 59.
john creighton, late of Thomas-1 that place Sunday evening,
that letters Testamentary be issued to ton, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- j Charlie Field of Portland is here instructor and Hiram Burns as leader.
Emma L. widow of William Dexter
Edgar E. Gillette, of Newton, Mass.
bate thereof, asking tiiat the same may
PORT CLYDE
HOPE
CUSHING
ADELIA L. MASTERS, late of Thomas be proved and allowed and that Letters waiting for a chance to fish and in The members were Hiram Burns, Sul- Carleton, died in Rockport, aged 54.
ton, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro Testamentary Issue to Albert T Gould, the meantime is visiting his mother livan Curtis, Fred Savage, Maynard : Thomaston town meeting: SelectSchools in town reopened MonMr. and Mrs. Fred Overlock of
Mrs. Adams who has been with
bate thereof asking that the same may of Boston, Mass., he being the Executor Mrs. Hannah Richards.
Havener, Albert Burpee, Merrill Gam- men. F. B. Hills, W. L. Catland and
be proved and allowed and that Letters named ln said Will, without bond.
Mrs. Alice Hart for several months, day after the regular winter vacation Reckland visited Mrs. Sarah Seavey
age,
John
Ham,
Leslie
Whitney,
(
T.
W.
Dunn;
assessors,
C.
D.
Payson,
William
Stanley,
McAlpin
Pyle
of Administration with the Will An
Miss Wilma True has returned to, Sunday.
ESTATE MARY E. BLUNT, late of
has returned to her home in Port
_______________________________
nexed be Issued to Security Trust Com Thomaston,
deceased, Petition to Detcr- and Dwight Stanley, who have Neil Perry, Harold Burgess, Eddie i C. H. Cushing and W. M. Cullen;
Perkins Institute after spending the ! Miss Emma Bukcr has returned
pany, of Rockland or some other suit mine Inheritance Tax, filed by Oscar J. been on a short business trip, have ( Williamson, Allen Lindsey, Frank treasurer, John A. Andrews; road land.
able person, without bond.
home after spending several weeks in
Mrs. Alice Payson has recovered Easter holidays at home.
Hodgkins, of Woodfords, Admr.
returned.
| Aylward, Abraham Aylward, Claude commissioner, William J. Brasier;
Several from this place attended j niddoford
GEORGE H. LINCOLN, late of Wash
ESTATE MARY E. BLUNT, late of
Dexter Richards is away for a short Fitch, Earl Barron, Cecil Copping, auditor, E. L. Dillingham; clerk, E. from her recent illness and her niece Knox
ington, deceased. Will and Petition for Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
Pomona
Grange
at
South
War-|
Donald
of Week.s Mllls
Mrs. Byron Thompson, who has been
! Fred Shepherd, Ray Greene, Pierre D. Carleton.
Probate thereof, asking that the same may Account filed for allowance by Oscar J. vacation.
caring
for
her
has
returned
to
Friend

be proved and allowed and that Letters Hodgkins, of Woodfords. Admr.
It is noted in the Franklin Island \ Havener, Horace Perry, Albert HaveRev. Maurice Dunbar preached his
meeting with large attendance was has been a guest at thc home of Mr.
Testamentary Issue to Benjamin H. Lin
ESTATE SABRA F WITHERSPOON, news that someone over at Bristol ner, Ralph Webber, Frank Simmons, [ larewell sermon at North Haven, ship.
coln. of Washington, he being the Execu late
reported. Bertram Packard, State and Mrs. George Robbins.
Commissioner
A.
H.
Young
is
haul

of
Rockland,
deceased.
First
and
has a cat that is 25 years of age. Maynard Linscott, John Whitney, L. He was about to begin his labors in
tor named ln said Will, without bond.
The contest given in the Baptist
Commissioner of Education, was the
Final Account filed for allowance by
ing
gravel
on
to
the
Hathorne
Point
That beats “Bobbie” by five years. \ Aylward. Joseph Emery and Roy Farmington.
ELIZA A. WATERMAN, late of I.'ortli Carrie F. Crockett, of Rockland. Admx.
Sunday school was ended March 27,
road
which
was
very
much
needed,
Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for
Victoria A„ wife of Byron C.
ESTATE ISAAC T. BUNKER, late of Well, It is certainly interesting to Knowlton.
Mr. and Mr:. H. E. Hardy enter the Blues winning. A suraer was
Probate thereof asking that the same Thomaston,
Petition for Dis learn that a cat can live to that ripe j The Rockland Y.M.C-A. basketball Wilson died suddenly in Thomaston, especially at the Turn, where it was tained at dinner and cards last week. given Thursday night in me imrary
may be proved and allowed and that tribution fileddeceased.
found
very
hard
for
several
days
to
Letters Testamentary Issue to Georgie land. Admr. by Fred M. Berry, of Port old age. Our friends and former team won 11 of the 12 games during aged 59.
Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. by the Reds, the losing side. Attend
Capt. John B. Stahl was elected get through with the mails.
A. Harkness, of Veazie. she being the
shipmates who write from Portland the season. The meihbers were Mopt
ESTATE
ISAAC
T.
BUNKER,
late
of
Executrix named ln said Will without
The children
who live
on L, True, Mr, and Mrs. L. A. Weaver ance last Sunday was 67.
president of the Waldoboro Manufac
Thomaston, deceased. Petition to Deter Head Light Station, say they well Trainer, William Sullivan, Earl Mar
Mrs. Molly Seavey entertained the
bond.
Hathorne
Point
have
been
walking
to and Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs.
turing
Co.
mine
Inheritance
Tax,
filed
by
Fred
M.
remember the time at Matinicus shall, George Gay, Fred Black. Gen
ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of Rockland, Berry, of Portland. Admr.
The men’s branch of the local Farm sewing circle Wednesday.
South
Cushing
postoffice
to
meet
thc
Union
town
meeting:
Selectmen,
deceased. t^jll and Petition for Probate
Rock when Bobbie fell in the cistern eral Secretary A. E. Brunberg was
Mr. and Mrs. William Heal of
Fred E. Burkett, E. Carroll and B. F. school bus owing to the condition of Bureau held an interesting orchard
ESTATE ISAAC T. BUNKER, late of and Dyer went in after him. Mr. manager.
thereof, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters Thomaston, deceased, Third and Final
St. Clair; clerk, H. E. Messer; treas the road there. Some days they have meeting at Grange hall, April 5. A. Camden have been guests of Mr. and
Dyer
has
a
few
years
added
on
since
Account
filed
for
allowance
by
Fred
M
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W,
Berrydined
Testamentary Issue to Rockland Na
I mis. Fred Seavey.
George C. Hawes; collector, O. had to walk to the Turn to meet the K. Gardner was the speaker.
tional Bank, of Rockland It being the Berry of Portland. Admr.
then and also a number of more Easter Sunday on dandelion greens . urer.
N Butler; road commissloner w E car which conveys them to the dis
The next meeting of the ladies'
Mrs Hcnry Teel is conflncd to her
Executor named ln said Will, with bond
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD Es pounds, but we think he could still dug in their own garden.
I perry
Farm Bureau will be held April 12, j home by illness
trict 3 school.
EMILY A. RACKLIFF, late of South quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox get in and out as fast as he did on
William Kennedy took charge of \ Camden town meeting: Selectmen,
pntertained the
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition County. Rockland. Maine.
Walpas Sallincn is cutting wood for will be in charge of Mra^ Bessie Hardy. : Mr_ Lpah
that occasion.
Attest:
for Probate thereof, asking that the
the bowling alleys near Berry’s Stable. J. H. Hobbs, Frank H. Wilbur and L. B. Ulmer.
subject, Home Flower Gardens, j wl]Ung Workcrs last week Tuesday
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
same may be proved and allowed and
Maynard Brackett and family have
The Walter T. Prescott house on Everett N. Duffy; clerk, E. E. Boyn
Edith Stevens has returned to U. of Dinner will be served by Ellen Lud evening, and Mrs. Electa Hopkins
40-S-46 moved to the Elnora Brackett house
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Prescott street was bought by Austin ton; treasurer, S. B. Haskell; audi- M. after a short vacation at home wig and Estelle Bartlett.
Archie H Rackliff, of South Thomaston,
the Baptist Circle Wednesday after
at the foot of Lighthouse Hill.
he being the Executor named ln said
Martin.
tor, F. I. Coombs; tax collector, O. P. j with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
noon.
Will, without bond.
A very pleasant “63” party took
Richard C. Hall was elected chair Fuller; road commissioner, Fred B. Stevens.
Notices of Appointment
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South
ANGIE J. MAYO late of Thomaston,
place at the Trailing Yew last Satur man of the overseers of the poor for Annis.
j Friends of Mrs. H. E. Smith are glad
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Hiram spent a few days in this place
day
evening.
Miss
Josephine
Davis
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
his 25th term.
Capt. Joseph L. Arey, 89, died at his I to know that she is still gaining, after
thereof, a king that the same may be
st week.
proved and allowed and that Letters bate for the County of Knox in the --ate was the hostess.
The Street Railway had added a home in Vinalhaven.
i a serious throat operation at the their guest Mrs. Rosa Copeland and
Mrs. Ada Simmons is confined to
Testamentary Issue to Charles c. Mc of Maine, hereby certify that ln the fol
One of the rents in the house box car to its rolling stock. Ralph
St.
George
town
meeting:
SelectDeaconess
Hospital,
Boston,
Donald, of Thomaston, he being the
Mrs. Rose Marshall were visitors the house by illness.
men, William L. Allen, L. W. Seavey ! Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Marshall kept Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Executor named in said Will, with bond lowing estates the persons were appoint owned by Mrs. Nettie Carter of Wentworth was master builder.
The members of the Baptist
Thorndike & Hix Inc., was the and A. H. Marshall; treasurer, H. F , Cpen house Sunday, entertaining Dr. Gardner’s in Rockport.
ESTATE RHODA F. AMES, late of ed Administrators, Executors. Guardians Round Pond, is being cleaned and
Church gave a surprise party to Rev.
Vinalhaven deceased. Petition for Ad and Conservators and on the dates here painted on the inside and when fin1 name of a new local corporation, cap Kalloch; tax collector, J. W. Bach- Ethel Crie of Thomaston, Kenneth
More than 100 loyal members of and Mrs. Milton Kerr last week
ministration, asking that Edith M inafter named:
ls.ied will be occupied by Frank italized at $200,000. Fred A. Thorn elder; clerk, Charles E. Wheeler.
Marshall of East Friendship and from Knox Pomona and visitors met at Thursday evening at thc community
Poole, of Vinalhaven. or some other
WALTER H. CURRIER, late of Thom Woodward and his mother of Jonesdike
was
president,
H.
Irving
Hix
suitable person be appointed Admx., aston. deceased. March 1, 1932, Charles
this town Edith, Arietta and'Clyde Grange hall last Saturday and held room. It was in celebration of their
without bond.
H. Smith, of Thomaston, was appointed port.
treasurer, and these officials with
SOUTH WALDOBORO Maloney, Grace Moran, Marion one of the most profitable and pleas second wedding anniversary and
Word has been received that Mr. John E. Stevens were directors.
ESTATE ELSIE B. HAGAR, late of Administrator, and qualified by filing
, Coombs and Avis Maloney, also ant sessions of the year. The speaker they were presented with a fine
Union, deceased. Petition for Adminis bond on March 1. 1932
and Mrs. Frank Pierce and Lorimer
Dr. H. E. Gribbin and E. K. Gould
Mrs. Isaac Hoffses is visiting her i Robert Ames.
tration asking that Herbert L. Grinnell)
ELIZABETH B. BROWN, late of Thom Brackett have left Lake Worth, Fla.,
was B. E. Packard who was listened clock, a water set and a picture.
of Union, or some other suitable person aston, deceased. March 1, 1932. Harold
were elected members of the school; sister Mrs. Clinton Kaler in Rock- \-----------------Tlie presentation was made by Rev.
to attentively.
and
are
homeward
bound.
Enroute
be appointed Admr. with bond
W. Vinal, of Thomaston, was appointed
board.
(land.
NfiRTH UHPF
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond are | F. W. Barton of Tenant's Harbor.
ESTATE GEORGE A. MILLER, late of Administrator, ana qualified by filing they will stop in North Carolina and
Joseph
Beaton
went
to
Billings,
Mr
.
and
Mrs.
William
Shuman
and
I
1
1
”
Appleton, deceased. Petition lor Admin bond on March 1. 1932.
in Boston.
housekeeping in Rockland on Wi'.low Ice cream and cake were served and
Mont., for his health.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gammon of
a very pleasant evening enjoyed.
istration, asking that M. Blanche Miller
ALICE L. CROCKETT, late of Camden,
There will be another dav 5Jes,sion street.
George Green and family are soon
Ralph E, Doherty resigned as Portland were guests Sunday at S.
and Charles B Miller, both of Appleton deceased. February 16. 1932. Robert G.
of Hope Grange today, Saturday.
Mrs, Mabel St Clair and Mrs.
or some other suitable person be ap Carle, of Woonsocket. R. I , was appoint to move into their new home.
Maine Central yard master and was J. BurrowL
pointed Admrs., without bond.
! Dinner at noon. Mrs. Bessie Hardy Rufus Overlook were recently guests
LINCOLNVILLE
ed Executor, without bond. J. t.erbcrt
Capt. Earl Field went to Thomas succeeded by Earl U. Chaples,
Junior, the youngest son of Mr.
ESTATE HELEN E. PERRY, late of Gould, of Camden, appointed Agent in ton Monday to get cement for Ford
The syndicate which managed the and Mrs. George T. Palmer is very ill. Mrs. Nettie Perry. Miss Katherine of Mrs. Ruth Wilson at Hanley
Rockland deceased. Petition for Distri Maine.
True and E. Donald Perry arc the Corner.
Schools in town began April 4,
.
,
bi-weekly dances at Penobscot View
bution filed by Benjamin C. Perry, ot
CHARLES P LANE, of Warren. Febru Davis, who plans to build a cistern.
Miss Gertie Winchenbach visited committee in charge. There will be
Rockland. Admr.
Mrs. O'car Burton left Monday for Grange hall elected Herbert W. Mrs. Alice Burrows Tuesday.
ary 2. 1932. Walter H. Lane, of Warren,
Mrs. Nelson Moore of Warren vil with thc following teachers: Villago
a whist party in the evening.
ESTATE ALBERT C. CLEMENT, late of was appointed Guardian, and qualified a few days visit with relatives in Thorndike as president. He succeeded
lage was calling on friends in this Mrs. Lena Rankin; Beach, Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Morse of the village
Owl’s Head, deceased, Petition for fty filing bond March 8. 1932.
School in this district was sched place last Saturday.
Grace Mahoney;
Miller, Jessie
Yarmouth.
Reuben
S
Thorndike
who
was
re

visited
her
sister
Mrs.
Nellie
Wallace
License to sell certain Real Estate, situ
ALBERT F. CLEMENT, late of Owl’s
uled to begin Monday, but there
The program given by the school moving to Portland.
Edward Spear and Albert Jordan Young; Heal, Lophemia Robbins;
ated in Owl’s Head, and fully described Head, deceased. March 8. 1932. Annie
Tuesday.
seems to be no place for the teacher
Wiley’s Corner, Emile Johnson.
ln said Petition, filed by Annie C. C’ement of Owl's He*d was aopolnted children Friday of last week, under
R. H. Burnham, former Rockland
Mrs. Minnie Vannah will entertain to board. There are so few scholars are building their weir, preparatory
Clement, of Owl's Head. Admx.
Miss Leone Mahoney of Medford,
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond on direction of the teacher, Mrs. Oscar city clerk, bought a residence in Pas
to
the
season
for
alewives.
the Methodist Ladies' Aid April 13. perhaps they could be economically
ESTATE LORIN C BOWLEY. of Cam same date.
Mass., is spending two weeks with her
Burton,
at
the
Communitj
’
Club,
was
adena,
Calif.
There will be election of officers.
den. Petition for License to sell certain
ADDIE J LARKIN, late of Vinalhaven.
transported to the Corner school.
Real Estate, situated in Hope, and fully deceased. March 15, 1932, Joseph Edwin received by a full house. As the
William W. Case was elected ex
Food prices are getting so low tliat parents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ma
Mrs. Ella Wallace and Mrs. Sadie
Mrs. A. I. Perry and E. Donald
described ln said Petition, filed by Ida Lindsey, of Vinalhaven. was appointed night was fine it enabled friends alted ruler of Rockland Lodge in a
maybe,
if we wait long enough, this honey.
Flanders were visitors at the Cove | Perry called on Misses Laura and
B. Bowley, of Camden, Gdn
Miss Frances Rankin returned to
Exr., without bond.
across the harbor at Manana t<j get close contest with Thomas M. Mc Wednesday.
depression will turn into a gorge.—
i
Lottie
Waterman
Monday
and
viewed
ESTATE WILLIE D. CUSHMAN, late of
GEORGE W. AMES, late of Rockland,
Lincoln last Saturday after an Easter
Friendship.
deceased.
Petition
lor deceased. March 15. 1932, Mirah Ames, of over to the entertainment. The parts Laughlin. Ill votes being cast.
Housewives have begun their spring j their 350 R. I. Red chickens just re Boston Herald.
vacation of one week.
The steamers City of Rockland defining. The geese, robins, wood- j ceived from the Red Bird Farm,
Widow’s Allowance, filed by Cora E Rockland, was appointed Exx.. without were all well taken. Especial men
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reed of Bar
Cushman, of Friendship.
SPRING IS COMING
tion should be made of the little (Capt. E. W. Curtis) and City of peckers and grackles also have ar- Wrentham, Mass. They are from
bond.
Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nor
ESTATE NINA P. FEYLER, late Of
NELSON B. COBB, late of Rockland, sketch, “An Elephant As Big As a Bangor (Capt. Frank Brown) were rived. Soon we will hear the frogs.' special matings and very interesting
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac deceased. March 15. 1932, Earle McIntosh House." the parts taken by Jean
muddy streets with patch of snow— wood of Bass Harbor were last week
in service on the Boston and Bangor
count. together with private claim of and Albert S. Peterson, both of Rock
The funeral of Herbert Winchen to see. Miss Lottie has specialized in The
Warm gentle breeze and March's cold end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Administrator filed for allowance. Pre land. were appointed Executors, without nette Foss, Margaret Woodward and route.
poultry
for
several
years
with
rebach was held Sunday from his home.
blow;
Reed.
sented by Oscar S. Duncan, of Rock bond.
Tommy Orne. The two girls had
The world of letters suffered an Deceased was son of the late Webster marxable success, growing Wyan- And days of shadow, days of glow,
land. Admr
Mrs. Rob“rt Rollerson and little
EDWARD B. INGRAHAM, late of dolls almost as large as themselves. incomparable loss through the death and Mary Winchenbach and had al dottes. white leghorns and R. I. Reds. All do portend 'tls Spring, we know.
ESTATE SIDNEY F MAKER late of Rockland, deceased. March 15. 1932.
son Jimmie are in Camden for a few
It
was
Margaret
’
s
first
appearance,
of
Thomas
B.
Aldrich,
poet
and
au

Rockland, deceased. First and Filial Ac Elizabeth M. Ingraham, of Rockland, was
ways lived here, with the exception Miss Laura will have 200 Red pullets The flying kites that catch thc breeze • days visit with her parents.
(she is only five years of agei but she thor, who had a summer home at of a few years spent in Boston. He from the Doak Farm at Belfast later. And oft-times rest up 111 tlie trees.
count filed for allowance by Clara M appointed Exx.. without bond.
Miss Winifred Lamb is at home
Maker, of Rockland, Exx.
Tenant's
Harbor.
did
not
slip
up
on
a
word.
Ice
cream
Mr. Mescrvie of Morrill was a re And marble games played on the way
ISADORE DYER late of Vinalhaven.
was a member of the Waldoboro
from Gorham Normal School for a
ESTATE EDWARD D. SPEAR, late of deceased. March 15. 1932, Aurle A Dyer, and cake were served.
Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, formerly Lodge, K. of P., also the Grange. A cent visitor at the home of Mr. and Are brought to view most every day
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac of Vinalhaven, was appointed Exx..
week’s vacation.
of Yarmouth, began his pastorate at good neighbor, and friend to every Mrs. L. W. Bennett, returning Mon And rolling hoops that bounce about
count filed for allowance by Aldana C. without bond.
While little children run and shout—
St.
Bernard
’
s
Catholic
Church.
day.
Spear, of Rockland. Exx
one
he
will
be
greatly
missed
in
the
CELIA B. JAMESON, late of Union, de
NORTH APPLETON
All sorts of electrical household
All do so plainly speak and say
Miss Therese Sherman and her Oh
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of ceased. March 15. 1932. John Swanton
Thc Thomaston-built schooner J. W. community. He leaves his wife, one
yes, Miss Spring Is on the way.
aids, refrigerators,* range burners
Union, deceased, First and Final Account Jameson, of Union, was appointed Exr..
father
of
Camden
were
callers
at
W
Balano
was
renamed
Gracebelle
Tay

sister
Mrs.
Mark
Hutchins
of
Jeffer

Miss Lottie M. Waterman has 350
filed for allowance by Alan L. Bird, of without bond.
aud furnace burners offered at the
Just 'round the corner waiting—sly.
lor by Capt. Mark Gilbert of the Gil-, son, brother E. K. Winchenbach of E. Hall's Sunday evening.
Rockland. Admr.
W. F. CLOUGH, late of Rockport, de R. I. Red chickens received through bert Transportation Co.
She'll soon come forth though now she's Easy Housekeeping Shop. G. A. Law
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Perry
arc
Thomaston and aunt and uncle Mr.
ESTATE JOHN F. GREGORY, late of ceased. March 15. 1932. Mary I,. Clough, the mail last week. These are the
shy.
rence Co., which opens today in
Rockland, deceased. Final Account filed of Rockport, was appointed Executrix, first chicks of which we have heard
Arthur L. Orne entered upon his and Mrs. W. O. Pitcher. Rev. housekeeping in the house formerly Oh yes. Miss Spring Is on the way.
Chisholm Block, 492 Main street.
for allowance by Alvra W. Gregory, of without bond.
occupied
by
George
Dunton
and
fam

E'en
though
she
may
a
bit
delay;
duties as city clerk.
Sidney Packard of Boothbay and
Rockland. Admr.
Dainty food favors for all.—adv.
surely coming, sure as fate—
EDWIN P. ANNIS, late of Camden, de in this neighborhood so far this sea
Locomotive No. 241 which had Rev. T. H. Fernaid officiated. Guy ily and known as the Dunton place, She's
Be she early, or be she late.
ESTATE HELEN E. PERRY, late of ceased. March 15. 1932. Z. M. Dwinal. of son.
now
owned
by
Charles
Perry
of
been
assigned
to
the
Knox
&
Lincoln
Waltz sang three beautiful hymns.
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac Camden, was appointed Admr. c. t. a.-,
In the easterly gale Thursday night
An observer in the New York zoo
North Appleton. The best wishes of And listening sharp for her dancing feet
count, filed for allowance by Benjamin and qualified by filing bond on same
of last week one of the barns at Rip Division, was given a trial run be Interment was in the Sweetland cem the community are extended to the Eagerly we wait to greet
says
the armadillo, when it gets cold,
C. Perry, of Rockland. Admr.
date.
tween Bath and Brunswick.
etery.
And give her welcome when we meet.
curls up into a ball and lets itself
newlyweds.
ESTATE LUCINDA J. MERCHANT, of
HENRY B. GARDNER, late of Thom ley’s Corner, owned by C. H. Plum
E. A. Butler was elected president
So
dear
Miss
8prlng.
do
not
delay,
Rockland. Final Account filed for al aston. deceased. March 15. 1932. George mer was blown down. No stock was
freeze solid. Very much like busi
W. E. Hall lost one of his horses But drop In now 'most any day.
Trust Co.
lowance by Grace L. Kellar. of Rock G. Gardner, of Camden, was appointed in the building at the time, only a of ,thc Rockland
ness.—Tacoma Ledger.
last week from indigestion and in
Elizabeth O Marsh.
♦ • ♦ «
land. Cons
OUR
JUNIOR
PUZZLE
Admr.. without bond.
small flock of hens owned by Ray
flammation of the stomach.
These births were recorded:
ESTATE EDWARD D. SPEAR late of
CHARLES I. DAVIS, late of South
L. W. Bennett sold a cow last week
Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter Thomaston, deceased. March 15. 1932. mond Aldus, which escaped without
Farmington, April 3, to Hon. and
mine Inheritance Tax, filed by Aldana Albert W. Davis, of South Thomaston, injury, with the exception of one hen
to his soil-in-law Mr. Mescivle of
Mrs.
Sumner
P.
Mills
of
Stonington,
C. Spear, of Rockland, Exx.
was appointed Admr., without bond
having a wing broken.
Morrill.
a son.
ESTATE MAURICE A. GREGORY, late
ERNEST L. KEENE late of Rockland,
Mrs. Grace Johnson has been for
E. N. Hobbs was in this place Sat
,n
ol Rockport, deceased. Petition for Ad deceased. March 15. 1932. Edith M. Keene,
Washington, March 31, to Mr. and
urday “taking the valuation.” Many
ministration, asking that Maurice F. of Rockland, was appointed Admx. with several weeks at Damariscotta where Mrs. Thomas Orff, a son.
Gregory, of Rockport, or some othei out bond.
people
say
to
the
farmer:
“
I
wish
I
she is employed as cook at the hos
rTractical Studies for IDiDes
Rockland, March 25, to Mr. and
suitable person be appointed Admr..
had a farm—so nice to have all one’s
LUCINDA J. MERCHANT, late of Rock pital.
without bond.
Mrs George Upham, a daughter.
land, deceased. March 15. 1932. Grace L
•
and eTtlothers
own
cream,
milk,
eggs,
etc."
How
Mrs. Florice Fenwick and thrre
ESTATE TILESTON B. WYLLIE. late Kellar. of Rockland, was appointed
Deer Isle, March 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
about it when taxes are assessed?
of Thomaston, deceased. First and Final Admx. and qualified by filing bond on children of Searsmont are for the Isaac H. Woodworth, a daughter.
There's alwavs two sides of the ques
Account filed for allowance by Annie same date
present staying with her father, Le
By Dr. F.RNEST H. LINES
Everett, Mass., March 21, to Mr.
J. Wyllie, of Thomaston. Exx.
tion, so don't let anyone get the idea
ADDIE S. McINTYRE. late of Warren, land Johnson.
fcminftif Authority and Chief Medical Director
and Mrs. Herbert Smith, a daugh
CLARA E. LINEKEN, late of Rockland, deceased. March 15. 1932, Chester E Mc
that it costs nothing to run a farm
New York Life Insurance Company
Albert Perry has been having re ter.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate Intyre. of Warren, was appointed Admr..
pairs made on the Dunton house, sothereof, asking that thc same may be without bond.
Vinalhaven,
March
30,
to
Mr.
and
proved and allowed and that Letters
NORTH WALDOBORO
HARRIET A. MORTON, late of St called, and he and his wife have Mrs. C. S. Libby, a daughter.
FOOD FOR THE FAMILY
Testamentary Issue to Jennie O. Harvey George,
March 15. 1932. Albert there entered upon housekeeping.
and Beatrice Thompson, both of Rock Slingsby.deceased.
Cushing,
April
2,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
St.
George,
was
appointed
Best
wishes
of
many
friends
are
ex

Mrs. Peter Hildebrandt who has
land. they being tbe Executors named Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a., and qualified by
ig not eagy to lay down specific diets for everybody. Varioug factors
Nelson F. Spear, a daughter, Elva
ln said Will, without bond.
tended to Mr. and Mrs. Perry in May.
been at the Eastland Hotel In Port
filing bond on same date.
enter into the constitution of a diet. A man doing manual labor can
ESTATE WILLIAM S. THOMPSON,
land for several weeks has returned
FRED H. BURKETT, late of Rockland their new home.
Thomaston, March 30, to Mr. and
utilize more heavy food than an office worker. Old people need less nourish
late ol West Rockport, deceased, Petition deceased.
March 15. 1932. Jessie H
home.
Our popular meat dealer, Ernest Mrs. Gilbert J. Beattie, a son.
for Administration, asking that James Seavey. of Rockland,
ment than those of middle age. People in cold northern climateg require
was
appointed
Exx.,
Sprowl of Searsmont, was in thc
F. Carver, of Rockland, or some other
Mr. and Mrs. Jud.son Benner,
Thomaston, March 23, to Mr. and
more meat and fat than those in
suitable person be appointed Admr.. without bond.
Amanda Winslow and daughters
WILLIAM H. MURPHY. late of Rock Belfast Hospital last week, having an Mrs. Everett Condon, a son.
Diet for Yocno Childrkw
wanner countries. A growing child
with bond.
infected finger treated.
Lizzie
and
Winnie
all
of
Warren
were
land.
deceased.
March
15.
1932.
James
A
Stonington, March 22, to Mr. and
needs more food proportionately than
ESTATE ANNIE H HART, late of Hope, Murphy, of Jamaica Plain. Massachu
For
very young children milk is
Bernard
Pitman
was
called
to
recently
guests
of
Mr.
and
1
Mrs.
deceased. First and Final Account filed setts was appointed Executor, without
Mrs. John S. Merchant, a daughter.
an adult to build up the growing body. still tho staple article of their diet.
for allowance by Halver A. Hart, of Hope, bond. Edward C. Payson, of Rockland Appleton village recently by the ill Norah Frances.
James Storer.
Admr.
ness of his aunt. Miss Adna Pitman.
was appointed Agent ln Maine.
Avery Sidelinger had the misfor
Good habits are easily formed in In addition they should have some
Stonington, March 21, to Mr. and
ESTATE DANIEL C. DEARBORN, late
FRED L. GRAY, late of Vinalhaven. Dr. H. H. Plumer is the physician in Mrs. Daniel Robbins, a daughter,
tune to saw his hand quite badly
childhood in respect to eating as well cereal daily, fruit cooked or as juice
of Union, deceased. Petition for Admin deceased.
February 16. 1932, Leslie B. attendance and Mrs. Clara Went
while operating his wood sawing ma
istration. asking that Fred F. Dearborn,
as in other things. Often it is hard to once or twice, eggs, vegetables and
of Vinalhaven was appointed worth the nurse. Miss Pitman is re Lena Belle.
of Union, or some other suitable person Dyer,
chine.
Stonington, March 15, to Mr. and
Admr..
and
qualified by filing bond on
get a child to take certain articles of some bread. At the younger agee
be appointed Admr.. without bond.
ported as more comfortable.
March 22. 1932.
M/s. Fred H. Thurlow, a son, Kenneth
Mrs. Emma Walsh of Plander’s
food, such ns spinach (or other vege meat is not essential and usually the
ESTATE VINAL DYER, late of Cam
Quincy Peabody with his power ma Scott.
MARTHA E. SPEAR, late of Warren,
Corner visited her daughter Florence
den. deceased. Petition for Administra deceased.
tables, cereals, or fruits), which should child is better off without it. The
March 29, 1932. Ralph M. Spear, chine has been sawing wood in this
tion. asking that Herman W. Crockett, of Warren,
Warren, April 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Smith last week Thursday.
be included in their dietary. Gentle tendency, when too much meat and
was
appointed
Admr..
and
and surrounding towns.
of North Haven, or some other suitable qualified hy filing bond on same date.
Cleveland Overlook, a daughter.
Caleb Corrluo is tplitting wood
measures are preferable to harsh ones other solid foods are given, is for the
person be appointed Admr., without
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Carlton and
for George Eugley.
Rock’and, March 22, to Mr. and
CHARLES A. MITCHELL, late of Rock
bond.
in this respect. The child should lie child to drink less milk. Milk con
child
of
South
Appleton
have
been
land.
deceased.
May
19,
1931.
Virgie
F.
Mrs. H. N. McDougall, a daughter,
W. R Walter attended the State
ESTATE JOHN T. BERRY, late of Studley. of Rockland, was appointed
induced
to oat a small quantity of tains more vitamines and other con
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frances.
Democratic convention ln Portland
Rockland, deceased, Petition for Widow's Exr,, and qualified by filing bond on
the
article
disliked at first. Gradually, stituents, such as calcium, which are
Charles Perry.
Allowance, filed by Maude B. Berry, of March 29. 1932.
last week.
Rockland.
as
a
rule,
the
dislike will wear off aud essential to a growing child.
Due
to
the
recent
heavy
rain
the
Attest *
Flva Borneman was in Waldoboro
The marriages for this period were:
CATHERINE L. SULLIVAN, late of
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
more
and
more
of the article eaten
roads in some portions of the town
Friday of last week.
Rockland, March 21, Charles.D.
Rockland, deceased, Will and Petition
with the diet.
are badly washed and rutted making Hamilton and Miss Minnie Holland,
Leola Oliver was recently the
for Probate thereof, asking that the
QUESTIONS:
THE MISCHEVIOUS
same may be proved and allowed and
auto traveling very uncertain.
guest of her daughter Glenys Burnboth of Isle au Haut.
Above all, avoid discussing diet in
that Letters Testamentary issue to
All wives and mothers should
A.
L.
Puller,
who
has
been
doing
heimer.
MARCH
WIND
Thomaston.
March
18.
Alexander
Timothy J. Sullivan, of Rockland, he
the presence of children. Do not say
be able to answer these questions:
carpenter work for the Waterman B Spear of Cushing and Jessie M.
being the Executor named In said Will,
that this food is “good" while that is
Poor little Anne is having a
I. Should old people eat more or
without bond
sisters, is now employed at ApDleton Armstrong of Thomaston.
“bad,” etc. A better way would be
She has just
less than those of middle age?
ANTOINETTE H. BABBIDGE. late of
village by J. F. Moody on the build
Rockland, March 28, Capt. Lyford terrible time.
to
teach
them
by
example
by
eating
Rockland deceased, Will and Petition
X. How can young children be
ings which he recently bought of H. Young of New York and Miss Rosa washed her dollies’ clothes and
for Probate thereof, asking that the same
For RHEUMATISM take
gome of the food in question yourself
pinned them on thc line to dry.
induced to eat food that is good
Mrs. Sadie Lewis of Campello, Mass., B. Davis of Port Clyde.
may be proved and allowed and that
in a manner tbat shows complete
Letters Testamentary Issue to Adelbert
for them? 3. Should meat be
and which he expects to have ready
But the mischcvious old March
Rockland, March 27, Edwin A
Since 1840 this firm lias faithfully
L. Babbidge. of Rockland, he being the
enjoyment.
given to very young children?
Capen of Capens and Mabel S. Whit- wind has taken them away. S If
Executor named ln said Will, without
served the families of Knox County for occupancy in a couple of weeks.
If March came in like the pro- i ing of Rockland
bond
you take a pencil and join all the
In
this
connection,
it
should
also
SPECIAL
COMPOUND
iCopyntnt, IMC H. I. I. L CXJ
LADY ATTENDANT
verbial lion, it certainly went out i Union, March 20, Arthur Winca- numbered dots together, starting You will not regret it. For sale at ail
ESTATE ELLEN E. WINSLOW, late of
be remembered that hunger is tlie
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
Day Telephone 450—781-1
with a roar loud enough for a pair of , paw of Augusta and Miss Melissa with dot number one and end leading drug stores. Let us send you
best sauce. A child who comes to the
Thia is the seventh of a series of 12
Account filed for allowance by Jessie
those ferocious beasts. Would it be Blastow of Union.
Green, of North Andover. Mass.. Exx.
ing with dot number thirty-five, a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
table hungry from outdoor exercise artwJes on Health in the Home.
BURPEE’S
forcing the season to be looking for
Rockland, March 28, Harry E. you will see which one Anne is bot Village, Me.
ESTATE HATTIE C. EMERY, late of
is not likely to quibble about the food eighth will be on Children al School
Rockland, deceased. First and Final Ac
ROCKLAND, »i£.
dandelions on the calendar's leaf for ' Wooster of Camden and Ella S. Mor■et before him.
count filed for allowance by Gilford B.
trying to catch.
Age, and Adolescence.
I
April?
1
ton
of
Medford,
Mass.
Butler, of Rockland, Exr.
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McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

THOMASTON

RICH TAKES A HAND

The funeral services of Mark Glencove Man Says Prohibi
Crouse who died at his home Thurs
tion Not On Trial But That
day will be held in the Baptist
Church Sunday at 2 o’clock.
Citizens Are
Mrs. Roger Skillings of Bath was
a visitor in town Wednesday.
The Legion minstrel show drew a Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
I THE PHCENIX INSURANCE COMPANY f UNION SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
I have appreciated the articles of
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
full
house at Friendship Thursday
COMPANY OF DELAWARE
NEW YORK
Hartford, Conn.
Messrs. Newbert. Edwards and Porter
Edinburgh, Scotland
night.
There
was
considerable
of
a
393 Congress Street, Portland, Maine
You know how you and your good wife have dreamed
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
bustle getting under way at Thom an prohibition. They are not only
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Loans ..................... $35,000 00 Real Estate .............................. $566,621 04
nteresting. but have literary merit.
Stocks and Bonds ................ $3,428,340 37 Mortgage
that
“some time” you would improve your home. Perhaps
as.on
but
the
company
went
when
Stocks
and
Bonds
.................
21.968
206
87
$16,825 00
Mortgage Loans ...................:.... 686.250 00 Mortgage Loans .............
Cash ln Office andBank
158.796 88
At the outset I may as well
in Office and Bank ... 1.522.421 90 Stocks and Bonds ................. 37.217.156 00 Collateral Loans
78 500 oo they got started and everything went
Agents’ Balances
................ 423.412 35 Cash
il's
a
new hath room you want, or some hard wood (Joors
Agents’ Balances ................... 2.868.356 02 ' Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.984 459 83 Stocks and Bonds ..........
’onfess - that I am "prejudiced.”
503.473 58 successfully.
Interest and Rents ...............
36,340 35 Bills
Receivable .....................
53.215 56 Agents’ Balances ................... 1.777.404 82 Cash in Office and Bank
13(V>s 76
’ am prejudiced against a busiand
electric
lights, or the piazza glassed in and the house
Dr. A. W. Peabody has entered the less that has ruined homes, de
12.327 90
64.778 28 Agents' Balances ............
Gross Assets ...................... $4,057,730 29 Interest and Rents ............... 291.480 09 Bills Receivable
2 627 12 list as a candidate for representative
Deduct items not admitted 46.586 79 All other Assets .......... •........... 924.535 14 Interest and Rents ............... 238.023 731 Bills Receivable .............
ntwly
painted,
and happy thought, an oil burner! We can
based men, robbed children of their
All other Assets .....................
81.157 09 Interest and Rents .........
4.665 04 from this district.
Gross Assets ..................... $27,663,215 58
birthright, filled almshouses, jails,
Admitted ............................$4,011,143 50 Deduct
help
you
make
these
dreams come true.
.
/«
The Knox County Men's Chorus rrisons, paupers' graves.
items not admitted 1.085.35457 •
$631,462 40
Gross Assets ..................... $42,615 850 82
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
93.911 97 will present a program at 4 o’clock
Deduct items not admitted 278.085 68 Deduct items not admitted
The wets are bewildered in their
Admitted
........................ $26,577,861 01
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $293,160 77
-I
Sunday at the Baptist Church. In •ain attempt to find some way out
The cost will be small monthly payments spread over
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.279.586 51
Admitted Assets ..............$42,337,765 14
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Admitted ........................... $537,550 43
view
of
two
afternoon
services
held
All other Liabilities .............. 100.862 23 Net Unpaid Losses .......... $10 867.074 00
)f
the
desert.
But
what
assurance
1931
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
several
years, or it may be repaid at any time- ( orne and
Cash Capital. Statutory De
Premiums .............. 6.487.830 15 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,329,499 72 Unearned Premiums ............. $38 340 27 there, the evening service at 7 o’clock lave we that, under such leadership
posit ...................................... 200.000 00 Unearned
82.611 21 will be omitted. Y.PS C.E. at 6 will be ve shall ever reach the promised
see us about it.
Surplus over all Liabilities 1,137,833 99 All other Liabilities .............. 5.711.728 59, Unearned Premiums ............ 10.928.478 36 All other Liabilities .............
Cash Capital ............................ 2.500 000 00 ' All other Liabilities ........
4 400.103 45 Cash Capital ......................... 250,000 09 held as usual.
'and? They have no Moses. They
166.598 95
6.000.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities...
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4.011.143 50 •Surplus over all Liabilities 1.011.228 27 Cash Capital
Mrs. James Cochrane is seriously ill iffer no constructive program. Their
Surplus over all Liabilities $19,679,683 61
“"uNION”A8SURANCE SOCIETY, LTD.
Total Liabilities and Sur
$537,550 43 at her home at the East Meadows. irgument is one of negation. They
plus
....................................
$26,577,661
01
Total Liabilities and Sur
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Mrs. Oliver Hahn is her nurse.
have ro historic background upon
• On Basis of Actual Market Value
plus ..................................... $42,337,765 14
Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,597,701 29 Dec.
The Army ball which has been in vhich to build, while their opponents
31, 1931. Surplus on Basis of Con
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 187.329 72 vention
WARREN
Values.
$5,375,364.27.
the
making
for
several
weeks
was
put
U. S. Branch
-ave the experience of generations.
Agents’ Balances ................... 135.629 98
Under the supervision o: Rev. How on Wednesday night by Battery P. To argue about a hypothetical future
Bills Receivable .......................
50 55 INSURANCE"CO7OF NOR TH AMERICA NORTH BRITISH & MERCANTILE INS.
ard A. Welch, with Mrs. Fred Wyllie C A C. Watts hall was decorated with s to ignore stubborn facts of the pask
37Stf
jv'^grpc-t and Rents ...............
26 482 OO I
1600 Arch St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
CO., LTD.
All other Assets .....................
5,792 37 j
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
and Mrs. Laura Seavey as a com the national colors and presented a
150 William Street, New York. N. Y.
I cannot accept the conclusions of
mittee, a contest, based upon scrip fine appearance with the lignts ‘he Wets; gs logical sequences from
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Gross Assets ........................ $2,952,985 91 I
"r.........................m
Deduct Items not admitted
I ^rc^n^nds ( 7
Stocks and Bonds ............... $14,631,278 54 ture verses found in the Epistles of ! shaded in red. Kirkpatrick's orches- ’.heir debatable premises.
*
Cash in Office and Bank .
895.448 25 Paul, will start Sunday at the Bap
Advertisements ln this column not to
[ tra which ir always dependable was in
The claim is made that there is exceed
Admitted ............................$2,477,194 70 | Cash in Office and Bank ...... 2.935.854 53 Agents' Balances ................... 1.521.332 62
three lines inserted once for 25
,
Agents’ Balances ................... 4.458.831 35 Bills Receivable .....................
tist
Church
School.
The
two
groups
,
it?
best
form.
The
crowd
was
handled
31.457
26
Tiore
crime
since
this
law
’
s
enactcents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
; Buls Receivable .....................
97 132 26
.......... 163.542 95 of 54 pupils are to be known as the by an experienced fldor manager. The nent. That can be conceded without tional lines five cents each for one time.
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $167,089 00 Interest and Rents .............. 434.595 00 Interest and Rents
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool
10.007 75 Green or Growmore team. Marguerite
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.415 922 66 I All other Assets ..................... 293.408 18 All other Assets .....................
success was financial as well as scr discrediting the law. There may be 10 cents for three times. Six words room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for
All other Liabilities .............
59.075 03 ;
--------------sale. Easy terms Must be sold before
Simmons captain, its slogan, ’’Out to cial. Capt. Fogg of Portland and Lt. many causes for crime increase, for make a line.
Gross
Assets
.......................
$17,253,067
37
Statutory Deposit ................. 400.000 00
Gross Assets .......................$90,923 822 29
May 1. Apply AT PREMISES. C04 Main
•Surplus over all Liabilities 435,108 01 ] Deduct items not admitted 688.881 54 Deduct items notadmitted 219.312 56 Win.” and the Red or Holdfast team, George Wood ot South Portland were ’very new law is a potential cause
St.
43-tf
Lewis Robinson captain, slogan, among those from out of town, and cor crime in fhe same sense. The
Admitted .............................. $17,033,754 81
LARGE BUNDLES of old newspapers
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,477,194 70
Admitted ...................... $90 234.940 75
•Over the Tape.” Motto for both were cordially welcomed. A large enienev of our courts of justice, un
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
for sale. 10 and 15 cents. THE COURIER*
• Bonds and Stocks are valued at the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
sides: "So run that ye may obtain." number from the coast guard cutter certainty of conviction, our archaic
41-tf
GAZETTE.
prices of 31st December 1931. On the )
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $1,144,018 00
Net
Unpaid
Losses
...............
$6.029
245
00
basis of the values authorized by the
Unearned Premiums
1.837.882 59 Rev. Howard A. Welch will act as 1 Kickapoo were present, only a few in criminal court procedure may en- IP-*..*THE
CHARLES
ROKES
farm
is
to
be
National
Convention
of Insurance ij Unearned Premiums ............. 26.191.043 24 All other Liabilities .........
2.767.483 84 coach, Irving Spear as referee, and uniform.
curage crime increase. The reper
SUM OF MONEY found, and owner sold. Fine condition, well equipped.
Commissioners the Surplus over all ' -All other Liabilities ............. 17.969.719 40 Cash Capital
400.000 00 Mrs. Bertha Spear, time keeper. A
Tools
include
manure
spreader,
brand
i
Cash
Capital
.........................
12.000.000
00
may
have
it
by
proving
property
and
By
invitation
of
Lt.
Newbert
the
cussion
of
the
great
war
may
pro

Liabilities would be $977,845.38.________
! Surplus over all Liabilities 28.044 933 11 Surplus over all Liabilities 4.884.370 38 chart representing a track of 220 correspondent visited the quarters of mote crime, for “inter arma legis, paving for this notice. H. O. GURDY, new separator, cooling tank, wagons, etc.
GLENS FALLS INSURANCE CO.
43*1$ Equipment will be sold separately If de
Total Liabilities and Sur
yards, divided off in 10-yard sections, Company F. In the office he noted silent.” It Is unnecessary, however, 18 School St.
Total Liabilities and Sur
sired. For details see ARTHUR ROKES.
Glens Falls, N. Y.
plus ................................ $17,033 754 81 will be pinned up in the vestry and the
39-44
plus
....................................
$90
234.940
75
‘
o
enumerate
contributing
causes.
j seven trophies which had been won
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.. Agents
•- ♦ — ■* — 9 Phone 880. Rockland.
• Includes $15,242,279.00 difference be
progress
of
the
teams
indicated
each
Rockland. Maine
in contest. A revelation to him was Our enronents have not nroved and
Real Estate ............................ $707,920 74 tween June 30. Commissioners' values
CROSSET LAMBS for sale. MRS. H.
Sunday. Ranking points are (1) at the armory fitted up nicely with its -annot prove f’at the 18th Amend
Mortgage Loans ................... 804.043 40 and Dec. 31. Market Values.
42*44
D CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 83.
FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE CO.
Collateral Loans ................... 190.914 88
tendance, (2) punctuality, (3) new uniforms, arms ana all properties in ment is alone responsible.
THE
“
AMERICAN
INSURANCE
CO.
"
OF
San Francisco, California
IRON SAFE for sale. $10 or less. ER
Stocks and Bonds ................. 14.659.404 36
4
membership. «4> offering. That is, order. A supply room had many inTheir attempt to do this'is that p
NEW ARK, N. J.
.
NEST C DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davts.
Cash in Office and Bank ..... 1.910.248 75
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
42-44
an increase of attendance over pre -tiuments and other necessities. The common fallacv. “post hoc ergo nropAgents’ Balances ................... 1,241.554 37
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references,
Real
Estate
..........................
$1
456.614
00
Interest and Rents ............... 87.500 15 Real Estate ..............................$4 535.550 00 Mortgage Loans .................... 3 336.167 39 vious Sunday a gain of 10 yards, per offices and equipment are under the ‘er hoc”—after this therefore on ac would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH.
THREE BURNER Perfection oil stove,
All other Assets ..................... 184.981 58 Mortgage Loans ..................... 1 887.607 50 Collateral Loans ...............
132
Park
St.
Tel.
441
-J.___________
42*47
91 334 50 fect attendance 20 yards, fewer cases ......... ........
_________by
____________
and Singer sewing machine for sale,
supervision
Capt. Eldredge count of this. It is misleading and
Stocks and Bonds ................. 24.215.336 98
and Bonds .................26.950.917 64 of tardiness 10 yards, side with new stiictest
POSITION
wanted doing
general both in good condition. TEL. 271-J.
Gross Assets ..... ............... $19,786,568 23 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 572.986 33 Stocks
commander; Lt. Slader, administra- often false to assert that when two “
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
1
261.813
35
43-45
housework.
HAZEL
GRAY.
9
Pine
St
.
Deduct items* not admitted 28.640 70 Agents Balances ..................... 1.898.263 61 Agents' Balances ................... 2.845.821 79 candidate 10 yards, and for candi tor; Lt. Hoffses. assistant -adminis ohenomena follow each other, one
Thomaston.
41’43
Bills
Receivable
.....................
781.000
68
Bills
Receivable
..................
109.274
75
HAY
for
sale.
$10
a
ton
at
the
barn.
date
who
attends
three
consecutive
•must
be
eau?e
and
the
other
effect.
trator; and Lt. Newbert, supply of
$19,757,927 53 Interest and Rents ............... 126.638 65 Interest and Rents ............. 240.321 98
Admitted ............
RALPH C. WYLLIE. Oyster River. War
Not necessarily.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
All other Assets ..................... 382.419 64 All other Assets ..................... 24.532 75 Sundays making them a member 10 ficer.
ren. Tel. 169-12 Thomaston.
43-48
But to be generous to our oddoyards, larger offering 10 yards. One
Thomas Venner was down from
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $1,386,616 00
MERRILL PIANO for sale. $50 L O.
GroRS
Assets
....................
$34
399.803
39
Gross
Assets
..
$36,316,798
15
of the principal demerits will be, Bo-ton Thursday on business. He nents. let us grant the truth of their
Unearned Premiums ............. 7.244,542 17
HASKELL. 16 Broad St. Tel. 1077-R.
All other Liabilities ............. .410.198 62 Deduct items not admitted 2.777.548 66 Deduct Items not udmltted 1.323 808 96 bringing in as candidate a member
_________________________________ 43*45
planned to drive back Friday with the lr'monortfd assertion.
Cash Capital .......................... 5.000.000 00
What conclusions follow this ad
DROP HEAD Singer sewing machine
Admitted
$31.622 254 73
Admitted ...................... $34,992,929 19 of. another Sunday School. At the lamily chauffeur. Edgar Libby.
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 5.736,570 74
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me., for sale cheap, nice condition; also
mission? Not that the law should
end of the eight or ten weeks of the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Shorey.
Mrs.
Wil

to
rent
for
season,
six
rooms,
bath
fully
medium
size safe. MRS. C. C. KIRK
Total Liabilities and SurNet Unpaid Losses
$2 252 753 86 Net Unpaid Losses ........ .... $2.716 477 37 contest the winner will receive a pen liam J. Tobey, Miss Margaret G. he reoea'.ed bu* that the whole force furnished, electric lights., hot and cold PATRICK. Brunswick Apts.. Rockland.
$19,757,927 53 Unearned
plus ..................
Premiums
13.460
665
28
cf
the
nation
be
mobilized
if
necesUnearned
Premiums
13
327.592
11
nant
and
the
loser
will
forfeit,
result

water.
S.
W.
L..
138
South
Main
St
Tel.
1301
_______________________ 43*45
43-S-49 Ail other Liabilities ....
2 647.317 19 All other Liabilities
1.688.090 77 ing in a banquet for the winner Ruggles. Mrs. R. O. Elliot and Mrs. ary—to stamp out crime. Not that
40-tf
1927
ESSEX
coach for sale, three new
Cash
Capital
..........................
6
687.480
00
Fred
J
Overlock
of
the
Thomaston
Cash
Capital
..........................
7.500
000
00
SPRINGFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS.
tires, mechanically o. k.. $75. ROLAND
Surplus over all Liabilities
6.574.038 40 Surplus over all Liabilities 9.560.766 94 probably. Mrs. Laura Seavey is to Garden Club accepted the invitation we surrender to the forces of evil and
COMPANY
F
PAYSON.
East
Union. Tel. Union
’
cknowledie
thus
their
supremacy.
get the red and green ribbons for the ot the Rockland Garden Club to be
Springfield, Mass.
» 18-2_____________________________ 43-45
Total Liabilities and SurTotal Liabilities and Sur°ermit me to improvise:—
plus .......................... ....... $34 992 929 19 different teams.
_plus_.................................... $31.622.254 73
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
their guests at the Thorndike grill
♦ SLEEPY HOLLOW easy chair for sale,
•
Fc- he's the (me ontriot
Word comes from Fresno, Calif., of Wednesday afternoon
two rooms to let. one for light
Real Estate ... .......................... $614,356 96 THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO. ------------------------------------------------In n
cnnrn.
$ also
NIAGARA
FIRE
insurance
company
a
family
party
given
there
for
G.
D.
housekeeping. CALL 1037-W______ 43-tf
Mortgage Loans (flrst lien) 1.626.120 00
life.
Jf
pood
►
New York
Miss
Amy
Mayo
of
Temple
is
visit

Stocks and Bonds (Conven
80 Ma.den Lane, New York
j Gculd who recently observed his 78th ing her sister Mrs. Francis Tillson
SINGLE CYCLE 7 h. p. Bridgeport
To enforce hi^ rminfy's
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
RENT wanted in Thomaston, single motor
tion Values) ...................... 27.210.246 50
for sale. Perfect condition with
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
birthday anniversary.
A? “priests and Kings of liberty." house or lower rent of five or six rooms. coil,
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.726.471 92 Mortgage Loans ...................... $252 000 CO
Meadow Road.
muffler and wheel. $30. Write ‘‘EN
$6 000 00
MRS LELAND HAWKINS. Beechwoods
Mrs. Inez Libby of Thomaston was
Agents’ Balances ............
2.064.236 77 Stocks and Bonds ................. 17.362 721 24 Mortgage Loins
*t
he
imnosition
of
a
mightier
hand
A.
D.
Davis
&
Son
are
having
fur

GINE.
’
’
care The Courier-Gazette. 43*45
20.129835
00
St.. Thomaston. Tel. Thomaston 132-3.
Bills Receivable ......................
18.297 79 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 647 077 01 Stocks and Bonds .............
______________ 43-43
966.714 70 the guest Thursday of Mrs. Myra ther changes made in their undertak han the* of King Alcohol, we will
BRAND NEW folding boat for sale
Interest and Rents ............... 208 029 14 Agents' Balances ................... 742.747 69 Cash in Office and Bank
All other Assets .................... 107.149 88 Bills Receivable ...... ...............
54.651 75 Agents' Balances ............... 1.288.119 14 Kenniston.
ing rooms. A rest room is being built ur”er submit to his rule, our many
A MIDDLE AGED woman would like cheap. Listed at $90. Ojir price $35.
22 721 47
42-44
Miss Ermina Williams who was
Interest and Rents ...............
89 225 31 Bills Receivable ..................
-e’lf’e nres'dents to the contrary any kind of work or care of children. MAINE MUSIC STORE.
95 860 84 guest Tuesday of Mrs. Edna Jones in the rear of the funeral parlor as a
Total Assets ...................... $33,574,910 96 All other Assets .......................
68.678 42 Interest and Rents ...........
MRS MINNIE MARKKANEN. Long Cove
FOUR GLENWOOD ranges with ele
notwithstanding.
ranvenience
for
those
who
come
from
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
41-43 vated shelf and reservoir. New. Must
Gross Assets .....................$22,509,251 21 was surprised with a birthday cake away and have to wait for a few
How humiliating it must be to every Box 12. ___
Gross Assets ....................... $19,217,101 48
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $1,766,952 25
“PANTS OPERATORS wanted
Must be sold regardless of cost to clear store
Deduct items not admitted
98.408 58 as it was the anniversary of that
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
392.617
53
cvai
citizen
of
this
great
commonhours.
Unearned Premiums ............ 13 838 024 39
be all round experienced operator. Good house we are vacating. Terms BUR
v
alth
to
b
’
advised
by
some
promi

42-41
event.
•
AU other Liabilities ............. 673.000 00
opportunity for riftht person.
Apply PEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Admitted ....................... $22 410.842 63
Lieut. C. A. Davis of the Revere
Admitted
.........................$18,824,483 95
Reserve lor difference be
Parts in senior play to be given police and Leroy Thomas of Winthrop nent. men to run from the firing line GOODALL
WORSTED
COMPANY.
TWO BREEDING roosters for sale.
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
.
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
tween
Convention
and
Springvale. Me.
43-46 Will sell cheap. $2. because season Is late.
Thursday
evening
at__ Glover
hall
, „
„
,
___ are
„ were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph while the going is eocd.
Actual Dec. 31. 1931 Se
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $729,711 88 Net Unpaid Losses .............. $698,482 78
MATERNITY CASES taken ln my Ca’l at 31 MAIN. ST.. Thomaston. 43-45
The mrohibitorv law is not on trial.
this week
curity Values
7.268 883 50 Unearned Premiums ........... 4.771.405 51 Unearned Premiums ............. 7.447.737 69 as follows; Hosey Hawks, a finger- chesl
Price reasonable. MRS. W. D.
BUTTER KIST pop corn machine for
3 291.342 00 print detective, Gerald Brown; Ned
Cash Capital .......................... 5.000,000 00 All other Liabilities .............. 5.507.170 65 All other Liabilities
We, the citizen? of this mighty na home.
WILLIAMS. 122 Thomaston St. Tel. sale cheap. Write A. B. C.. care The
Net Surplus. Dec. 31. 1931
Cash Capital .......................... 4 000.000 00 Cash Capital ............................ 5.000.000 00
43-lt
Misses Evangeline Paquin. Ina tion. a-e under fire. I trust we shall 591-R._________________________42-44 Courier-Gazette.
Market Values .................... 5.028.050 82 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3 816.195 91 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 5.973 280 16 Thorndike, one of the owners of a
------------ ranch, Elmer Jameson. Jr.; Jimmy
Total Liabilities and Sur
I WISH to rent apartment or small
TWELVE FOOT Skiffs for sale, fuitCcitcs. Olive Elwell. Carolyn Elwell never hear the trumpet that sounds
Total Liabilities and SurLee. Ne(fs partner, Roger Teague; and Betty Brown went to Camden -ctreat.
Total Liabilities and Sur
house in Thomaston Will pay $20 a able for tender or rowboats, any kind
plus ...............-.................... $22 410.842 63
plus ,_™™_£™_^3X574S»<^k^ plus .................................... $18,824,483 95
351-M
41-43boat built to order. C. R. STAPLES 34
_____ROCKLAND
______ _________________
Roger Whitney, Jr., a rich yourg citv Friday afternoon to attend the con- Do you hear the great men crying. O month. Call
mv
brothe-s?
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted. 21!1 St.
42*44
cnap. Edgar Wiley; Pamina Thorn- ;£ttnce cf young people's societies of They are cryin- for the bottle they held PETER
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St.
NEW MILCH Jersey cow with calf.
HOME FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE
CAMDEN
dyke,
Ned
’
s
daughter,
Marguerite
K
rox
fnd
Lincoln
counties.
The
so very deer
Tel. 803-J.
42-44 o 1 C. pigs ready May 1. GEORGE
ROCKVILLE
COMPANY
mh»t It? lo-s tmnalrs their reason
CAMERON. Union. Me
42*4 4
There will be a stated conclave of Haskell; Paulette Whitney, Roger s, cc: sion will end Sunday.
of California
\nd
their
minds
no
longer
clear.
Frank Hills ha received word of
’ USED GAS STOVE for sale. Can be
The last of the ice that has been Camden Commandery, K.T., next sister, Betty Moody; Mrs. Roger
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
(With
apologies
to
Mrs.
Browning
’
s
seen
at
CENTRAL
MAINE
STORE.
Main
April Whitney Sr., mother of the Whitneys, the death of his brother Henry Hills
Mortgage Loans ............... . $306,671 33 ! filling the cove at the upper end of Tuesday evening, at 7.30.
’Cry of the Children.’’)
St.. Rockland.
42*44
10 000 00 Chickawaukie
Collateral Loans ...............
Fond disappeared 20, the order will be inspected by Thelma Starrett; Miss Amelia Thorn- m Bcoihbay Harbor April 7 He was
Somewhere in Italy there is a sun
THE LARGEST variety of recondi
4 728 859 71 Tnursday.
Ftooks and Bonds ...........
David L. Moulton of Portland. Grand dyke. Neds sister, very precise.eFlor- a ron of Ed.vard and Almena (Drake' Tai with this inscription: “Horas non
tioned used cars in Knox County fnr
521.928 19
Cash in Office and Bank
i sale. Prices right. We do our own
John S. Ranlett had the misfortvr- Generalissimo of the Grand Com ence Packard; Mignon Mocare a Hills of Union, who had their home in nr.mcro niri rerenas.” 'I mark only
Agent1’ Ealances ...............
625.111 48
kitchenette to let. financing. MILLER'S GARAGE. Rankin
ONE
ROOM
end
French
maid.
Beatrice
Haskell;
PorThomaston
many
years.
Mr.
Kills
mandery
of
Maine.
58.223
22
Interest and Rents ........
Thursday to step on a nail running
heated and lighted, $6 a week. V. F. i St.
hr shining hours).
41-43
1.222 14 it nearly full length into his foot.
All other Assets ..... -........
Mrs. Della Clark has returned from celin Purdy, a colored cook, Edith I leaves frur daughters, three brothers
That dev when the prohibitory law STUDLEY^69 Park st. Tel. 1080. 41-tf
PRACTICALLY NEW HOUSE for sale.
French.
and
a
sister.
Funeral
services
will
be
SMALL HOUSE to let. gas. lights, Modern, six rooms and bath, oak floors,
O~oss Assets
..........
$6,242,016 07 i Mrs. J. F. Hunter of Rockland a visit with her son Walter Clark in
b:
came
effective
marks
one
of
the
The Women's Mission Circle will; held Sunda" at Ecotl.bav Harbor ar.d
toilet, garage. 19 McLOUD ST. Tel. attached garage, on Broadway. F. M.
Deduct items not admitted1 381.587 16 Highlands spent Wednesday with Belmont, Mass., and is employed as
bright and shining days in the his 411-W
____________________________ 42*44 KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut St
housekeeper
for Newall Preble, meet Wednesday at the Montgomery j interment will be in Union,
43-tf
Mrs.
F.
L.
Hunter.
tory of this nation, a day luminous
Admitted ............................$5,860,428 91
rooms.
Miss
Alcada
Hall
had
a
nart
in
the
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Grove St. to
upper Elm street.
VERY BEST dry fitted hard wood for
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
A.
Sherer
motored
with
fhe
prayers
of
the
progressive
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
let.
Apply
to
DR.
R
W.
BICKFORD
Five members of the Woman's program of the Rubinstein Club in
sale. $11 cord, under cover. FRANK
Mrs. Jane Barron has returned
__________________________ 43-tfI
mm and women who were inspired
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $321,603 03 Monday to Bar.gor on business. Mrs.
ERICKSON. Thomaston. Route 1, Mail
Club attended the meeting of Camden Rockland Friday.
Unearned Premiums ............ 2,485,125 92 Sherer passed the time with Mrs. N. : from Florida where she spent the
by
the
ncble
purpose
to
free
man
Box 70.
41*43
ONE
SINGLE
car
garage
to
let.
Pi
Ice
Mrs.
Nellie
McCov
entertained
at
Thomaston,
Rockland
and
Warren
All other Liabilities ............ 314.633 00 I. Edminster.
winter.
frem the thralldom of enslaving •pas reasonable. MRS. ROBBINS, 20 Maple “ROOMING HOUSE. The Kenmore~lT
cards
Friday
Mrs
Georgie
Robinson.
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00
Past
Noble
Grands'
Night
will
be
Garden
Clubs
at
the
Thorndike
Grt"
St.
Tel
143-R
___________________
43*45
Just previous to the day when Mr. j
rooms, cause for sale, ill health. MRS.
sion and- lo exalt the virtues of tem
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 1.739.066 96
41*43
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. all HARMON. 29 Park St.
and Mrs. Fred Bronkie of Natick, observed by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Wednesday p. m., Mrs. Nellie Wel Mrs. Czora Turner ar.d Miss Eliza perance and self-control.
Whitney.
Mrs.
Robinson
had
high
modern.
Hot
and
cold
water
in
sink,
lington,
Mrs.
Gertrude
Rowe,
Mrs.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,860,428 91 Mass. were coming to visit her par- Lodge Wednesday evening. Picn.c
J.
F.
Rich
electric lights, gas and bath. Hot water modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
H. O OURDY. Agent
ents. Mr and Mrs. William Clough.' supper at 6 30. Mrs Eliza. Jones of Anna Starrett, Mrs. Ilda Russell and score.
April 6. Rockland. R. F. D.
heat. Rent reasonable. F. L. SHAW. apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
43-S-49
Black &■ Gay Co Inc. have a large
47 North Main St. Tel. 422-J.
43-tf MP.S. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
Mr. Bronkie's car was in collision with Rockport, one of the oldest mem- Mrs. Marjorie Allen. They report a fcice
at
work
canning
clams,
which
40-tf
another and he sustained a broken bers of the order, wi.l be honored very interesting and delightful aft are coming in from different places.
COMMERCE INSURANCE CO.
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. toilet, St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
ernoon.
lights; fruit trees, also four room bunga
with a birthday party.
Glens Falls, N. Y.
SEVEN-ROOM ho/ c for sale, bath, fine
leg and other injuries.
The
c
’
am
flats
are
still
producing.
low.
Tel.
1188-M
Rockland
or
2580
Cam

Mrs. Finlay Calder will entertain
Mrs. Mabel Williams of Salem.
cellar, barn. 14 acre field. Oliver St..
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Burning over blueberry land was
41»4C 3« mile from postoffice Quick sale
Herbert Young was operated on for F'ednrJg Leading the League den E H. PHILBRICK.
Mortgage Loans .................... $100,250 00 begun Tuesday when Selim Ruohoma the Friends in Council April 26, at Mass., who has been spending the
$2500
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St
EIGHT
ROOM
house
at
42
Pacific
St.,
appendicitis
at
Knox
Hospital
this
Collateral Loans ..................
25.000 00
winter in Augusta is the guest of her
her home on Union street.
40-tf
let. Cemented cellar, lights, fur Tel. 1080._________
morning.
Stocks and Bonds ................ 3,346,754 96 assisted by 13 men burned his fields
— "Shooty” Hits Em In to
Regular
meeting
of
the
Freemansister
Mrs.
A.
P.
Gray.
nace.
toilet,
ln
good
condition.
A.
M.
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
Cash in Office and Bank ..... 113.337 55 1 on Dodges Ridge.
Mrs.
Edith
Clark
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
D.
FULLER. 260 Broadway
39*4|
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kenniston are
$10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
Agents' Balances .................. 199.957 81 )
Mabel Oxton has returned Herrick Camp, U.S.W.V., Monday
the Eye _
40-tf
Interest and Rents .....................14.981 68
SIX ROOMS to let. oil Improvements. Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
housekeeping in Union. Mr. Kennis- Gray of the Auxiliarv of Williamsevenini
home
after
several
weeks
of
nursing
j
Brazier
Post
attended
a
meeting
of
All other Assets ....................
8,504 91
,
down stairs at 226 Main St. Inquire A.
Walter Start is clerking in the Elm ; ton plans to go into the poultry busiin the home of V. A. Leach.
The end of the ninth week of the levy. 280 Main st.
41-43
a
section
of
the
State
Conference
at
•••
ness there.
Gross Assets .................... $3,808,786 91
Mrs Herbert W. Waldron (Marion! street Cloverdale store.
Knox County Bowling League (sec
Lewiston this week.
SIX ROOM house and garage to let at
Deduct items not admitted
11,052 12
Sherer i who accompanied a patient to | Mrs. Lydia Inman is the guest of
Walter Henry was in town Friday ond half i finds the Federals and Tex 11 Lisle St. MRS HARMON. The Ken
WERE WELL REPRESENTED
41‘43
Admitted .......................... $3,797,734 79 Pasadena, Calif., last fall and has t Mrs. Herbert Inman at Swanville.
acos well out in front, with the gran more. 29 Park St.
calling upon friends.
The W.C.T.U. meets Tuesday
FURNISHED tenement to let in La.e.
LIABILITIES DEC. 21, 1931
Mrs.
Albert
Nelson
of
South
Port

been with her during the winter is
ite
building
boys
in
possession
of
a
Knox and Lincoln Counties Sent
Rosa. Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $171,277 00 leaving there early next week for her afternoon with Mrs. Albert Decker,
land
is
the
guest
of
her
brother
Dr.
not
too
comfortable
lead.
Here
is
how
_________
41-tf
Many To Orono Farm and Home
Knowlton street.
Unearned Premiums ........... 1,383.189 43 home in Rockland.
WYLLIE S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Wp will
Allvne Peabody.
they line up:
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms deliver by truck or postpaid. April chix
Week
All other Liabilities ..............
50.401 12
Arey-Heal
Post,
A.L.,
meets
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Harold Watts and
There will be a service at the
W L PC. P.F.
and toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment for $10 per hundred State accredited
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00 Chape?again
tomorrow'k?3 o’cl^k, j
evening and there will be
Registration at Farm and Hom? daughter are guests of relatives in Federals .
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.192.867 24
33 12 .734 12,980 of five rooms and toilet. Inquire 12 for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE &
----- - the
- speaker. 'initiation of candidates.
40-tf
Week exceeded all previous records. town.
Texacos
30 15 .667 12,714 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.____________33_-tf SON, Thomaston. R. 1.
Mrs.
J.
C.
MacDonald
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,797,734 79
Mrs.
Willis
Harville
entertains
the
apartment of six rooms
Mere
than
1300
attended,
which
is
Mrs.
Harlow
Brown
of
W'arren
was
QUALITY CHICKS, State tested R I.
Centrals
The
music
will
be
under
the
direction
19 11 .634 9,480 ~UNFURNISHED
II. O. GURDY. Agent
to
let
at
17
Warren
St.,
good
repair,
Bethany
class
April
19.
Reds
and
Barred
Plymouth
Rocks
Order
double the attendance in 1927. The the guest of her sister Mrs. Ward Kickapoo
43-S-49 of Carl Fredrickson assisted by Miss
36 24 .C00 16.865 garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN early and get the benefit of these extra
Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder are to ; present dspression and weather con- Gra'ton Thursday afternoon.
Eoiler Makers
Gladys Grant, with Miss Edna Greg
20 20 .500 11.262 ST. Tel._577.____________________ 38-lf low prices as the quantity Is limited; $13
' entertain tonight, Saturday, Mr. and ditions were expected to have an ad
Mrs I.eila Oseood of Fllsworth and Barbers
THE BALTIMORE AMERICAN INSUR ory accompanying. The service last
20 25 .445 12.525
TWO furnished rooms for light house per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000.
charges prepaid. V. R. WOODMAN.
niece M ?s Ida Estey of Franklin who Perry's Market
ANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Sunday afternoon was inspirational Mrs. Joseph A. Brewster. Mr. and verse effect on the attendance.
21 29 .420 13.667 keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E 14 All
Winterport Me. Tel.___________________
46-13
41»52
; Mrs. John L. Tewksbury and Mr
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
and was quite well attended. As Mrs. ,
.
„ . . ,
» ..
_ T, Those
, „attending from Knox and have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Gulf Refining
18 27 .400 12.325 SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-.!38-tfjI__________________
R. 1. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
Sturtevant
have
returned
home.
MacDonald
was
called
out
of
town
i
and
Mrs
'
Robel
t
^mieson
at
dinner
Lincoln
Countres
were:
R"al Estate ............................. $122 147 90
Burpee Furniture 16 29 .356 12.335
Accredited.
Trapnested and
FIVE ROOM furnished upartment to tested.
Robert Hopkins, C. Vernley Grey,
Services at the Federated Church A. & P.
Mortgage Loans ....... ............ 100.000 00 Rev. Mr. MacDonald spoke in her ! and bridge.
11 31 .245 12,648 let. good location, rent reasonable bred for heavy laying and egg size. W.
Collateral Loans
.............
5.000 00
Mrs.
John
L.
Tewksbury
will
enJ
Lawrence
N.
Hopkins.
Alfred
F.
SherSunday
will
b
n
.
Sunday
?chcol
at
9
45
L.
ME
RRIAM.
Union.
Me.
40-tf
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
Stocks and Bonds ................. 7.090,598 33 place.
tertain the Friday Auction Club next man, William F. Start. Frederick W.
77.
40-tf
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
Cash In Office and Bank
416,100 23
Ranlett Ross of Roxbury, Mass., I week at her home on Pearl street. I Start, Lion O. Crockett, George F. a. m.; morning service at 11. subThe
Barbers
took
four
points
from
IfCt. “The Christian Motive;" an
Agents' Balances ................... 493.758 43 cadet on the U.S.S. Nantucket, left for
SINGLE hoilse to let at 8 Rockland St hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
Interest and Rents
......
21.729 13
At the Sunday morning service of Lincoln, Lawrence L. Nash. Stephen them, “As Parts the Hart." von Berge. Gulf Refining Thursday night when electric lights, toilet, garage
MR. bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
home
Thursday
after
spending
a
week
WOTTON, Box 207, Friendship,
All other Assets .....................
59.416 00
the Christian Science Church Frank L. Busbee. Russell Merchant. George
evening service will be held at Shute shattered the season's record SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. Tel. 88840-tf ALBION
Me Tel. 128-11,
26-45
with Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett. Tibbetts will render “The New Old ! E. Nash, Fred Crockett and Charles The
7 c’clcck and the topic, •Buovancy.” for totals. His strings were 115, 127
Total .................................... $8,314,750 02 Mr. Ross has just returned from a
S.
C.
R.
I. Red baby chicks. Hatching
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
Story.’’
(Knight, Camden; B. H. Nichols,
Reins. Co. Bal.......................... 620.152 50
Services at the Baptist Chuich and 116. making the very tidy average Inovlre
of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E.
cruise during which he visited Gib
Tlie Knox-Lincoln Baseball League Union; Oscar Chapman, Herbert In Sunday are: Bible school at 9.45 of 119 3. Thomas led on individuals, Main St. Tel. 874-W.
40-tf C TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
Gross Assets .................... $7,694,597 52 raltar. Palermo. Italy, Athens, Istan
with
135.
The
summary:
40-tf
opens May 4, when Camden plays at j man' George E. Nash and Albert W. a m.; morning worship at 11. topic.
2.259.929 07
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23 ren.
Eeduct items not admitted
bul in Turkey, Milos, Greece, Algiers Rockland, Thomaston at St. George, S Yeung, Camden; Bruce Dickson, “The World Seeking a Redeemer;
Barbers—Carr, 257; Allen. 243; Fulton
St. Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT
._______ 40-tf
Admitted .............................$5,434,668 45 and other places. He has one more and Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
Wiscasset; luther E. Carney, Sheep- FTcpewel!—Geneva:” at 4 p. m. the Marshall. 274: Thomas. 353; Shute, 240 Broadway.
cruise and then will be graduated
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
____________
scot; O. Gardner, Oakland.
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar,
Knox Ccur.tv Men’s Chorus will sing; 358; total, 1485.
Gulf
Refining—Greeley,
276; toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $362,735 00 from the Massachusetts Nautical
You will make a sad mistake not! Frank C. Norton. Rockland; Guy at 6. Yeung Peeple s Society of Chris ejsc.n,,
cvk.
on,,.
lal'Be veranda, large yard. Adults only
Unearned Premiums .......... 1.235.742 37 School. He has already earned the
40-tf
tian Endeavor. There will be r.o eve- Seavey. 275, Schillinger, 274, Daniel- . inquire 23 t street, city.
to visit the G. A. Lawrence Co. open
All other Liabilities .......... 1.855.293 15 rating of second mate.
son, 273; Howard, 298; total 1396.
FOUR room heated apartment, suitCash Capital ......................... 1.500.000 00
ing today in Chisholm Block. Dainty Rockport; Ralph W. Cripps. Camden; nine serv'ce.
480.897
93
R.
C.
Wentworth,
Rockland;
Alden
P.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnishet and
Surplus over all Liabilities.
» » ? »
able for family of two or three, at 15
Miss /lice George went to Boston
fcod favors for all.—adv.
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST remodeled, reasonable rates; repr ucAllen, Hope; Harold F. Allen, Cam todav.
It
might
serve
Japan
right
if
she
(
The
Federals
added
to
their
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,434,668 45
Tel. 318-W
40-tf tions tnade. Satisfaction guaranteed W.
den: Miller B. Hobbs, Hope: Edward
did conquer China and then had to
Mis' Harriet Ti'lson who has been league lead Thursday night, defeatF. ‘ BILL’’ SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J L «nFEY <St MERRIAM. Inc.. Agents
LONG COVE
B. Denny, Jr.. Damariscotta: George visltir.g her aunt in Farmi-gton, has ing Perry's Market by 54 pins and
- | ton Ave., or Tel. 892-R South Main Gt..
Phofle 951.
Rockland. Me govern it.—Springfield Union.
City.____
38*43
43-S-49
St. George’s Church (Episcopal) W Walker, Wiscasset; Henry B. Bird. returned home much improved in taking four points. Dudley won the
. ,
i Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector: Services Rcckland; George Finley, Washing- health.
I.ADTES—Reliable hair coons at Rock
valedictory
with
his
high
total
and
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE NArHiNAL^t.KANGE^Ml^n AL l.l A- j )cr tomorrow wjn t,e appropriate for ton: George R. Ogilvie. Jefferson;
high single (130). The summary:
Keys made to order. Keys maoe i solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-.J
COMPANY
Keene, New Hampshire
Hie Second Sunday after Easter: 1 Fred W. Scott, Waldoboro: Mrs.
I
_________
_______________________ 40-tf
Federals—Perry. 2C5; Benner, 283;
to fit loeks when original keys are
781 Main Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts
assets dec. 31. 1931
I church school at 2.30; evensong and George Ogilvie, Waldoboro; E. N.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Dudley,
314;
Philbrook,
275;
Racklost.
House,
Office
or
Car.
Code
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
storcksSaendLOBonds
425 643 53 SP! mon at 3 30- Everyone in the com- Hobbs, Hope.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
liff, 279; total, 1416.
books provide keys for all locks !S___
HARD COAL $13.50
Real Estate ............................. $130,000 00 Cash 111 Office and Bank
______ _______________________ 40-tf
23(475 29 munlty will be cordially welcome.
Mrs. Everett Hobbs and Mrs. HeibParry's
Market
—
Schofield,
267;
Ab

Stocks and Bonds .............. 579.664 50 Agents Balances ....................
without
bother.
Scissors
and
3a(969 12 I
--------------------i ert Hardy, Hope; Mrs. Martha Gross.
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging anil
62.887 83
Cash ln Office and Bank
Delivered
in
Thomaston,
South
bott
,276;
Melvin,
264;
Howard,
285;
Knives
Sharpened.
'
ceiling
work call VAN E. RUSSELL. 7
and Rents
4.543 801 Don't miss the big opening today Louise H. Nash, Eleanor Hilts and
68 864 23 interest
Agents' Balances
.......
4.103 43 !
Thca-z lon, As’a Toint and Rock French, 270; total 1362.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price! | Bunker St. Equipped to go anywhere.
8.333 03 AU other Assets
Interest and Rents .
of G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm (Rutb C. Morton, Camden; Mrs. B H
9
»
»
O
Tel.
1063W.
40*45
port in two ton lots.
6.902 06
All other Assets ..............
Gross Assets ........................ $434 296 98 Block. Dainty food favors for every- Nichols, Union; Elsie Hendrick. Mrs.
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a
The
Rrcreation
alleys
schedule
for
34,563 96 body. Demonstrations, etc.—adv.
! Lettie A. Bagley, and Mrs. LI. H. Nash, ( Warren, Camden, Cushing S14.00
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Gross Assets ....................... $856,651 65 Deduct items not admitted .
]next week:
Camden; Mrs. Lizzie R. Hawes,
Main St., Rockland.
40-tf
Deduct items not admitted
72.354 67
Admitted ..................... .... $429,733 02
Union,
$14.50
408
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
i
Monday
—
Texacos,
Centrals
and
Union; Margaret Young. Mrs. WilLIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
Admitted .......
$784,296 98 Net Unpaid Losses .......... .... $130,136 17
Barbers.
Telephone
791
Strout Insurance Agency , liam F. Start, and Nina Start. Cam Trucking Crush Rock 50r per ton
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums ..........
98-tf
13.91
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
Tuesday—Perry Market, Boiler
den; Jessie M. Lawrence, Rockland;
15.504 74 17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, MF.
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $32,347 79 All other Liabilities ............
Makers
and
Eurpee
Furniture.
I
aura
H.
Evans,
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Guaranty
Fund
Surplus
.....
OO.CKJO
00
Telephone Thomaston 84-2
cians. Phone 721. 442 Main St. Oppo
Unearned Premiums ............. 430.474 82
Wednesday
—
Federals,
Centrals,
WHEN
IN
PORTLAND
—
You
can
ouy
'Dickson,
Wiecasset;
Myrtie
B.
Fiske,
Add'l
Surplus
over
all
Lia
site
C. M. P. Co. office
40-tf
Insurance
in
all
its
branches
All other Liabilities .............
14.209 98
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
billtles ..................................
71.112 86
' AitP and Kickapoo.
Damariscotta; Elizabeth Annis. RockSurplus bier all Liabilities .... 307.264 39
HARNESS and leather goods, also rehome news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
J.
B,
PAULSEN
Probate Bonds
Notary Public, j port. Nina A Carroll, Rockport; Mrs.
Friday—Gulf Refining and Bar gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Va Con pairlng. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St.,
43’lt
Total Liabilities and Surplus $784,296 98 Total Liabilities and Surplus $429,733 02 J. Walter Strout
opp. foot Pleasant St.
40-tf
bers.
gress St.
Alfred M. Strout I George W. Walker, Wiscasset.
43-S-49
37*S*43

INSURANCE

DO IT NOW
DON’T WAIT ANOTHER YEAR

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

«

: LOST AND FOUND ;

SITUATIONS

;

♦
• Summer Cottages ’

WANTED

TO LET

; EGGS AND CHICKS;

• MISCELLANEOUS •

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 9, 1932

Every-Other-Day

In addition to personal notes regard-, Capt. F. B. Green, accompanied by
Ing departures and arrivals this depart- his sister-in-law, Mrs. Adelaide Joyce
ment especially desires information of i ,
.____ , , ...
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Chicago, left this morning for BosNotes sent by mall or telephone will be ton where they will spend the weekgladly received.
! End as guests of Capt. Green’s daughTELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W
Miss Delma Green, who is train-

The Universalist Mission Circle
meets Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Cora Talbot, the assisting host
esses being Miss Maud Pratt, Mrs.
Eva Pease,, Mrs. Grace Black and
Mrs. Florence Pike. Luncheon at
12.30 will be followed by relief sewing.
The theme for roll call will be “The
comfort and strength to be found in
God," and members are requested to
take part generally in this part of
the program. A stereopticon lecture
on the Sunburst and Suffolk Mis
sions, will be given and there will be
music.

Page Seven

PLEASED EVERYBODY
—

&

Entertainment Given By A
Group 2 at Congregational
Church Had Much Talent w

THE REALM OF MUSIC

Gladys St. Clair Morgan
An audience which taxed the capacity of the Congregational vestry
paid tribute to the excellent enter- L.
tainment presented Wednesday evesince my query some weeks ago as schools is practically new. Mr. Fish
ning under the auspices of Group 2. to when John Philip Sousa and his is very successful in his work with
Mrs. ClieveHuid Steeper, chairman, band were heard in Farwell Opera young people in music, and the con
The program which embraced ex- House, several have reported the cert in Rockport was a distinct credit
Constance, daughter of Pearl A. teptiodial talent o' varied nature vears as 1896 and 1898. One reader to his skill.
• • • •
Robertson of Lake avenue gave a followshas sent in the program of the conI offer my thanks for a copy of
birthday party to 14 little friends Mlnuet
.................................. Mozart ’ cert of May 8. 1896, which featured,
Monday it being her 8th birthday. Danced by Felice Perry. Virginia Till. "Sousa’s Peerless Band, John Philip The Maine Spirit,” words by Job
Margaret Winslow. Ethel Hayes
Scusa. conductor; Miss Myrta French, Herrick Montgomery, music by Ever
Refreshments were served. The din
(Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton at the piano) sprr . .
Martina Johnstone
ing room was decorated in pink and Soprano
—At Dawning ................ Cad man cera-10' Miss Martina jonnston.e, ett Robert Grieve, both of Camden.
green, with a large Illuminated birth
ich Liebe Dlch .............................. Grieg violinist, and Mr. Arthur Pryor, trom- This tuneful song is most attractively
day cake. Those who helped serve j Indlan Love Call from “Rose Marie’ bone.” And to jog the memory of gotten out—a buff cover bearing the
Prlmi j t[lcge wvj0 may have attended this dim outlines of towering spruce trees
were Miss Margaret Robertson and j ..............................
Mrs. Luda Mitchell
lkiss Frances Smith. Prizewinners :
___ Pendleton, accompanist)
concert, here is the program in full: and the outline of the map of Maine
(Mrs.
in the games were Mary Cayton and Dramatic reading—From “The King'- Overt ure—Thuringian Festival . Lassen showing ‘‘Camden-by-the Sea.” The
Constance Robertson. The young
Henchman" .... Edna St. Vincent Millay Capricclo Espagnol (new)
words are:
.Rimsky-Korsakov
hostess received many pretty pres- contraito-Litue^HiiTAr^cliimg
Maine—Our State.
Albarada
Triangular in shape.
Edward Morris
ents. The guests were Louise Harden,
Variations
Its base the Ocean Shore.
Spirit
Flower
............
Campbell-Tipton
Scena e canto gltano
Grace Cayton, Mary Cayton, Janet
Its peak the Northern Door.
Sweet
Little
Woman
of
Mine.
Bartlett
Fandango
Asturiano
Carter, Blanche Thomas, Marian
Apex.
St. Francis. French a-wee,
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost
Trombone solo—Air Varle ............. Pryor
Centefr-base. Camden-by-the-sea.
Fernald, Gwendolyn Dean, Erma
I Marshall Bradford, accompanist)
Arthur Pryor
Between
these points Is spread
Thompson, Phyllis Delano, Barbara Readings—Saul ........................ Browning Narcissus, from "Water Scenes" .... Nevin
The Lands and Life to seek or dread.
L'Envoi .............................. Kipling Grand Valse—Hourlda (new) ...... GUlet
Kennedy, Hazel Curtis, Shirley Cur
Miss Adelyn Bushnell
Quotations (new) .... Sousa
Wedge shape, splitting ln two.
tis, Priscilla Robertson and Bobby Playlet—Where But In America ............ Suite-Three
The King of France, with twenty
Canada's Dominions, through and
............................................... Oscar Woltl
Jordan of Portland.
thousand men. marched up the
through,

A Moth Ball is Poor Ammunition

STORE YOUR

FURS

OUR FUR STORAGE VAULTS

---------------.= ing at, the Peter Bent Brigham HosMr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., Pital.
Mrs. Joyce later goes to
and Mayor and Mrs. Charles M. Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to visit relatives
Richardson and daughter, Mrs. Ber- f°r a ^ew weeks, after which she will
nice Wolcott, motored to Boothbay I return to Rockland and Deer Isle for
Harbor yesterday, where they at- the summer. Capt. Green goes to
tended the Lincoln County Demo- New York on business.
cratic banquet in the evening.
•[
s
'------i The spring season was stressed in
The Tango Club donned its summer the luncheon given by Mrs. Walter
name of The Chase Farm Crowd Brltto at the meeting of the Cheerful
Thursday evening and held a jolly Circle Wednesday evening,
dinner party at the home cf Mr. and ,
------Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, Masonic
w. C. Lessner of Camden, N. J„ is
street, with 17 present. The occasion i visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Stewart,
We are prepared to CLEAN, REMODEL
was an observance of L. F. Chase's j Union street.
71st birthday. A festive birthday
or REPAIR your FURS
cake occupied a prominent place at j Mrs o E wiEhraan and Miss Eleadinner. In contradiction to the idea j ncr geeijer of Thomaston carried off
that only blushing brides-to-be re- honors in bridge when the P.J. Club
Our cleaning methods are thorough. They
ceive “showers,” Mr. Chase was given , mej. Thursday evening at the home
Cast: Bob Espenhayne. Atwood Leven
hill, and then marched down
Midway.
Mt.
Katahdln.
the
roof.
saler; Molly Espenhayne. Mrs. Ida Keya handkerchief shower of generous of Mrs. Raymond C. Perry, Summer
again"
renew the life and lustre of your furs at low
South, homes, civilization's proof.
wood; Hilda, the maid, Miss Hkzel
Florence, 5-year-old daughter of
“And I, too. was born In Arcadia."
proportions. Mrs. Adelaide Joyce of street.
North, wilderness, forest and stream.
Marshall.
In Darkest Africa
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knight, gave a
Chicago was a special guest.
Jungle and lake . Nature - wild d< cost.
The minuet, danced by little pupils Soprano solo—“Awake. Dear Maid"
main.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of birthday party at her home on War- I of Mrs. Madeline Kenney, gowned in
.............Miss' French......... Dessauer
ren
street
Saturday.
The
room
was
Mrs. Anne Haskell of Belfast is Avon, Mass., arrived Wednesday to
Here the birds are on the wing.
billowing pink Colonial dresses, was caprice- The Water Sprites
Kunkel
And trill and gaily, gaily sing—
1 elephone or drop us a postcard and we will
visit Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Jones, decorated in yellow with favors in a thing of beauty, the grace of the March—King Cotton (new, ......... Sousa
visiting Miss Anne McLaughlin.
the
same
color.
Florence
’
s
guests
Go
else the languid heart—
Violin solo—Ballade and Polonaise .........
Warren street.
Maine is re-creative part;
were Patricia Anderson, Margaret young dancers impressing everyone .................................................. Vleuxtemps
call for your h urs immediately. 1 hen you
Aglow with festive living
Mrs. Belle Lewis, Mrs. Addie Sim
Mrs. Mitchell’s appealing voice was
Miss Johnstone
And strong and helpful giving.
The annual meeting of the Shake Huntley, Faith Curtis, Carolyn Web heard to advantage in her selections. Wedding Music
mons and Mrs. Annie Aylward carried
—Lohengrin ...... Wagner
ster,
Ruth
McMahon,
Elaine
Baum,
For happiness and rest.
can KNOW they’ll he SAFE all summer.
off honors in cards when the Jolly speare Society takes place Monday Richard McIntosh, Morris Perry, Mrs. Whittemore displayed a magThe advertisements on this pro
We’ll come and mate and build our
nest.
Eight met Wednesday at_the home of evening at 7.15 at the home of Miss Donald Ulmer, James McPhee, nificent feat of memory in her pie- gram announce stylish millinery nt
Caroline Littlefield, Limerock street,
Mrs. Cora Davis.
An attractive picture of Camden’s j
sentation of the Millay selection. McDonald & Ferguson’s, sale of seats
when ex-Governor William T. Cobb Donald Spaulding, Bernard Gerrish, given with assurance and poise.
for “Princess Bonnie" at Spear, May Garden Theatre is shown on the
will deliver an address on “Disraeli.” Mrs. Leola Spaulding of Camden,
Miss Rose Adams, George Adams
Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater, Miss Dor3Mrs. Frost’s rich contralto was & Stover’s, oyster stews at the St. inner back cover. Tlie music is writ
and house furnishings ten in 6-8 time and swings along in j
and Arthur K. Orne return to Dexter
thy
Gordon,
Mrs.
Carolyn
McIntosh,
_____
___ particularly
r________ in Nicholas Cafe,
.
heard
at _its best,
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was
tomorrow to resume teaching at the a Rockland visitor Thursday, calling Miss Anna Gordon, Mrs. Anna Web- “The Spirit Flower," and in response 111 ’-il1’ Atkinson Furnishing Company, vigorous manner. John Taylor, Cam- |
Wascookeag School after spending on relatives and friends.
ster, Mrs. Carolyn Thompson, Mrs. to the applause she gave Sidney
encore numbers the band den’s popular song leader, has broad- j
Rockland, Maine
the spring recess here.
Katrina Baum. Florence was the Homer’s fine song “Requiem.”
' p.aved popular Sousa marches, it cast this song from station .WLBZ ■
,
, . ,
. . ,,
would be interesting to recall the se- (Bangor) with much success.
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Trumbull recipient of many gifts.
The applause which greeted Miss lections.—Ed.]
*
*
•
•
Ruth Harper was hostess to a group and daughter Virginia of Farmington
Bushnell as she stepoed to the front
Tlie annual student day program of .
of young friends at a charming party are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons testified to her popularity. Her deE. II. Crie tell' us that she and tlie Rubinstein Club was one of the
Thursday evening at tlie home of her Thurston, Fern street.
have returned to Port Clyde after livery of Browning’s eloquent "Saul" M;Mrs.
.
Cl
ie
attended
the
initial
perform
most interesting and entertaining j
grandmother, Mrs. E. E. Knight.
spending a month with their daugh was marvelously given, with dra
nee of Sousa’s "Bride-Elect" in Bos- ever given during the live years since i
Frederick street, the ’occasion being
Mrs. Ibra L. Ripley and daughter ter, Mrs. John Thompson, Willow matic color and poignant reverence. . a(on
j
n
1397
or
iggs.
and
mentioned
this custom was introduced!. The
an observance of her 14th birthday. Joan of Auburn and Miss Marion street.
The Kipling number is always a fav- the RcckWfid concerts,
wealth of talent displayed by these
The time was spent happily in Weidman ol Rockport are guests of
orite. And true to her promise to the
. » , ,
young musicians is most heartening,
games and music, and various goodies Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston in
The Sleeper Bible Class will meet I ,ittle folks present. Miss Bushnell
Sousa’s life was replete with anec particularly to those who are on the j
were served. Ruth received many Quincy, Mass.
with Mrs. Evelyn Snow. Green street came back and told a charming fairy dote. President Harrison was one of watch for material to carry on the j
attractive gilts. Mrs. Knight was as
Thomaston, Monday at 2.30.
I story which was enjoyed equally by live Presidents for whom Sousa v.ork of their music clubs. The pro
sisted by Ruth's mother. Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel went yes
and°---------grown-ups.
A cccret marriage which was no* 1children
----------------r~'
1 P’ayed cn every occasion of state as gram embraced piano numbers, a j
Harper. Tlie guests were Thelma terday to Portland where they will
MlCKEM NOkRN VslOtiT XrA SOWN TO HE.RR
The playlet proved ,o bo a £park' conductor of the Marine Band. harmonica band, a violinist, a saxo- ’
Whitehouse, Glenna Rankin, Vernet be guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. F. mad- known to friends until yester£S. FVf SCHOOL lOUW THHf -VtHO tS
phonist.
a
singer
—
the
artists
rang

dav had as its DrinciDais Effie Sim- ling little com6(,y aPuy done by t>he ScuJa fc 231,16 lca(l!r of the band t0Morgap, Margaret Dunton, Dorothy Gi^m, over the weekend.
HR HHS H SOPS,
6ast of thr6e- The £tase settings, ar- ward the end of President Haves' ing in age from a tiny little boy of
Boynton, Adelaide Schelllnger, Ar’
____
T—
vTHftOHT
a. d
ranged and directed by Joseph ’ im. and then played for Garfield, perhaps G years to around 161
lene Walker. Catherine Chisholm.
Nathalie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. this city. The bride is a daughter
V.
Eleanor Harper. Betty McAlary. Jane
Edwards, Cedar street, ob- of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crockett; the Emery, displayed an attractive din- Aithur. Harrison and Cleveland be vears. Each youthful musician eave
ing room, the action cf the play tak- fore securing his release from the his number withserious care, reflect
Welch, Barbara Orff, Charlotte . strve<j her 10th birthday recently by groom is a son of George Grigoi.
ing place at the dining table during Marine Corps to head his own band, ing thesplendid
andintelligent
Staples, Mary Richards, Winifred entertaining members of th^ H.F.
the ssrving of dinner by Hilda, the
When Sousa first went to the I teachirg that is back of it all.
Pinkham and Virginia Leach.
Club in a happy fashion. Games oc
Dr. and Mrs. F. Leyonburg of LibWhite House to play, he had in mind
It is always a matter of keen dis
cupied the time, and sandwiches, erty were visitors in the city Thurs- ’J131' The dialogue and stage play a story about President Grant's appointment that so few club mem
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie are ln birthday cake and punch were served.
day
’
1
?
r
'
^o^
n
a
U
misonM
I
who
I
s^d1 answer the telephone kept the audi- musical ear to the effect that Grant bers attend these student day pro
Boston for a few days.
Nathalie’s guests were Mary Egan.
P’ 6,166 convulsed, as did Hilda and the knew two tunes, one of which was grams. The lack of interest on their
I Priscilla Staples, Norma Frost, Jean ply ing fo a p do .
information she imparted upon her “Yankee Doodle" and the other one part, for that is what it appears to
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons ciukey, Irma Thompson, Angelina
wasn't. In all the years he played be. is difficult to understand. As I
who have been spending several dAgostino and Virginia Nelson,
Mrs. James Cochrane suffered a return from the telephone. The there he received only two requests hark back to the first one I recall
careful attention to details and the
weeks with relatives in Massachusetts prizes in games went to Priscilla serious ill turn early in the week.
_____
naturalness of action and speech re- frem Presidents’ wives. Mrs. Cleve that the program was lengthy and
have opened their home at South staples and Jean Ciukey. The decoThere is never any question in the minds of
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson who has Pect6d tbe intelligent direction given land asked him to play the Tann- rather wearying, but that could be
Thomaston.
i rations were in pink and green with
folks who are speaking favorably of our
hauscr
overture,
her
favorite;
and
excused
and
understood,
as
student
—‘---j favors of gay paper umbrellas filled been recuperating from an automo- | by_Mr- Levensaler.
mattresses. They are probably talking be
Mrs.
Harrison
requested
her
favorite,
day.
while
carried
on
in
clubs
in
larg

Anne Stickney has returned to Bel- wjth candy.
Rev. Mr. Rounds acted as master
cause of the additional hours of sleeping
bile accident at the home of Mr,
Nevin’s “Good-Night.”
er cities for some time, was a new
mont, Mass., after visiting Dr. and
‘'
____
pleasure they have enjoyed.
and Mrs. A. S. Rankin, has recov ol ceremonies, giving a very interest
President
Arthur
called
Scusa
to
experience.
But
profiting
by
first
Mrs. William Ellingwood.
The Junior Harmony Club met ered sufficiently to go to her home, ing description of Deems Taylor's the door at a reception and asked mistakes, the programs since then
opera. “The King's Henchman” and
-------Wednesday evening at the BPW Club 22 Rockland street, today.
Rounds Mothers Class meets Wed- rooms. Mrs. Leola Noyes, in charge,
Miss Millay’s libretto, preceding Mrs. him to play a piece cailcd the have been carefully made out so that
_RE CO.
nesday evening for its annual spring conducted a review on material to be
Whittemore's
reading. As a prelude "Cachuca," as a lady wanted to do a they are not long, and each year has
ME FURNISHINGS
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement re
dinner at the Congregational vestry, u?€fj jn the forthcoming music mcm- turn to West Medford, Mass., tomor to the entertainment Albert Dodge Spanish dance. Sousa had never seen a wider variety of talent brought
ROCKLAND, MAINE
heard of the piece, but the President ferth. It is worth all effort to see
w.th the husbands as special guests. ory contest. Plans were discussed for row after spending a few days with played a medley of popular airs.
said that it was impossible there was J those young folks in their best bib
The hour is 6.30.
the Junior meet to take place in Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs.
Candy, salted nuts and pop corn a piece of music Scusa could not play and tuckers, to say nothing of hearRcckland May 7, and this program I
were sold, with Mrs. A. H. Jones in and that Scusa must play it. Sousa I ing the really fine performances they
Chapin Class will have its monthly was presented: Piano, Bluebird Waltz.
These officers were elected yester- i charge of this feature, assisted by went back to his band not knowing give.
supper Tuesday evening at the Uni Bilbro. Esther Shapiro: paper. The day
at the meeting of the Rubinstein | several girls of the church school.
* w * *
what to do. He asked the band men
versalist vestry at G o'clock, with Mrs. Eastern Music Camp, Ruth Dondis; I
Club: President. Mrs. Helen WentMrs. sleeper was assisted by Mrs. if they had ever heard of "Cachuca.", Tlie consideration and courtesy of
C. Alton Palmer as chairman.
piano. Con Amore, Beaumont, Geneva worth; vice president, Mrs. Lydia | A j Bird as co-chairman, Miss
l-ocated on ll icon
Hooper;
trumpet solo. Morning Storer; secretary, Mrs. Alice Karl; Lois Keene, Mrs. G M. Derrv. Mrs. A trumpeter had heard the piece. attention unmarred by whispering I
and
sotto
voce
remarks
should
be
i
Hi/i Ntx> 'o iht
"Whistle
it,"
ordered
Sousa,
and
the
Mrs. Paul Jones of Union who ac- Glory. Van der Cluck, Marian HarSlate House
companied Mrs. Blake Annis on her ;ey- piano duet, Moment Musical treasurer, Mrs. Lorita Bicknell; { A L. Orne. Mrs. George B. Claike. trumpeter whistled softly. Sousa shown these young performers. Of i
sojourn in St. Petersburg, Fla., is rc- Schubert. Barbara Johnson and Jose- executive board, Mrs. Lilian S. Cop- Mrs. David Hodgkins, Miss Alice quickly set down the notes, made the course wc realize that many times j
ping. Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Ethel Hodgkins, Mrs. Harriet Frost. Mrs. necessary but brief orchestrations so whispering and talking in an under
maining to visit relatives and friends phine Pellicane.
Lee Haydfen, Mrs. Dorothy Smalley, Harry Hanscom and Mrs. Jones.
that the melody would be carried and tone are carried on thoughtlessly, but
in Harrisburg, Penn.
Mrs. Katherine Veazie, Miss Alice
five minutes later played the “Ca such conduct is very disturbing and I
Rhama E. Philbrick and E. H. Phil Erskine; choral director, Mrs. Faith
chuca" for the president. “I knew the work of the young musicians is ’
L5V-*’ "
. _______ _
Picnic dinner was served at the brick have returned from Portland
you could do it,” said President Ar bound to suffer thereby. Children
meeting of the T.&E. Club Wednes where they attended a Chevrolet G. Berry; accompanist, Mrs. Nettie
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
B.
Averill.
are
always
deserving
of
as
much
j
thur
after
the
concert.
day at the home of Mrs. Donald meeting at Lafayette Hotel.
and shopping centers
courtesy as adults. They respond ac
Cummings, North Main street.
A public card party is announced
cordingly.
Rt>im . .1,‘niu- ' alh ts
"‘S. I’itk
fj.io it/>. I uinp.eu Re-lauranl sna Caleleru Srn:c« 1
Cnce
when
asked
for
a
resume
of
VICKS
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston of
* * * *
his life, this is what Sousa said: “My
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards Quincy, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. for next Friday evening at Temple
BI ACON SI lil l- I
hall under the auspices of the St.
O. O. McIntyre says: "Persistent j
parents were absolutely opposed to
were in Damariscotta Thursday.
Trevor Bailey of Randolph, Mass., John’s Day committee with Lucius NOSE DROPSj
BOSTON MASS
rumors
that
the
depressing
pile
that
■
race
suicide
and
were
the
authors
of
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. York as chairman.
a family cf 10 children, six of whom is the Metropolitan Opera House will
HEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS
Miss Anne McLaughlin gave a Ibra L. Ripley in Auburn.
are now living, ail married and doing vanish into the maw of wreckers seem
bridge party Thursday evening as a
Simon .H Hall, who has spent the i
well in the family line; so well, in unfounded. A new opera is not a re- [ Speaking of this here dollar- slackers now. if there hadn't been so
birthday observance for H. B. Burgess
Mrs. H. Laton Jackson gave a
and Louis Aylward. There were three bridge luncheon Thursday at her winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., has J MONDAY & TUESDAY deed, that I should say about 1992 mete possibility. Tire whole grand | hoarding question, it's just possible many slickers a while back.—Bos
the name of Sousa will supplant that opera idea has gone out like the that there wouldn't be so many ton Herald.
tables, each player receiving an ap- ' home on Grove street, with her sis- returned home.
of Smith as our national name. ITov/ starched dinguses grandmas used to
propriate favor. Mr. Burgess and , ter, Miss Agnes Mantor of FormingSOMETHING
DOING
MRS. CLARA G. HODGKINS
for tbe historical record: I was bom wear. Aside from that it has failed
Mr. Aylward went remembered with i ton,, as honor guest, There were
Nov. 6, 1854, on G. street, S. E . near lo produce vibrant personalities such
EVERY SECOND!
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
gifts, and the late lunch featured three table's and honors were won by
Mrs. Clara Genthner Hodgkins died I
Oid Christ Church. Washington. D. C. as Caruso. Jeytza and Farrar. The
birthday cakes. Among the guests Mrs. John G. Snow and Mrs. Ralph
Breath-quickening
Actien!
nearest
is
Lily
Pons.
Her
voice
is
after
a
brief
illness
Tuesday
at
46
My
parents
were
Antonio
and
Eliza

was Mrs. Anne Haskell who is now [ Smith. Miss Mantor being presented
beth Sousa. 1 drank in lacteal fluid superb, but her personality so-so.
Bcart-qnickcning Romance!
making her home in Belfast.
with a guest prize. Other guests were Summer street, Rockland, where she '
and patriotism simultaneously within She hasn't the fire of the charmer,
-------Mrs. A. J. Murray, Mrs. E. L. Toner, had made her home for 21 years with ]
the shadow cf the Great White Dome. but rather that slick, glacial quality
Mrs. II. I. Hix and Miss Carrie Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs. R. S. Sher- her daughter, Mrs. V. A. Leach. Mrs.
T was christened John Philip at Dr. of Beatrice Lillie, whom she re
Braincrd arrived home Thursday man, Mrs. Maynard Marston, Mrj. Hodgkins was born in Nobleboro, Mar.
Finkel's Church and I would say, had sembles. She likes to sit in her ;
after spending the winter in St.' George II. Welch, Mrs. Jerome Bur- 25, 1851, daughter of Clarinda
I an opportunity to be born again, frmily hotel and sew while her stolid
Petersburg, Fla.
rows, Mrs. L. N. Benner and Mrs. (Genthner) and Enos Trask. Dec. ’
I would select the same parents, the Dutch husband. August Mesritz, puffs
31, 1869 she was married to Albert
-------, Murray Whalen.
same citv and the same time—in oth rings from his goose-necked meer-1
Weeks Hodgkins and after a few I
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley had i
---er words, 'I have no kick coming!'” schaum "
the Friday Night Club for supper and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Richard- years they moved to Rockland. Mr. 1
If reviews cf some of the newcom
This vein cf humor was typical of
Hodgkins
was
a
well
known
conductor
j
bridge.
con were in Waterville Wednesday on
Scusa's life. Although his biography ers to the opera are true, this season
on the Maine Central Railroad and
business.
and monument will be written in bars has brought several “vibrant person
Chickawaukie Chapter of the Del
died March 12, 1911.
and notes, clefs and spine-tingling alities" to our opera ranksi—for ex
phian Society, held a special meeting
Mrs. Hodgkins was a respected
Gcod attendance marked the
thrills, he will be remembered by ample* Gota Ljungberg and Lotte
Thursday evening at the apartments monthly meeting of the BPW Club member of the Rockland Baptist
many of this generation not only for I ehmann and Supervia. But anyway,!
of Mrs. Beulah Allen, with Mrs. Thursday evening, preceded by sup Church, Golden Rod Chapter. Order
his music, but for his wit, his ability McIntyre's remarks are always in
Helena Fales as leader.
per in charge of Mrs. Maud Hallowell of Eastern Star, the local branch of
as a raconteur, for his ready smile triguing. Ope which particularly
and Mrs. Annie O’Brien. Mrs. Clara the W.C.T.U.. and the Unique Club.
heartens tbo e who have such whole
and twinkling eye and his laugh.
Mrs. H. Laton Jackson of Grove Johnson and Miss Ethel Payson were Her home life was her interest al
lie's a specialist in anatomy! His hours are
At his passing Serge Koussevitsky of hearted admiration for that great
street has as guests her mother. Mrs. appointed to represent the Club at ways and her life was an inspiration
9 to 5—and then from 5 to 9! So lie'll have
the Boston Symphony Orchestra paid (ducator and accomnlished musician.
Minnie E. Mantor, and sister, Miss the meeting to be held at a later date to friendis and neighbors as well as to
this tribute: "The greatest master John Frskine, is: "Personal nomina
time to give you too the delicious joys only
Agnes Mantor, of Farmington, who sponsored by the Chamber of Com her family. She is survived by all
cf the band, a cordial friend, a lover tion for the most agreeablv human of
he can arouse!
will return early next week.
merce. Mrs. Exie Perry, president, her children Mrs. V. A. Leach, Mrs.
of the finest music, a composer whose all the highbrows.- -Dr. John Erskine."
reported favorable progress in secur A. P. Haines, David Hodgkins, all of
MAURICE
I influence has been inspiring to all
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to ing the club's quota of 225 women’s Rockland, and Wendell Hodgkins of
You will make a sad mistake not
European composers of march music
the Corner Club yesterday afternoon. names in the drive for one million Winthrop, Mass., as well as nine
since his advent—John Philip Sousa." to visit the G A. Lawrence Co. open
signatures cf American women which grandchildren.
• • * *
ing today in Chisholm Block. Dainty
Mrs. Alice Karl’s home on Granite the National Council of Women of
Many beautiful flowers showed the
GEORGE
Splendid reports have come to us food favors for all.—adv.
street was opened for the meeting of the United States is carrying on
IN ERNST LUBITSCH’S
in which Mrs. Hodgkins was
of tire fine concert given in Rockport
Opportunity Class Wednesday eve- simultaneously in thousands of com- esteem
held by relatives and friends. Rev. J.
by the musical organizations of the
ning, Mrs. Karl being assisted in en- , munities. Mrs. Perry was the first to C. MacDonald conducted the funeral
schools cf that town under the direc
tertaining by Mrs. Eva Green and : sign for the BPW Club, and she urges
VICTOR
tion of Clarence Fish of Camden I
Mrs. Hattie Bickmore. Mrs. Clara all other members of the club to sign, services and the bearers were A. B.
Butler.
A.
E.
Brunberg,
F.
A.
Carter,
The program featured rhythmic [
Gregory conducted the Scripture les also any woman in the community
You know what to expect in this snappy
bands, choruses, solo work, both vocal :
son. Mrs. Lillian Joyce sang several whq may be interested in that organi O. P. Ingraham, A. C. McLoon, J. A.
Paramount love intrigue! With
CONCHITA
and instrumental, orchestra, band
solos, among them being an “Oppor zation, even though not a member. Jameson. Interment was in Achorn
etc.—a gratifying showing for a town I
JEANETTE MacDONALD
tunity Class” song, the words for The book is at the office of the Postal cemetery.
where music of varied nature in the I
which were written by Mrs. Karl. Telegraph Company. The committee
A
VOX
PICTOXE
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
The Easy Housekeeping Shop—
Conundrums and fishing fcr “white consists of Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Emily
Charlie Ruggles
Roland Young
elephants" furnished much merri Stevens and Mrs. Agnes Louraine. G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm Block,
ment. Ices and cake were served. The speaker was Miss Sabra Baker, opens today. Free favors—dainty
Special Children's Matinee
Marvelous
Music
By
The next meeting will be with Miss who has been at the Senter Crane foods—interesting demonstrations.—
Such Good hood
TUESDAY AT 4 O’CLOCK
OSCAR STRAUS
adv.
Mary Frye, at the Barter Apartments. store demonstrating creams and hair
ADMISSION 10c
NOW SHOWING
treatment. Miss Baker's topic was
Remember the Rexall one cent ’
Don't takechances without automo "What Every Woman Can Do For
DEVIL’S LOTTERY
ROLLINS & STRONG
W
here
Food
Prices
Arc
Lowest
sale,
April
14,
15,
16,
at
Sheldon
’
s
Last
Times
Today
bile Insurance. Insure your automo Herself,” a subject she handled with
—With—
FOR YOUR
43-44
bile today with Roberts & Veazie, evident skill and knowledge. Samples Drug Store, Rockland.
ELISSA LANDI
HELEN TWELVETREES
All
Home
Cooking
Inc. M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic of shampoo creams wefe given out
A Paramount I’ublix Theatre
In
Temple, Rcckland.
40-S-tf by Miss Baker. The weekly bridge
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
parties will be resumed on Thursday
PANAMA FLO
All sorts of electrical household evening, with Mrs. Earl McIntosh
The best selection and service
aids, refrigerators, range burners and Mrs. Gerald Margerson as host
and furnace burners offered at the esses.
Opposite Perry's Market
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
Easy Housekeeping Shop. G. A. Law
Tel. 824-M
Tel. 1009-W
rence Co., which opens today in
Mrs. Lillian McRae is in charge of
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
SHOWS 2.00. 6.30, 8.30
Rockland, Me.
A Paramount Publtx Theatre
Chisholm Block, 492 Main street. the food sale at the store of Senter
28-tf '
Saturday Continuous 2.C0 to 10.30
Dainty food favors for all—adv.
Crane this afternoon.—adv.
•
I'

ASSURE SAFETY

... from MOTHS
... from FIRE

. .. from THEFT

FU1LER-COBBDAVIS

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”

TEACHER

d l|’»1

Catching Cold ?

Hotel Bellevue

0

O’BRIEN

“One Hour With You”

McLAGLEN

MONTENEGRO

CALL

R-A-D--I--O--S

House-Sherman, Inc.

PAR 74

Chevalier

ELECTRICAL
TROUBLES

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

“PENOBSCOfGRiLr

Every-Other-Dajf
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PONTIAC

369 MAIN
STREET
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

Cutler’s

ROCKLAND
MAINE

It’s BLOUSE and SWEATER Time!
... and SKIRT Time!

Quoddv Head
, finished. All will miss hearing the
Boatswain and Mrs. A. G Maker password. "Keep out of the paint."
„ . .
.
,
.
The keepers would like to see some
called on friends and relatives m; newg from Ke£per Gray of Halfway
New Cotton
Rockland and Boothbay Harbor last: Rock
Also Mr PenDell wants to
week, making the trip oy auto! know more about the all-wave reThursday and returning Friday. ceiver built by Keeper Staples at
Their daughter Mrs. Eva C. Watts Burnt Island. Speaking of radio—
came back with them for three PenDell was on the roof replacing an
antenna which was torn down by the
weeks' visit.
-_________ wind during the storm of the preSchooner Henry —
H. Chamberlain
safietTfrom Calais last week with a I vious night, when he was called to
cargo of potatoes for New York, j the phone. The roof jvasjfiifi wet and
New Summer
The Lucy Evelyn sailed a week be slippery but he came down. Upon
fore. also loaded with potatoes for reaching the phone he called hello
several times but no response came
the same port.
U. G. Wormell had a sawing ma- over the wire. The answer that came
chine come Saturday from Whiting from outside accompanied by much
to fit his wood, the pile of 15 cords laughter, w’as April Fool."
being sawed in seven hours. Surf- j
VA
man Harry A. Johnson had his pile
St Croix River
oi 12 cords sawed Monday, also a
Mr. and Mrs. Small are thinking
few logs sawed into boards and small
of the keepers and families who are
timber by the same outfit.
The work at Quoddy Head Light on such stations as witness rough
is still going on but was held up to seas and trust they are in good
some extent by bad weather during health during these recent storms.
the last of February and the whole
Mr. Small served on Channel Light
month of March.
Everybody around here has started at Lubec, Avery Rock, Machias Bay
spring housecleaning, and much1 antj seguin at the mouth of the
painting and papering is being done., Kennebec River. so he realizes what
Thus, as the National Exhibits of
At the coast guard station the same disadvantages rough weather brings,
procedure is going on as customary The black6 can buoy which
• was
General Motors Products open, effec
each spring.
taken
from
its
position
by
the
ice, is
tive April 2nd, Pontiac Six, Chief of
The roads are in very poor con now reset in place.
SILK
dition after the heavy rainfall of the
1932 Values, further establishes its
In an earlier letter it was men
past few days. Many holes and soft tioned that this island was the
Standard
equipment
at
no
extra
value leadership.
places have been filled with rock scene of the first white settlement in
Coupe
charge include* these featur
and gravel, causing some improve America north of Florida. Many
Nov Only......
ment. It is hoped the frost is out people have asked the keeper why
These reductions—up to $50 per car—
Ride Control . . . Syncro-Mesh
now and the roads will dry up early.. £eKisland
chosen and he feels
represent exceedingly important savings
... Quiet Second . .. Free Wheel
*
*
*
*
that
a
very
clear
version is given in
Two-door Sedan
to motorists who desire the refinements
Matinicus Rock
| Champlain’s writings, quoted below.
ing ... 4 Delco Lovejoy Shock
Nov Only............
The telephone here is still out of He will continue in a later edition
and riding comfort usually found in
Absorbers . . . 114-tnch Wheel
order.
the adventures of these brave men.
larger cars, but who wish to purchase
base, Longest of Any Car in the
Mrs.
Benson
has
returned
to
her
In the early part of 1604 not a
Sport Coupe
home in Rockland and the folks on ' single European had settled in the
these qualities at a low price.
Lov-Prke Field . . . Increased
Nov Only......
the station miss her, for she was northern part of North America. A
Colors are
Pover . . . Greater Economy . . .
very good company. A champion few attempts had been made but
These prices are the very lowest ever
crib player, she surely can deal out j were unsuccessful. The very counFull Pressure Lubrication . . .
Stroller
Four-door Sedan
those 15-2 hands.
try was in dispute, for England
quoted for Pontiac cars and are for the
. . . Nev, Roomier Fisher Bodies
Rachel Robinson has returned to claimed it because of Cabot's discovNov Only......
Brunet
finest and largest six-cylinder cars Pon
... Adjustable Driver’s Seat ...
Matinicus after spending the Easter i ery and likewise France because of
the
discovery
by
Verranzano.
Auburn
tiac has ever built.
The resulting
vacation with her parents. Wed
Improved Instrument Panel . . .
Convertible Coupe $
At that time a prominent soldier
nesday night Matinicus Island gave
values are, we believe, the very greatest
Black
Inside Locks On All Doors . . .
a supper and dance. The mission and gentleman of France asked the
Nov Only
Live-Rubber Cushioning at 47
boat Sunbeam was at the island. king if he might establish a colony
ever offered the American public dur
Mr. Young, the postmaster is get in Acadia. He was willing to finance
Ask to see Cutler’s Special at 67c, Chiffon and
Chassis Points . . . Enclosed
ing the whole of the motor car’s history.
I the expedition, providing the king
Custom Sedan
ting better.
Springs
.
.
.
Many
Other
Vital
Service, all Silk Full Fashioned
Keeper
Fickett
says
he
is
inter8>ve
him
the
monopoly
of
the
They mean a new basis of motor car
Nov Only
ested to know how the men here ! fur trade. This was readily granted
Improvements.
values, a new incentive to the American
succeeded in raising mustaches 1° the gentleman, who was none
When they gave up Mr. Powers was other than Sieur de Monts, and not
people to buy motor cars now.
in the lead. As soon as they were on'V was he given permission to esout far enough to show silver threads tabllsh a settlement but also made
Oakland MotorCar Company-Pontiac, Mich.
At the new low prices, do not be satisfied
among the gold, off thev came. The lieutenant general of the king for the
These new low prices sre f. o. b. Pontiac,
men are stiU hard at it doing sta- 1 country of Acadia, which at that
with anything less than the remarkable
Division of General Motors Corporation
time extended from Philadelphia to
tion work.
Mich., and include—at no extra charge—
value and these complete features which
* * • •
Cape Breton.
all of the important improvements listed
Pontiac offers. An outstanding General
-A
Thus it was that Sieur de Monts
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Deer Island Thoroughfare
Motors Value. Liberal G. M. A. C.
in the panel to the right. Pontiac more
gathered a band of about 120 men,
March
29,
early
morning:
Every

Mrs. Henry T. Conary left here including gentlemen In seach of ad
terms if desired.
........................................
than ever is Chief of Values.
March 30 on the Sunbeam for her venture. artisans and workmen, and thing covered with snow frozen on.
Noon, snow gone before the bright
home at Ellsworth.
TOM THUMB
with plenty of supplies to build a
AT REDUCED PRICES
Mrs. Elmer E. Conary spent two permanent settlement set sail in two sun, wind nor’west, fresh an’ then she
blow
some
more.
But
I
know
that
days last week at Stonington with ships of 120 and 150 tons. With
OM THUMB, so famous a mid
Mrs. Elizabeth Sellers. Mr. Sellers them was the king's geographer. spring is here. Why do I know? Well,
get that his name has become
I
sauntered
over
to
Tufts
Athletic
came out after her and brought her Samuel de Champlain, a great man
synonymous, almost, for any of
Field,
and,
lo
and
behold!
there
was
back in his good boat the Edith R.
who afterwards became the father my boyhood friend, Turdus Migrato- those tiny people at whom the world
The Conarys' grandchildren at of Nev/ Fiance.
rlus. I said to him, “Son, are you always wonders, and sometimes
Stonington are quarantined with
They reached Acadia in safety, in listening?" And he replied, “I’ll say laughs, was a real person.
"* “ ““
MW- “a Ml” “W adventures and I am, you just watch me.” So he |
The famous midget was only four
llme’
1 explorations the ship containing cocked his head on one side, listen- j teen years old when, under the ex
Work is progressing slowly at this Sieur de Monts and Champlain
intently for a moment, then made, pert management of that famous
station on account of such bad reached St. Mary’s Bay in Nova aedrun
for first base, stopped, jabbed his I showman, P. T Barnum, he ceased
weather. Keeper Conary has the Scotia June 16, while the other ves
bill into the ground, set back and
lantern room cleaned and painted.
sel commanded by Sieur de Pont pulled out an earthworm, adding to be mere Charles Heywood
• • • •
Grave, remained at Canso. Taking another to his score for the day. In a Stratton of Bridgeport. Conn., and
Saddleback Ledge
a small boat of about eight tons fairly busy day Turdus consumes i became Gen. Tom Thumb, symbol
Alamander Alley returned March Sieur de Monts and Champlain be from three to four times his weight of all the midgets who ever graced
historic features and those hospitality will be put to a consider- Church, dedicated in 1834; the Bux- 17 after spending 16 days with his gan their explorations of the Bay of in worms, and unlike us humans, suf a circus sideshow. In 18M Barnum
BOOSTING OUR STATE distinctive
who motor over it will be retracing able test this season and the best part ton South Congregational Church family at Jonesport. Keeper Wells Fundy, entering the mouth of St. fers not a bit from indigestion or dis took his find to England where
the Iroute
of the
* 11* •
n
’ I ’ 11 I J
vXIC
vz LI uv vzX
LIlv famous a1775
• • U expedi- of it is Maine people can meet the used as the setting for Kate Douglas expected to go to Lubec April 8 for John June 24. They worked their comfort.
the handsome dwarf was present
rublicity Bureau I ells How; tjon The {unds available will be used test successfully."
I Wiggin’s "Old Peabody Pew;’’ the 16 days leave at home. All are busy way westward by the islands now
At Plymouth in the spring of 1621, ed to Queen Victoria, and to
• • • •
Scat boro Congregational Church and
to cut down some of the hills and
known as the Wolves, into Passama- after that cold winter, what a welcome Paris. The trip was a huge finan
Tourists Arc Being At broaden the highway in places.
Maine's judiciary is praised in the the second oldest church in the State, here cleaning and painting and have quoddy Bay and on into the river.
sight it must have been for the Pil- j cial success. After their return to
the inside work nearly finished.
following
incident
related
by
a
1931
that
at
Wells.
Maine
’
s
oldest
church
*
*
*
*
As Champlain wrote: “We entered grims to see what they thought was j this country Barnum decided a little
tracted Into Maine
Seven other lights can be seen
visitor to Maine from New York City is the Congregational Church built
The editor of the Bath T imes, in an “By the way I believe I told you last in York in 1747. Mrs. Sumner stat- from here, Matinicus Rock. Monhe- a river almost half a league in the robin of their dear old England.. romance would be good publicity
(Maine Publicity Bureau)
optimistic editorial on the possibilities fall that I had the usual most enjoy- 1 ed: "These old meeting houses stand gan, Two Bush, Heron Neck, Eagle breadth at its mouth, (now the St. In this they were mistaken. In Eng- I for Tom and imported Into his com
Letters to Maine Publicity Bureau of the coming tourist season, adds; able Maine vacation. By the way I 1 as monuments to the sturdv piety ar.d Island, Mark Island and Isle au Croix, beginning at Joe’s Point near land the robin or redbreast, is a bird pany Lavlnia Warren, plump and
St. Andrews) sailing up which a allied to the nightingale. In the'
arc arriving at the rate of nearly 500 “There will be an additional feature heard indirectly of a case in which perseverance of those early pioneers Haut.
♦ • • »
league or two we found two islands, United States, a bird allied to the' pretty, who boasted 32 incite* to
a day. On March 28 there were 446 the last of August which Nature will real intelligence was shown by one who with their Bibles and muskets
onp
very small near the western thrush. I am in the class, so far as | Tom’s 30 and weighed 2ft pounds,
letters; on March 29 there were 569 supply
.. _ and which will be almost of your judiciary. It seems a party worked out their destinies in those
Little River
bank, and another in mid river, hav birds are concerned, as the woman Shortly thereafter, attended by the
and on March 30 there were 512, mak- j limited to Maine. That will be a total of vacationists had a picnic at one then remote regions.
Florence Corbett has returned to ing a circumference of perhaps eight who went into the bookstore and said bride's sister. Minnie Warren, and!
• • •
ing a total of 1432 for the three days. eclipse of the sun, the finest point of of the beaches and among the deli
school in Machias after a vacation or nine hundred paces, with rocky to the clerk, “I am going on a trip Commodore Nutt, whom she later
The majority of these letters are in visibility being in the vicinity of Frye cacies were some lobsters—shorts, no
From Louise C. Gerry, director of of two weeks, and Mvron to East
quiries regarding recreation and con burg. As there will not be another less.
the women's personnel department Machias after a short vacation of sides of four fathoms high ail and I want a story to read. What do married, Lavitila and Tom were'
around, except in one small place you recommend?”
united in holy matrimony In an elab
eclipse
visible
in
United
States
until
tain coupons clipped from the nation
A nondescript sort of fellow stood of the Larkin Company of Buffalo, one week. The other five children
“ ‘The Kentucky Cardinal' is a good orate church ceremony attended by
al advertising in magazines and 1970 scientists are planning to come around nearby until one of the kind- recently came an inquiry regarding a have resumed their school work at where there is a sandy point and a
clayey earth adapted for making story, madam," replied he. “I do not J the best society and the most color
to Maine in large numbers to study hearted ladies offered him one of the honeymoon trip for a friend through Cutler village.
newspapers.
* * • *
want a religious story.” “But madam, ful show people and liberally writ
brick and other needful articles.
the interesting event. Not only Ameri lobsters. With the air of a good Maine. The Publicity Bureau sent
and Mrs. Corbett are busy
“There is another ' place affording this cardinal is a bird," said the clerk. ten up In the papers.
Important news for the summer can scientists but many from abroad day’s work well done, he informed Miss Gerry, a former Maine woman atKeeper
present with spring cleaning, and
visitor is the announcement that the are coming. While the finest visibility them that they had broken the law the desired information and litera- wonder if they will ever see the end. a shelter for vessels from 80 to 100 “I do not care to read scandal cither,"
“yrtlng at a salary in keeping
tons, but it is dry at low tide. (There said the woman.
county commissioners in Franklin for studying the eclipse will be at and were liable for prosecution if ture °n the State and the following
There has been considerable rough
I know William, Cardinal O'Connell,! wiili his size, three dollars a week,
County have appropriated $8330 to be Fryeburg, it will be visible all along (they didn’t confess from whom they letter has been received: “The lit weather lately and Sunday morning is a rise and fall of tides at this
station of about 23 feet). The island by sight, but I should not know a I Tom made a mint of money In the
used with $38,083 of State money and this section of the State. This is a j had obtained the lobsters. Of course erature is here and it is certainly very the surf was very high.
is covered with firs, birches, maples "Kentucky Cardinal” by sight. In! show business, eventually lost moat
$5000 appropriated by the last Legis feature which no other section of their code of good taste and sports- interesting and intriguing—Thank
Keeper Harvey Wass of Libby
lature, making a total of $51,413 to be the country can duplicate and should | manship would not permit this and you very much for your courteous let- Island has taken his family back to and oaks. It is by nature very well fact there are very few wild birds1 of It at poker and died, of apo
used for the improvement of the Arn have an advertising value in Maine ' so the entire party was haled over to ter and your prompt attention to my Machias and will remain with them situated, except in one place, where that I do knov/ by sight. Prof. Dallas I plexy, In 1883, after, It Is said, 20
for about 40 paces it is lower than Lore Sharp, a popular nature writer, I 'years of hnppy married life. Laold Trail highway between Eustis and which will be well worthwhile. News the mainland and made to appear in , request. . . I think you are most gen for a few days.
elsewhere; this however Is easily kept track of birds nesting in June I vlnia Thumb later married an Ital
the Canadian line near Woburn. This papers and magazines all over the court. The judge, with an excellent crous in the amount of literature
* ® * ♦
fortified, the banks of the mainland within singing distance of his Massa- j ian dwarf named Count 1’ritne
improvement of the scenic link be world will be carrying stories in ad sense of justice, threw the case out which you sent and I shall make
Portland Head
being distant on both sides some 900 chusetts farmhouse and found 36 | Magi.
tween Maine and the Province of vance of, and following, this eclipse with the opinion that vacationists every endeavor to see that it 13 put
species. Probably most of them would
Certainly It has
W. R. Hilt is busy greeting boats paces.
Quebec will mean a roadway 24 feet | in which Maine will receive great were not supposed to know the tech to fruitful uses.
(©. 1032. Western Newspaper Union.I
“Vessels could pass up the river have looked alike to me.
wide and will give tourists a chance I publicity and which would help swell nical points of the lesser-known game given me an awful attack of home coming in and bidding farewell to all
We are told that these birds migrate
only at the mercy of cannon on this
to travel in ease over the historic ’ ranks of tourists who always like to laws. So score one point for Maine sickness! You are to be commended outward bound.
Mrs. W. C. Dow of Portland was island, and we deemed the location north in March: the blackbird, blue “Those are gulls." The Irishman re
route over which Benedict Arnold led , go where there is something unusual justice. But think of all the trouble for your genuine interest and for your
his troops for the attack on Quebec. ’ going on. Taken all in all there is and unpleasantness caused by some efficient manner in handling such re Mrs. Thayer Sterling’s guest last most advantageous, not only on ac bird, cowbird (the robber), purple plied, “Well, gulls or boys, they're a
quests."
week Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles count of its situation and good soil, finch, grackles. purple and bronze, damn fine flock of pigeons.”
The Arnold Trail is one of Maine’s 1 every reason to believe that Maine’s misguided fish warden!”
I do know the difference between
Sterling and daughter Miss Eliza but also on account of the inter marsh hawk, sparrow hawk, belt&d
FISHING FOR FLOUNDERS
beth Sterling called on Mrs. Sterl course which we proposed with the kingfisher, osprey or fish-hawk.1 gulls and pigeons. So long until I find
1 Philadelphia people already have
N. C. C. 2 i
ing Sunday.
savages of these coasts and of the phoebe and the robin. I have seen I a skunk-cabbage.
their minds made up for some
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
Somerville, Mass.
Measles will out. Thus thinks Interior, as we should be In the midst friend robin and the grackle, that’s
bear shooting in Maine next autumn.
There's a tumble down wharf
* * « •
Robert Sterling who was confined to of them. We hope to pacify them in all I know.
In an old downeast town.
A letter to the Publicity Bureau from
As I sit at my desk I can look up
Winter was lingering in the lap of
Where vessels once lay
bed for a week with the infectious the course of time and put an end
a Philadelphia man states that he
Where commerce held sway:
disease.
to the wars they carry on with one and see a picture of the steamer Paul spring 50 years ago, so far as Tenants
and a party, including two ladies, are
And the clam flats were pungent
March carried on every description another, so as to derive service from Luckenbach, Capt. L . S Jellison, for Earcor reported to the Weather
When the tide had gone down—
making plans to spend the first two
It was there he fished for flounders.
of weather minus what might be them in the future and convert them merly of Tenants Harbor, which he Bureau. Weather for 1882: March 29,
] weeks of November in Maine. “We
called good—high seas, rough seas, to the Christian faith. This place sent me; under it is a picture of San Clear but easterly. March 30, squally
are more than anxious to locate a
A small, barefoot lad.
snow, sleet, rain, hail, fog, thunder was named by Sieur de Monts, Saint Francisco Bay with the city In the all foreroon. Rain, hall and disagree
With wild unkempt locks.
section where we would have a
background, ferryboats in the fore able generally, wind S. W. Clear and
In trousers of Jeanand what not. But it won't be long Croix Island.”
chance of bagging a bear and would
But his senses were keen.
ground. A man was dossing on a j cold in eve, wind N.W., very strong
• » . *
now, and all are patiently waiting for
appreciate any information you could
And he whistled and sang
The greatest asset in life is GOOD HEALTH! But you CAN'T
ferryboat one day and an Irishman March 31, clear and cold all day, with
April showers to bring May flowers.
As he roamed on the docks—
give us concerning guides and accom
Pond
Island
smoking a T. D. pipe sat near him. strong N.W. wind 20 degrees above
expect to keep your family healthy unless you give them GOOD
And dangled his line for flounders.
Anyone who talks about hubbies
modations.”
One of the new coast guard boats Some gulls were following the boat. zero. Did not work, too cold and
• • V »
on the water should take a trip in an
FOOD!
He watched the towering masts
airship and get a view of the situ passed out by this light recently. Irishman: “Nice flock of pigeons!” blustering. April 1, 10 above zero.
Interesting historic spots for tourist
That reached towards the clouds.
Speaking of GOOD FOOD, this is where GOLDEN HEART BREAD
The men of the sea—
ation here, swallowed up in mud. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Watson of Han The man made no answer, until the Harbor frozen over to Southern Island.
visits are the many ancient churches
over. N. H.. and daughters, Opal second time he said it, when he said. Commenced to snow at 2 p.m. Very
Spices and tea:
comes in . . . The Maine Baking Company is thinking of YOUR
It has dried up the past few days.
in Maine. In a paper read by Mrs.
And the strain on the shore lines.
cold ail day.
Sunday was a reminder of the near Phyllis and Anna have been visiting
Osma L. Sumner before a study club
The wind In the shrouds
family in EVERY loaf of GOLDEN HEART BREAD. That is why
Keeper and Mrs. Fickett for a few
He heard, as he Ashed for flounders.
future,
as
many
pedestrians
found
in
Augusta,
many
of
these
churches
thing
new
for
the
girls
and
they
got
it makes “The BEST Bread in Maine.” This is why YOU should
The Easy Housekeeping Shop—
their way to Fort Williams and the days. It was Mr. Watson’s first visit a great kick out of it. Mrs. Fickett
were described: Benton Falls has a
And he gazed far away
always
century old church with one of the
light station. They like to get the at a light station, and it was all very has been ill this week with a bad G. A. Lawrence Co., Chisholm Block,
At the ships coming home.
opens today. Free favors—dainty
Saw the deep laden hulls.
last bells cast in the Paul Revere
view of the vast stretch of ocean and interesting to him. Anna Watson cold.
was given a surprise birthday party
Heard the scream of the gulls:
foods—interesting demonstrations,—
foundry in Canton, Mass. There also
fill their nostrils with the salt air.
And he watched the brave figure
March 31. She received nice pres
adv.
* . • •
is a real Paul Revere bell in the Wal
head
Mt.
Desert
1
__
______________________________ _
ents from all. and among the gifts
Parting the foam—
doboro
Congregational
Church.
Two Bush Island
was a five dollar bill from Keeper
And his bait was oft filched by the
Tender Ilex landed gasoline, lum IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Churches more than 100 years old are
*
flounders.
With all the wind lately there is Fickett. She had a large cake which ber, shingles, etc. at this station
those at South Durham, known as
she
cut
and
passed
around.
She
says
little
shipping.
The
keepers
average
March
31.
the Quaker meeting house; the old
And he dreamt golden dreams
FLU-GRIP
Of some future estate.
once a week ashore for mail and pro it will be something for her to re
Keeper York and family are ashore
"The BEST Bread in Maine"
Baptist Church at Parkman; the old
That were wafted away
visions.
Keep
the
bowels open and take
member,
because
it
happened
on
a
on
a
few
days
leave.
meeting house in Walpole; the
As the mists on the bay.
Tune in—Station WHDH. Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
Mrs. PenDell has returned to the light station. It was quite rough
March was a stormy and blowy
church at Aina and the First Parish
He has grown In achievement.
BROWN
’S RELIEF
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.
In manner sedate:
station after a stay of several weeks the day they left. The Kennebec month here, making the weather
in Portland, erected in 1825.
Still
—
he
would
he
were
Ashing
for
with
her
parents
at
Limerick.
coaSt
guard
surf
boat
carried
them
on
arising
and retiring
disagreeable but the surf was won
Other interesting churches are the
flounders.
Painting in the dwelling is about to Popham Beach. That was some- derful.
South
Portland
Congregational
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tt
L. P. Newbert.
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BLOUSES
$1.00

SKIRTS

A slashing reduction in Pontiac
Six prices brings the important
new features of1932, Pontiac’s
extra size and Pontiac’s big-car
comfort, to anew lowprice level.

$1.98 and $2.98
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DON’T

Take a Chance With Your
Family’s HEALTH !

GIVE YOUR FAMILY

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

